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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE
MONDAY 28 JANUARY 2002
Members present:
Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair
Mr Richard Bacon Mr George Osborne
Mr Ian Davidson Mr David Rendel
Geraint Davies Mr Gerry Steinberg
Mr Nick Gibb Mr Alan Williams
Mr Brian Jenkins
Sir John Bourn KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General, further examined.
Mr Glenn Hull, Second Treasury OYcer of Accounts, HM Treasury, further examined.
REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL:
Widening participation in higher education in England (HC 485)
Examination of Witnesses
MrDavidNormingtonCB, Permanent Secretary, Department for Education and Skills, and Professor Sir
Howard Newby CBE, Chief Executive, Higher Education Funding Council for England, examined.
are very high. 90 per cent of those with two A-levelsChairman
go into higher education and all the focus, therefore,
1. Welcome to the Committee of Public Accounts. of our policies is on helping and supporting people
Today we are considering the Comptroller and from lower socio-economic groups to get better
Auditor General’s Report on Widening GCSEs and to get better A-levels.
Participation in Higher Education in England. We
are delighted to be joined byMr David Normington, 2. Obviously colleagues will want to go into the
the Permanent Secretary to the Department for fundamental aspects of this Report in more detail. If
Education and Skills, and Professor Sir Howard you stay on Page 6 and look at Figure 1, you will see
Newby, the Chief Executive of the Higher Education the three targets there that relate to wideningFunding Council for England. Welcome. Mr participation. How conﬁdent are you that theseNormington, perhaps I can start with you and go targets will be met? Will you meet the 50 per centstraight to Page 6, Figure 2, of the Comptroller and participation target?Auditor General’s Report. You will see there under
(Mr Normington) It is for 2010 so it is a long timeFigure 2 groups with historically low representation
oV. I am as conﬁdent as I can be that we are puttingwithin the student population, and you will see that
in place the plans and policies to achieve it. We areyou are making good progress over the last six years
at somewhere about 41 per cent now. That is quite awith women, ethnic minorities and people declaring
mountain to climb, but I am reasonably conﬁdentdisabilities. However, there has been no progress
that if we pursue the policies that we are putting inwhatsoever in terms of social classes IIIM, IV and V.
place that we will have a very good chance ofI understand that from an historically low base,
meeting it.although data is not very good, that ﬁve to ten per
cent—andwe are talking about history going back to
3. You do not think the targets are too ambitious?the Second World War—there has been a gradual
(Mr Normington) The more diYcult target is therise but no progress within the last six years.Why has
one which talks about signiﬁcant year-on-yearthere been no progress, Mr Normington?
progress in widening participation. I think it is(Mr Normington) I think it is absolutely right that
diYcult to increase participation but even morethe number of people from the lower socio-economic
challenging to widen participation. For the reasonsgroups going into higher education has risen but the
we touched on just brieﬂy in the answer to the ﬁrstoverall proportion has not risen. I think there are a
question, I think that is going to be the biggerwhole number of reasons for that, but the most
challenge. To do both of these things is the really bigimportant reason, and I guess the reason wewill keep
challenge. I think we will meet the third one, the 2002coming back to and which the Report keeps coming
target, and we are very, very close to it already.back to, is about prior attainment. It is basically that
not enough students from the lower socio-economic
4. Sir Howard, if I could now ask you to pleasegroups are getting good enough GCSEs and they are
look at Page 9, Figure 8. You will see that sometherefore not staying on in full-time education and
institutions there have a very small proportion ofthey are not going on to get A-levels. Once you get A-
levels your chances of going into higher education students from poorer social classes. What are you
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doing to persuade them to accept more students from 8. Mr Normington, if I could ask you now to go
back to Page 22 and look at Figure 19, you will seepoorer social classes or indeed to encourage more
there that there is a bewildering array of funds toto apply?
which students, particularly poorer students, can(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We have asked all
apply for support. What are you doing to make thethe higher education institutions in England to
system a lot simpler? The basic problem is, is it not,provide us with their widening participation
that if you come from a family which has nostrategies which will include targets for improvement
involvement traditionally in higher education, youin this kind of area. They report to us on their
yourself make a business decision “is it worth myprogress towards these targets through their annual
while going on?” And you have got this completelyoperating statement. There is a very wide variation.
bewildering array of possible support mechanisms inMany would suggest that they would like to see that
front of you. It is a bit oV-putting.variation much less than it currently is. It is, of
(MrNormington) Yes, I think it is too complicated.course, very much tied up with the previous
education and qualiﬁcations of the students 9. How do you make it more simple?
submitted to these diVerent institutions. (Mr Normington) There are two things to say. I
think the basic support arrangements through a5. You will see there that there are some very low
contribution to tuition fees and the loan, that basicﬁgures indeed. I understand, if we just look at Oxford
system which applies to most people, is not thatand Cambridge, that they do not, apparently, have
complicated, and it is only those two things thattoo bad a record in accepting those from the poorer
apply to many potential students. It is all thesocial classes who apply—about a third—but their
discretionary and hardship funds which are diYcultproblem is that people just do not apply. Is that
to understand. It is not that they are just diYcult tocorrect?
understand, I think it is also there is very little(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That is correct.
certainty, if you are poor, as to whether you will get
them, and the answer is that we have this review6. And what are you doing, and what are they
going on of student ﬁnance, the ﬁrst aim of which isdoing to try and get over this culture of people simply
to simplify the system, particularly as it relates to allnot applying to Oxford and Cambridge from the
these discretionary funds. It looks particularlypoorer social classes?
complicated. Some of these arrows apply to only very(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Universities like
small numbers but I agree verymuchwith the generalOxford and Cambridge, and it includes some others
thrust of what you have said and what the Reportin addition to them, are already in receipt of what we
says.call an “aspiration premium”, which is money
speciﬁcally directed to those institutions to pay for 10. When will the review report?
the additional costs of them going out into schools (Mr Normington) The review will report soon. I
and colleges and into parts of the country which cannot tell you precisely when.
historically have had very low rates of participation
11. Do you think it would be helpful if you had ain higher education generally, and entry to those
one-stop shop for students to go to?universities in particular, to try to raise aspirations,
(Mr Normington) This is something else we areto work with schools and colleges, to inform them
looking at. At the moment there are two sources ofabout their admissions’ policies, and to demonstrate
assessment, one is the local authority and one is thethat they operate on the basis of merit and no other
higher education institution. The reason webasis.
concentrated a lot of the hardship and access funds
on the universities was because they are best-placed7. I am wondering if any of the mechanisms you
to judge whether that student is in hardship as theyare using are particularly eVective. If you look at the
are applying and when they are in the university.Appendix, for instance, on Page 31, if I can just
Some of this is the function of trying to target accessreturn to that, this is about trying to encourage
and hardship and discretionary funds very preciselyparticipation from various postcodes. If you look at
on those students who are in most diYculty. I think,that ﬁgure there, postcodes with lowest
though, that it has created a complicated system.participation, you have got that ﬁgure of 40 per cent.
Reading that, it looks like even in those postcodes, 12. If you now go back to Page 11 and look at
which presumably are picked because they are Figures 9 and 10—and this is going back to the point
supposed to be poorer classes, 60 per cent come from you were making earlier about groups not
the better oV classes anyway, so I am not sure how participating in higher education because they leave
eVective this mechanism is. education at age 16—when do you think that your
(Professor SirHowardNewby)We are reviewing it. initiatives that you are taking will have some impact
First of all, I should say that the postcode indicator on this problem?
was introduced as an attempt to ﬁnd a proxy for the (Mr Normington) We are beginning to see already
kinds of issues that we are discussing. For a variety of the ﬁrst signs of improved levels of attainment at
technical reasons, we recognise that both in remoter GCSE for pupils from poorer families and from
rural areas and in some inner city areas like London, poorer areas. That is partly as a result of the
postcode is not a very good proxy. So we are Government’s eVorts to raise attainment in the inner
reviewing this andmyBoard agreed only last week to city areas through its Excellence in Cities
move forward on the basis of a complete review of programmes. We are begining to see that happening
indicators like this to seewhetherwe can ﬁnd ameans and to see faster improvement in those areas than
of directing the support we oVer in a more speciﬁc overall and as soon as that starts happening it ought
to begin to knock on into staying on rates in furtherand concentrated way to those who need it.
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education and post-16 and into A-levels. There are the courses we are oVering are attractive and ﬁt for
purpose for students and that our admissions policiessome other things that are necessary and will, I hope,
are fair and equitable.help. One is the great eVorts that are going on to link
up universities and schools much earlier so that you 16. Do you accept that this is a very seriousraise the ambitions of children much earlier. I think problem and there are some council estates where notyou have to get to them much earlier than 14 or 15 a single person historically is going on educationallybecause by then they are already taking decisions post 16?
about what they are going to study. We are also (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I certainly do.
providing better advice through the Connections
Service and we are providing support for poorer 17. Do you think that the measures you have got
in place to tackle this very serious problem arestudents beyond 16 through Educational
eVective and likely to deliver results?Maintenance Allowances. The combination of those
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We believe so, onthings will, I think, very shortly begin to see more
the basis of the knowledge we have at the moment.poorer students coming through. I answered the ﬁrst
Obviously the proof of eVectiveness will come whenquestion by saying that this is the big challenge and
we start to do it. I have to say that working out whereyou can see from Figure 9 why that is.
particular policy instruments can be rendered most
13. You sound very conﬁdent so to go back to my eVective is diYcult. Nationally we have a rather thin
ﬁrst question, that ﬁrst ﬁgure, that rather depressing evidence base onwhich towork here and the evidence
graph that I pointed out to you that showed no is not that great in other countries either.
progress, you are conﬁdent that we are going to see Chairman: Thank you. Mr Geraint Davies?
that edging upwards?
(Mr Normington) I said that it was a very tough
challenge. I am conﬁdent that we are putting in place
Geraint Daviesthe arrangements to do it. Eight years before we have
to hit the target I am conﬁdent we are getting the 18. Mr Normington, you started oV by saying the
policies in place. real challenge, or words to this eVect, is really in
GCSEs and A-levels, as opposed to going to14. Sir Howard, could I now ask you to turn to
university, for those people with poorer socialAppendix 3, Paragraph 8, Page 31. This is talking backgrounds, but would you not agree that one ofabout these benchmarks. They are just benchmarks, the issues is not simply the attainment of thethey are not targets so I was wondering what you are necessary conditions to go but the risk aversion of
doing to change the regime to encourage a real people from less well oV backgrounds to taking out
improvement. massive loans and their aVordability?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) As you say, these (Mr Normington) That is a factor as well. There is
are benchmarks and they are designed to reﬂect back a range of factors. I think the prior attainment and
to the institutions how well they are actually the ambition to go to university is overwhelmingly
performing compared to how well we feel they could the most important factor, but there is evidence, of
reasonably be expected to perform. Looking forward course, that people from poorer families with few
to the future, we have it in mind to set targets. These means of support are worried about debt.
targets would be set not just for individual higher
19. Would you be surprised to know that many ofeducation institutions but for higher educational
my constituents have come to me where they haveinstitutions working in partnership with schools and
taken a number of years and taken a job to savecolleges so that over a period of time and broken
money because they cannot aVord to go, particularlydown into diVerent localities we could try to hit the
in London because of the price of housing, and they50 per cent participation target and do something
then ﬁnd themselves unable to go to college? Wouldabout widening participation as well.
you be surprised by that?
(Mr Normington) I have met, too, potential15. This is the last point on this theme. If you go
students who have been deterred. I think I would likeback to Page 18, Figure 16, Sir Howard, we are
to sit down and argue with them that there was atalking here about the activities to raise aspirations,
package of support which would help them. I do notbut a lot of this is just attracting people who would
think it is quite as bad a package as they think.go on to higher education anyway. How are you
However, the perceptions, the misunderstandingstrying to target the right people who you want to get
about it, the perception that there is very littleinto higher education who have not hitherto
support and fears about debt, are considerableenjoyed it?
amongst some people.(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The way forward is
to develop something we are calling “Partnerships 20. Have you any data on the proportion of
for Progression”. I very much agree that the problem students and their social background who take up
is a 14 to 19 educational progression issue. We come mini-cabbing and bar work, etcetera, etcetera, in
in at the end of that and that is why to take really order to avoid unsustainable debt as they see it and
eVective action we have to work in collaboration what impact that has on their educational
with schools and colleges within a local area and so attainment? In other words, do you know if they are
with our partners we need to move on several fronts prejudiced doubly?
at once. We need to raise aspirations. Schools and (Mr Normington) I do not think I do have precise
colleges will need to raise levels of attainment. We in ﬁgures about that. A substantial proportion of
students work while they are going throughthe higher education sector need to make sure that
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university now. In my mind I have a ﬁgure of around 28. I appreciate that but they are desperate to ﬁll
the places they have got and get the funding for them.40 per cent working on a regular basis but I would
have to check that ﬁgure.1 (Professor Sir Howard Newby) However, there are
many students who present themselves to universities21. Is the tendency for those people from poorer
for admission who do not have A-levels who quitefamilies to tend to do more of that sort of work
legitimately are oVered places because of theirtherefore undermining their studies?
particular background circumstances, and often(Mr Normington) It is not just people from poorer
mature students, for example, who have not gotfamilies working.
those qualiﬁcations, are admitted, sometimes—
22. I appreciate that but that is the propensity. usually in fact—after having gained a qualiﬁcation
(Mr Normington) Clearly if you are not getting as after having undertaken a foundation course.
much support from your family then you are going
29.Do you know of any research that suggests thatto look for other ways of supporting yourself, and
the preconceptions of children as to whether theyworking is one way.
expect to be train drivers or stockbrokers, or
23. Are you sympathetic to the idea of a graduate whatever, are made at a very early age and it is quite
tax? diYcult to break out of that, and so self-esteem and
(Mr Normington) I do not think it is for me to say expectation is a driving force of later success? What
whether I am sympathetic or not. action are you taking to combat that in early years of
teaching?24. Do you know how much extra tax the
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) If I can break downExchequer could expect to get from someone with a
your question. There is evidence, ﬁrst of all, to showdegree versus someone with A-levels?
that attitudes to learning are formed at a very early(Mr Normington) I do not know that. I know that
age. Certainly by the ages of 13 or 14 they area graduate is likely to earn substantially more.
relatively ﬁxed and that is why, if we are to raise
25. I think the ﬁgure is between £30,000 and aspirations amongst young people as institutions, as
£50,000 more in tax. I also understand that if a universities, we must work with the schools to
graduate tax were charged by raising National intervene at those early years. Secondly—
Insurance ceilings to a 40 per cent kick in we would
30. May I interrupt you just for a second on thatraise between £9,500 and £14,500. Given that the
because you said things were relatively ﬁxed by themoney could be reined in and paid for itself by a
age of 15. I recall seeing a television programme thatgraduate tax, are there many discussions on this
tracked people and interviewed these people askinggoing on?
“what are you going to be?” and they came back to(Mr Normington) I am not really willing to be
them when they were 15 or 20 and found that in 95drawn about the discussions going on in the
per cent of cases they had in fact fulﬁlled theirDepartment.
expectations, and the idea they were genetically
26. I simply make the point that I hope you are programmed to become train drivers was
engaged in the idea of investing in human capital and unconvincing.
making a proﬁt on it and helping everybody. On the (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I was not
issue of standards, would you be surprised to hear suggesting for one minute that they were genetically
stories of universities phoning headmasters asking programmed—
whether they had anyone with three Us at A-level at
31. This was decided at 15 as opposed to ﬁve.their school so people can go into university without
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, but not on theany A-levels and get funding? In any such cases do
basis of genetics, on the basis of the culture, theyou ﬁnd a very large drop-out after year one of
culture of the family, the culture of the community,people who have got poor grades, which has nothing
the culture of the peer group within which they areto do with social background?
operating. I can remember last year a newspaper(Mr Normington) One answer to you is that we do
headline in reference to admissions to university,not want to see a lowering of standards as
which is something raised in the Report about theparticipation is widened. I do not think that is a
diVerential between girls’ and boys’ aspirations,helpful course of action at all. I would be a little bit
saying “It is not cool to be clever”, and I think,surprised to hear that, but I know that universities set
amongst young boys in particular, there is that factortheir own admission levels and I do not inﬂuence
and it is formed amongst their peer group. That wasthose at all, in fact I am forbidden from doing that,
the kind of thing.and they obviously do look at a range of factors other
than just qualiﬁcations. 32. What is Oxford or Cambridge, or any
university for thatmatter, doing to raise expectations27. Professor Newby, maybe you can give us some
and enthusiasm among students who are normallyillumination and provide some information on how
not very good at forming skills in that respect?many people are going to university with no A-levels
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) They are doing aat all in order for the university to get the money.
number of things. First of all, they are employing(Professor Sir Howard Newby) My comment on
more recruitment oYcers to go out into schools andthe issue of headteachers ringing up and asking for
give talks in schools, to work with school teachers tostudents in that fashion is that it is rank bad practice
raise aspirations. They are also doing more in theon admissions.
way of running summer schools and organised visits
to the institutions, speciﬁcally aimed at those schools1 Note bywitness:The student Income andExpenditure Survey
which have not had a tradition of students applying1998/99 indicates that 46% of full-time students are
employed during term-time. to those universities.
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(Mr Normington) There is quite a bit of evidence I also agree that we, along with institutions, must be
more active in ensuring that that is not perpetuatedfrom those summer schools that by introducing
potential students to the possibility of going to those in future.
places and breaking down the mystique, you can 39. Can I ask Mr Normington again on funding,
begin to change perceptions. There is some really given the changing costs in terms of the various
encouraging evidence from that. regions, particularly costs of housing in London, do
you think there is a reason to review ﬁnances on a33. Obviously the statistics from Oxford and
regional basis? Do you feel that insofar as a very highCambridge, as I understand them, show that a
proportion of the poorest students stay at home, thesimilar proportion of people apply from any social
fact that there are no grants available is limiting thebackground. The problem is thatmany schools never
choices of poorer students to go to the universitieshave people applying so there is a more proactive
that they might otherwise choose? They might wantattempt to go into schools that never apply. Is that
to go to Oxford but they do not live there so they gocorrect?
to Treforest, or wherever it happens to be?(Mr Normington) That is correct.
(Mr Normington) It is certainly true that students
34. In terms of women in higher education—and I from poorer families are more likely to go to a
know David Rendel is a bit interested in this—my university near their home and that must be related
understanding of senior lecturers is that there is to their view of the support that they are going to get
something like a ratio of 3:1 in favour of men. There from the system. If you look at the present system, of
are all sorts of explanations for this, but would you course, it already has diVerential rates of loans for
be aware of any pressure that is being put on female students who are studying in London, students who
lecturers in higher education to terminate their jobs are studying away from home and students who are
or change them in order to get a higher accreditation at home so there are three levels. There is already
in terms of the university itself which delivers more built into the system some recognition of the diVerent
funding? In other words, if it is the case that you have costs. There is quite a lot more money in London for
a man and a woman who are equal in every respect loans. All this is the subject of the review which the
but the man happens to be generating extra paper in Secretary of State announced in October and which
whatever journal and the women at that point might we are actively carrying through.
have a child, for instance, and it might be the case
40. Would you accept—and I know this is athat there is a greater propensity for women to look
subjective issue—that students, like yourself, whoafter children certainly when they are ﬁrst born, have
have left home and gone into digs have a moreyou any evidence that senior management are
enriching, fulﬁlling experience than those who stay atcoercing such people out of their jobs in order to lift
home, or would you have preferred to have stayedstandards in order to get more money?
with your parents?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Not in general no, (Mr Normington) Personally I would havebut I am aware, as I suspect you are too, of some preferred to leave home—isolated cases, one of which received quite wide
41. I will not tell your mother!publicity recently when it was taken to an industrial
(Mr Normington) It really does vary. It really hastribunal.
to be about the individual. I would prefer it if the
35. Which one was that? individual had that choice and that, if theywanted to,
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The case of the they felt they could have the support to go and study
London School of Economics. away from home. It depends on their circumstances,
but I would prefer that.36. I was thinking of another one actually.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I should say that 42. Finally coming back to expectations, self-
the guidelines which the Funding Councils lay down esteem and these issues, how important do you feel it
over procedures for the research assessment exercise is to get, as it were, role models from communities
speciﬁcally make reference to the position of female who are traditionally under-represented to be
colleagues who of necessity might have had to take encouraged and ﬁnanced to go back to communities
career breaks in order to bring up children. and say, “Look, I came from this community, I did
it, you can do it?” To what extent is that happening
37. So would you accept that within the ﬁnancial or is it just lip service?
machinery that is currently employed there is (Mr Normington) I know that is happening with
institutional sexism, for the reason I said, coming to schools. I have seen it happening with schools. I have
a head in a certain number of cases at the moment? seen schools actively using their success stories,
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) If by “institutional particularly from under-represented ethnic minority
sexism” you mean are there practices in higher groups going back into schools saying “we made it”.
education institutions which inadvertently result in a It is really powerful. I have seen it a lot in schools.
lower than expected number of females— Chairman: Mr Gibb?
38. I do not mean to have a go at the institutions,
I mean to have a go at the ﬁnancial machinery that is
Mr Gibbdriving managers in those institutions to be
prejudiced against women. 43. I was interested in your comment that really the
whole problem is based on prior attainment, and that(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No I do not think
there are practices of that kind, although I do believe is overwhelmingly the most important factor. The
Report says at 2.4 that “lower academic attainmentthat the proportion of senior staV in higher education
institutions which is female is unacceptably low and at age 18 accounts for most of the lower participation
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in higher education.” What you are saying tallies (Mr Normington) School is a very important
inﬂuence on that. I was going to say I think we havedirectly with the Report. I am interested in
shown with the emphasis on really good teaching ofunderstanding why it is that children from social
reading and writing and building up good practice inclass V have lower educational opportunities prior to
those schools that you can make good progress. Ihigher education.
think we have begun to break the myth that you(Mr Normington) For a whole set of reasons.
cannot raise the aspirations of those young children.Basically because they are going to schools where
they do not achieve as much, for a whole set of 52. Do you accept the view, which is my view, that
reasons. They are often from communities where the fact that the intake of a school comes from
they go to schools which have traditionally not got socially deprived areas is no excuse for poor
very good GCSE results and therefore rather fewer attainment of GCSEs at secondary education level?
pupils go on to A-levels. Some of this starts back in (Mr Normington) That is what I believe.
primary schools, which is why the Government has
53. Do you think there is something wrong withmade such an eVort to raise attainment in primary
the ethos of secondary schools who do protest thatschools and to close the gap between primary schools
their intake is the cause of their problems? Isbecause some of the falling behind of children from
something wrong with the philosophy and ethos ofpoorer families starts there.
those comprehensive schools?
44. Why is it just in areas like this that the schools (Mr Normington) I am really reluctant to say that
are poor? Why? Is it because children from social those schools are not trying to improve.
class V have an average lower IQ than other social
54. That is not the question. Is there somethinggroups? That is not my perception and I do not
wrong with the ethos and philosophy?believe that is true of society. So why is it?
(Mr Normington) There are all kinds of barriers(Mr Normington) I do not believe that to be so.
which those schools have to overcome in order toThere is a whole range of factors, some of them are
raise achievement. It is not as easy to raisesocial factors, some of them are about the families
achievement for those children because there areyou come from and the aspirations those families
family problems, problems of poverty, problems ofhave, some are about the quality of the schools in
housing, problems of disruptive families, all ofthose areas, some are about concentration of
those things.deprivation in those schools, the fact that you have
more poor children. It is a range of those factors. 55. Now you are saying intake is a reason for low
attainment.45. Why should a concentration of poor children,
(Mr Normington) I am saying that it is possible forgiven that they have the same average IQs, be a
those children to attain but the barriers to theirfactor? I do not understand. I have had lots of these
attainment are greater. I am saying that particularlyconversations with teachers and heads and I can
applies in secondary school. I am saying that innever understand why it is.
primary school it is possible to make progress faster.(Mr Normington) I am not myself going to accept
that argument because the whole basis of this 56. Now you are saying that the intake does aVect
Government’s approach and the policies we are the achievements of the school because they have all
pursuing is to tackle that. these barriers that only exist in socially deprived
areas. Is that what you are saying? I really need to46. If you do not knowwhy, how can you tackle it? understand this because it is an important point.
(Mr Normington) I think we believe it is possible. (Mr Normington) I understand that. By the time
the children are entering secondary school, some of47. I can see it is possible but why? This is an
the children from these lower socio-economic groupsintellectual discussion we are having.Why?What are
have already fallen behind in their levels ofthe reasons?
attainment and therefore there is already a catch-up(Mr Normington) I have given you some of the
to be achieved in the ﬁrst years of secondary school.reasons.
Many of the secondary schools have an intake which
48. No you have not, I am afraid. has already got lower levels and therefore there is a
(Mr Normington) Some of it is about the low big job of catching up. I think if wemeasured some of
aspirations of the communities in which those the attainment of those schools in taking them from a
schools are and the low aspirations of the schools lower base forward, we would say they are not doing
themselves and sometimes the concentration in those too badly.
schools of teachers who do not believe that you can
57. So there is a problem in ethos and philosophyraise the attainment of those children.
of primary schools in this country in those socially
deprived areas?49. So it is the low aspirations and expectations of
(Mr Normington) In some cases I am saying that isthe teachers in those schools?
so. It is a very complicated set of issues. I have(Mr Normington) Not just the teachers.
admitted one factor is the ambitions and aspirations
50. Who then? and beliefs that you can do it, in schools, in
(Mr Normington) It starts with what happens in communities, and in the parents of the children,
families and with the parents. which need to be raised.
51. How do we get out of this vicious cycle? Do we 58. If you could take a group of children of mixed
not do so at the school level where they spend seven ability from those socially deprived areas who go to
schools in those areas and put them into Eton orhours a day throughout the year?
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Bradford Grammar school or any school that has a (Mr Normington) I think we are 4th, 7th and 8th
out of 32 in English, science and maths for 15-year-traditional ethos, they would perform better or
olds. If you look at that report, there are only twoworse?
other countries in each of the categories that are(Mr Normington) I do not know. I do not think I
signiﬁcantly ahead of us.2know the answer to that.
69. Which are those countries?59. You must have a view. You are the Permanent
(MrNormington) As I recall, and I am not going toSecretary of the Department of Education.
get this the right way round, it is Japan and Korea(Mr Normington) But I do not know the answer
and Finland and Canada. Those are the four.to that.
70. So will you be examining the methods of
60. Who does in your Department? Does anybody teaching in those countries to see what we can learn?
in your Department? (Mr Normington) We are looking at what we can
(Mr Normington) It is pure speculation, is it not, learn from those countries, of course, but it is the best
because, on the whole, those children do not go to performance this country has ever had in state
those schools. education. It is a remarkable performance. It really is
a remarkable performance.61. I think it goes to the fundamentals of the state
education in our country, what kind of ethos and 71. So you are satisﬁed with the state system in
this country?philosophy schools are practising, and you are saying
one is as good as another. Is that what you are (Mr Normington) I cannot be satisﬁed with it.
What that Pisa Report, OECD Report said was thatsaying?
while we were succeeding to a very great degree(MrNormington) I am saying I want schools of the
comparedwith other countries, the big issue here washighest ethos. I think to compare those schools is a
the gap between the attainment of the lower socio-hypothetical case because we do not have many
economic groups and the higher socio-economicchildren frompoor backgrounds going to Eton. Eton
groups. That was the fundamental issue we had tois highly selective.
tackle here which is what you are saying.
62. What about Bradford Grammar School?
72. Exactly. Can I refer you to an article in The(Mr Normington) It is a highly selective school, is
Times in December. It is an article written by Davidit not? Mattin who is a graduate of Cambridge who went to
a comprehensive school. I could have written this63. I am talking about its ethos and philosophy.
article based on my own education. Thousands ofDo you think a child in social class V would thrive in
people in Britain could have written this article.the ethos which Bradford Grammar School
There is nothing special about the article. He went topractises?
an average comprehensive in a commuter town, not(Mr Normington) It might well do. The ethos of a
an inner city comprehensive. He said: “At thisschool is very important. The ambitions of the school
school, to work hard, to show deference to teachers,and the ethos of the school are very important.
or to admit to any academic ambitions meant social
64. Why are applications to Oxford and death. My friends and I had to learn to ﬁt in. For us,
Cambridge so low amongst classes IIIM, IV and V? school was a project in becoming something we were
Is there an element of inverse snobbery by some of not. By year nine, aged 14, none of us was a child any
more. Cheek towards teachers had turned intothe teachers at those comprehensive schools?
aggression. Teasing had turned into verbal abuse and(Mr Normington) I am not going to follow you in
physical violence. . . Peer pressure meant thatsaying that. We have said that there are not enough
almost everyone had given up any desire to achieveapplications. That is the main issue in terms of
academically or to learn anything: no one wanted toOxford and Cambridge from those groups. It might
be seen as bright.” Is that your view of howbe to do with the attitudes in those schools. It is just
comprehensive schools in this country are acrossas likely to be from pupils and families who do not
the country?believe that Oxford and Cambridge are for them.
(Mr Normington) No.
65. So you think all schools are pushing for their
73. It is not?brightest children to apply for Oxford and
(Mr Normington) You will ﬁnd that, of course, inCambridge?
some places but that is not—(MrNormington) No, I do not think they are. That
74. How widespread would you say this ethos wasis one of the things we have to tackle.
in our comprehensive schools?
66. Are you proud of state education in this (MrNormington) Youwill ﬁnd that in some places.
country? I do not know how widespread it is. The whole focus
(Mr Normington) I think it can be better. of our eVorts in schools at the moment is to raise
standards in secondary schools—67. Do you think it compares well to other
developed nations in the west? Or do you not know
2 Note by witness: The Organisation for European Co-that?
operation and Development’s report Knowledge and Skills(Mr Normington) No, I do know that. I think that for Life (December 2001), found the UK performance was
we have just had the evidence from a study of 32 signiﬁcantly above the OECDaverage - 7th highest out of 32
countries on the reading literacy scale, 8th on thecountries which shows that we are very high up.
mathematical literacy scale and 4th on the scientiﬁc
literacy scale.68. Where? What position?
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75. If you do not know how widespread this kind but it is particularly following up those schools that
are weak and failing and putting in placeof attitude is in our schools, how can you say you are
going to raise standards? This article resonates with arrangements to reverse that. Many of the schools
which are weak and failing will be the ones where youa lot of people in this country.
have the behaviour you describe. Those things often(Mr Normington) I agree with you that that is so.
go together.76. How widespread is this? Is there anybody in
82. These are not weak and failing schools, theseyour Department who knows?
are average schools. I am disappointed by the(Mr Normington) We do the secondary sector a
complacency I am hearing from you.great disservice if we think that is widespread. There
(Mr Normington) No, I am not complacent.are some parts, particularly in our cities, where that
Mr Gibb: Finished.is the case.
Chairman: Thank you very much. Mr Gerry77. This is a commuter town, this is not a city. Steinberg?(MrNormington) There are some places where that
is so. We do have a problem in some places with a
boys’ culture which is anti-learning. I think that is a
Mr Steinbergsocial problem in this country which we have to
tackle as well. Of course, one has to be realistic about 83. I was not going to go down this track but I
what one is facing and the challenge one is facing, but thinkMrGibb is partly right and partly wrong. I was
I do not think we should talk down the secondary a headteacher in quite a deprived area and my wife
sector. has taught in a deprived area for many years, and it
is not so much the teachers who have low78. I want to knowhow you are going to tackle this
expectations—teachers always get the blame—it ispoint. You do not know how extensive it is. You do
the families who have the low expectations, that is thenot think it is that extensive. I am sure people reading
problem. I have had parents come to me and say,the transcript outside will be interested in your view
“What the f. . . . has education done for me?” And heon that. How do you intend to tackle this problem in
is on the dole. You say, “Quite clearly it it has donethis commuter town or is it only inner cities that you
nothing for you, has it, but it might do something forare dealing with?
your kid.” You do not seem to realise that at all.(MrNormington) If you take the 200 schools which
(MrNormington) I do realise that. I said that it washave fewer than 25 per cent of their pupils achieving
not just about the low aspirations of the teachers orﬁve A-C GCSEs, we have an individual plan with
that it was always or mainly about that. I said it wasextra support for every one of those schools to get
the communities and families, that is where it starts.them above that level and to improve their
performance, and some of that is about improving 84. Right. So that is where some work has really
behaviour and ensuring that the school has an ethos got to be done, has it not, with the families from the
of discipline and good behaviour because if you go deprived areas who have no conﬁdence at all in
into any school, unless the school is ordered, unless it education. Not the educational system, because they
has good discipline, you will not ﬁnd an environment do not know what the education system is, they just
where children learn. have no conﬁdence in education at all. They do not
believe in education and therefore they are not79. It says in this article: “The teachers were
interested in it and they tell their kids they are notresigned to the idea that teaching was a battle against
interested in it and the kids become not interested inthe disruptive pupils for the beneﬁt of a few. They
it. Teachers cannot be blamed for a situation wherewere for the most part a dedicated staV, invariably of
they have the children for ﬁve hours a day and themixed ability. But some of them never learnt to
rest of the 18 hours a day are spent at home. So it iscontrol a class. Once a timid young female teacher
very diYcult for a school to be able to indoctrinatewas reduced to tears by the sexual insults hurled at
when the kids come from that sort of background.her by my class. She was shouted at, interrupted and
(Mr Normington) I think the schools have a moreignored during all her lessons, but continued
diYcult task if they are trying to overcome that kindanyway, shouting over the noise. . . But most
of family attitude. I do not think it is impossible. Youstruggled to get any work at all from the pupils. And
have to work really hard.Most of the schools in thesethey did not hear about bullying from any of us.”
areas work really hard with the parents to overcomeThis is an appalling indictment of schools in our
that. Where I do not follow you completely is Ismall towns around Britain, is it not?
believe that most parents want their children to(MrNormington) There are some schools like that.
succeed. They may not know how that is to be done
80. It is more widespread than you seem to but most parents do want their children to go to
understand. That is my concern about this school and succeed.
interview today.
85. I am not sure whether you are right there, to be(Mr Normington) There are some schools like that honest. Mr Gibb was partly right as well in terms ofand some parts of schools like that and there are the attitude towards teachers. It is not necessarilysome children who are behaving like that. I do not that the kids in schools are aggressive towardsthink that is the whole of the secondary sector. I do teachers, although that does happen, it is the parentsnot see any advantages in starting from that basis. who are aggressive towards the teachers. My wife
81. What does that statement mean? was attacked four or ﬁve years ago by an aggressive
adult who was not even the parent because she had(Mr Normington) I think it is better to look at the
system we have in place. The system we have in place supposedly said something to a child. There seems to
be no support for the teachers in that respect either.involves, ﬁrst of all, OFSTED inspecting all schools,
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Mr Gibb in some respects is quite right, that in some about IQ, you are not supposed to talk about IQs
nowadays, and if I remember rightly there was aof the areas that we draw from there is not a lot done
to help the situation and we seem to concentrate on graph which said that the average IQ was 100 and so
many percentage had IQs of 70 and so many had IQsother areas and we do not tackle those particular
problems. of 120, and the graph went something like that, so
there were those in the bottom part of the graph who(Mr Normington) There is a huge programme
were never capable of going into higher educationfocusing on schools not just in inner city areas but
and getting qualiﬁcations. Do you think we are toounder the heading of Excellence in Cities which is
ambitious or not?about all the things that you need to do to support the
schools to raise attainment in those areas, which (Mr Normington) I will give you two reasons why
I do not think we are too ambitious. One is becauseincludes extra support for those schools in tackling
behaviour and working with families. all of the projections of growth of jobs in the
economy over the next ten years say that 80 per cent86. You are not succeeding. It might well be a of those jobs are going to require people with degreebreakdown of society. I can give another example of or near degree level qualiﬁcations and therefore as ana 21-year-old girl who had three children all to economic proposition we need to set our sightsdiVerent fathers and the kids themselves do not know higher. The second reason why I believe it is possiblewho their fathers are and you have got a situation is if you look at what has happened to the attainmentwhere in ten years’ time or 15 years’ time you are of children of unskilled manual workers over the lastgoing to have incest because nobody knows who is 11 years, there has been a huge increase in theirrelated to who. It is a situation that is happening and attainment atGCSE, from something like 11 per centwe do not seem to be doing anything about it. It has achieving ﬁve A to C GCSEs in 1989 to somethinga bearing on education. like 30 per cent in the year 2000, which shows that(Mr Normington) It is asking an awful lot of you can really push achievement levels up. That givesschools to overcome all those surrounding me hope that we can really do it. I think we have tocircumstances. try.
87. It is not schools, it is government, it is people 92. It is our job here today to see whether it islike yourselves who are the ones who are responsible possible. Getting people into college for the sake ofalong with the politicians. Not all schools are getting people into college or higher education, doesunambitious, if you like.My son went to an ordinary that not just lower the standards? Does that notcomprehensive school and he went to Cambridge but water the standards down?that was because of family encouragement because (Mr Normington) I do not think we want to. Thewe saw the beneﬁts of getting the best possible Government has set an objective that it will increaseeducation. We were able to do that possibly because participation, but it does want to see a lowering ofwe saw that, but how do you persuade other families standards. It is not in anyone’s interests to do that.from deprived areas to do that?
93. As a result of the policy working, it could lower(Mr Normington) To go to Cambridge?
standards.88. Not to go to Cambridge, but to impress upon (Mr Normington) If you look at the big expansiontheir youngsters, their children that education is so, of higher education in the ﬁrst half of the 1990s, thereso important? was no lowering of entry standards at that point. If(Mr Normington) I think there is no other solution anything, A-level entry standards went up slightly inthan to support the schools in working with the that period, so it does not look as though that is aparents and those children. problem, but I agree we have to keep our eyes
89. I think it goes a lot deeper than that. Once you focused on it.
get to the school situation, it is too late. There is a 94. I want to change the subject again to tuitionwhole social programme that needs to be done in fees. When tuition fees were introduced at theconjunction with education. Let’s move oV the topic. beginning of the last Parliament, I got the impression(MrNormington) There is a huge investment going that we were told that those fees were being chargedon in pre-school education for that reason and in so that they could be directly passed on to theSure Start, which is a programme speciﬁcally universities to put more money into the universitiesaddressing that for nought to three year-olds. and that was the reason why university fees had come
in, to increase expenditure in university education.90. I have not got time to go down that track but
We are told in the Report that higher educationI thought you were very complacent in answer to Mr
institutions received something like £3.2 billion forGibb and that is why I decide decided to follow that
teaching. That is Page 5, Paragraph 1.4. Thatup. Let me go on to my original line of questioning.
explains it there and the paragraph goes on to say:I fully support the Government’s aim to get 50 per
“Although in recent years the funding for eachcent of 18 to 30-year-olds into higher education but
student has been maintained in real terms, over theI am rather sceptical about it. Do you believe that 50
last decade it has declined by over a third.” So haveper cent of the population is even capable of having
all the tuition fees that have been taken in fromhigher education?
students over the past four years been passed directly(MrNormington) I think so, if we can achieve what
to universities on top of the money that they werewe said earlier, which is to get more young people
getting in the ﬁrst place?through GCSEs and into A-levels.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, they have not.91. That is the whole point. I went to college and
95. They have not?did psychology—and I am talking about 30 or 40
years ago now—and in those days you could talk (Professor Sir Howard Newby) No.
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(Mr Normington) The ﬁrst thing to say is that in the amount of money each institution receives for
teaching students has halted, in fact it has gone upfunding in higher education has risen by £1.7
billion— very slightly over the intervening period.3
101. That is extremely disappointing, as far as I am96. That is irrelevant.
concerned anyway. I have not got long left. I am(Mr Normington) That has not gone into—
sorry I was late but it took me ﬁve hours instead of
97. When I voted for tuition fees to be introduced, three to get here. Perhaps some of these tuition fees
I voted on the assumption that I was being told that could go into the railways! The system of student
this was one way of putting more money into higher support is universally unpopular. I represent
education and tuition fees would do that. Professor Durham City, which is home to one of the biggest
Newby has just said no it has not. Where has that universities in the country, and at the last Election
money gone? my majority went down considerably. It was not
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The grant to because they did not like me, it was not because I was
institutions was reduced by exactly the amount that not a good MP, it was simply because I had 15,000
was coming through in tuition fees so essentially students who hated the system of student support at
there has been a displacement eVect. the present time and that was the reason they voted
Mr Steinberg: I am absolutely staggered. Liberal. I cannot think of any other reason why they
would want to vote Liberal anyway! I saw that the
Chairman had mentioned Figure 19, which clearly
shows that the system of student support is veryChairman
complicated.With all the options there seem to be on
98. I am sorry, I did not catch that. Figure 19, it still leaves students with huge debts and
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The amount of puts many oV going into higher education. Do you
money that has been collected through the tuition think the system should be simpliﬁed?
fees, if you put all that into a pot, the grant to higher (Mr Normington) Yes. The Government is doing a
education institutions has been reduced by exactly review and the ﬁrst objective of that review is to
that amount so there has been a substitution eVect. simplify the system.
(Mr Normington) But overall the amount going 102. The last question is can you tell us some of theinto higher education has gone up by 18 per cent. options that are being investigated?
(MrNormington) I cannot today talk to you about
the review, I am afraid. I can tell you what its
objectives are but I cannot go into the review.Mr Steinberg
Mr Steinberg: I have got loads more questions but
99. I personally would have expected it to go up by you are here again on Wednesday, are you not, so I
the amount that we said was going to be put in. It was do not need to domuchwork forWednesday because
said that tuition fees were being brought in so that I have still got these here. Thank you.
more money could be spent on higher education and Chairman: We can hear part two of this drama onthat was the reason why I voted for it. Now you are Wednesday. Mr Bacon?telling me that it was just displacement so tuition fees
could be included in the 18 per cent it has gone up or
could also have paid for tarmacking roads Mr Bacon
somewhere?
103. Mr Normington, I would like to start by(Mr Normington) We are talking about diVerent
reading you a quote: “. . . the current ﬁnancial systemthings, I think. The cost to the Exchequer of higher
for full-time higher education students is ineVective,education has gone up by £1.7 billion. Some of that
insuYcient and administratively complicated and iswas ﬁnanced by the change in the funding system.
therefore a deterent to higher education in itself.” DoWhat it has not gone into is teaching. It is only just
you agree with that?now that the unit cost decline per student has been
(Mr Normington) I do not agree with every aspectreversed this year.
of that.
100. My questions have been totally thrown out
104. Can we go through it. IneVective; you do notbecause I was expecting you to say yes it had. At
think it is ineVective?least, I was hoping ProfessorNewbywas going to say
(Mr Normington) It depends how you measurethat it had. Now I have to change tack. What
that. The number of students going into universitypercentage of the tuition fees that have been paid
continues to rise. The entry rate last year was 5.4 perhave gone into higher education teaching then? Do
cent up and this year it looks as though—and we getyou know?
the applications shortly—that applications are up(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Over the period
again, so it does not appear that students are beingthat the fees have come in there has also been an
put oV.expansion in student numbers, so it is true that the
overall public investment in higher education over 105. It is true that the proportion from poorer
that period has gone up, but it has not gone up social background is not increasing?
anything like as much as it would have done if you (Mr Normington) I was going on to say that there
add the tuition income to the public investment is an issue about students from poorer backgrounds.
already going in. So there has been a displacement
eVect. In terms of where it has gone in institutions 3 Ref Qs 483-486, evidence taken before the Committee on 30
then, as the Permanent Secretary quite correctly said, January 2002, Improving student achievement in English
higher education.since the last Spending Review the long-term decline
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106. So to that extent you would say it probably is 116. At face value? They were sold at face value,
not discounted face value?ineVective?
(Mr Normington) I would say that is an issue that (Mr Normington) They were sold at face value. It
is very important to say this: because the interestis being looked at in the review.
rates paid on the loans are at inﬂation and not at107. What about insuYcient?
commercial rates, there was a subsidy to those who(MrNormington) There is an argument about this.
bought the debt to recognise that. So that may beThe basic loan is intended to cover the essential
what you are saying.support that students need to live, and the overall
level has not changed from the time ten or 15 years 117. So net, net, net the sentence should be “the
ago when it was largely paid in grants. sales yielded only 50 per cent of the face value of
the debt”.108. I am not asking how it was ten or 15 years ago.
(Mr Normington) I do not know the precise ﬁgure,(Mr Normington) It has never been the case that
but the net ﬁgure would be less because of thestudent support was to cover all of the students’
payment we had to make.living costs. It has always been a contribution to that.
It has always been the case that students have looked 118. Why do you think the discount is so large?
to supplement their grant in other ways. (Mr Normington) I do not think I know. I am
afraid I have not come briefed to tell you what the109. The Report, Paragraph 2.10 says: “Median
discount was.4expenditure of £5,464 exceeded the maximum loan
and grant support of £3,619. . . ” Is it not the case 119. There was a large discount, that is a fact.
that students spend much more time scrabling (Mr Normington) As I understand it, we sold it at
around trying to ﬁnd money and getting jobs during face value but we took into account the fact that the
the academic term in order to make ends meet? loans are not repaid at a commercial rate, they are
(Mr Normington) There has been an upward trend repaid at a substantially lower rate which is basically
in students working during term time. inﬂation, and therefore if you were doing this on the
open market you would be paying a lot more in110. What about administratively complicated?
repayments.(Mr Normington) I said in answer to one of the
earlier questions that we do think that the hardship 120. Is not the reason that it is net, net, net because
and access funds, the funds for those from poorer there is such a low collection rate?
families, are complicated and do need some reﬁning. (Mr Normington) No, I do not think there is a low
collection rate. The Student Loans Company has got111. Too complicated? I cannot entice you to say
a very high collection rate. My recollection is that ittoo complicated? It looks pretty complicated to me.
is quite a high collection rate. I do not think there isFigure 19, which somebody has already referred to,
a major problem there.has 23 diVerent sources of funding on it. Of course
you have said that the vast majority of people have 121. Let me read you another quote: “Interestonly two sources but the other sources, lone parents subsidies are ineYcient, expensive and unfair. Well-and childcare grants, although they apply to a oV students take out the maximum loan and put therelatively small proportion of the population, money into a bank to make a proﬁt. On theprecisely aVect the people from the poorer social government’s own estimate, conﬁrmed bygroups who ﬁnd it diYcult to access them, do they simulations at London School of Economics, interestnot? subsidies mean that about one-third of lending to
(Mr Normington) My Minister of State said the students is never repaid If total lending by the
other day that she thought it was too complicated in Student Loans Company is £1.2 billion”—which is
those areas for those students. If you have the year 2000 ﬁgure—“the long-run cost of interest
dependants, for instance, it is complicated. subsidies on this year’s loans is around £400
112. You would agree, would you, that the million—enough to pay one-year maintenance
ﬁnancial support system itself has a negative impact scholarships to 75,000 students. As if that ﬁscal hole
on participation from lower social groups? were not bad enough, these subsidies beneﬁt most
those who borrow most—once more, better-oV(Mr Normington) There is some evidence that fear
students.” Would you comment on that?of debt has some impact on the likelihood of people
from poorer families to go to university. (Mr Normington) I do not agree with the general
issue there. I think it is true that it is a very beneﬁcial113. You are taking that evidence into account
loan rate. If you repay at inﬂation it is very beneﬁcial.when you are doing your review?
(Mr Normington) Of course. Apart from 122. There are students who are going out, to your
simplifying the system, one of the declared aims of knowledge, borrowing the maximum amount and
the review is to provide more up-front support for sticking it in the market at a higher rate?
students from lower socio-economic backgrounds (Mr Normington) That is what we are sometimes
and it is in response to that issue. told.
114. Howmany times have tranches of the Student 123.What are you doing about that? Do you think
Loan Book been sold? that is an economical use of taxpayers’ money?
(Mr Normington) I think twice. (Mr Normington) That is the system that the
Government has decided to introduce and it is also115. What was the percentage of the face value of
the system the Government is reviewing.the debt?
(Mr Normington) They were sold in billion pound
4 Ev 48, Appendix 1.tranches at face value.
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124. My point is about the current student loans from a background where your parents or your
teachers are not used to handling material of thatsystem. The quote I gave you is the Scottish
Independent Committee of Inquiry into Student complexity, I think it will lead to a lot of people, who
might otherwise have gone to university, saying, “ItFinance and, of course, they did something about it
there. My point is that the present system of student is all too diYcult, too problematic, I do not know
where I will stand”, and it is a deterrent. That is myloans itself is a deterrent to people going into higher
education, particularly to people from poorer social view of it.
backgrounds. I would also make the point that the
130. You are saying the system itself is a deterrent?present system is neither eVective, economic nor
(Sir John Bourn) Yes, that is my view.eYcient in delivering the Government’s stated
objectives. Is that fair? 131. Thank you very much, Sir John. Mr
(Mr Normington) I have admitted that there is a Normington, did the ending of the grammar and
fear of debt by students from poorer families and direct grant schools have any impact on the ability of
therefore the review is looking at whether we can people from poorer backgrounds to break into
provide more up-front support to children from higher education.
those families. That is one of the issues that is being (Mr Normington) I am afraid factually I do not
looked at. So I am agreeing with you that the know the answer to that. I do not know whether at
Government has said it thinks it needs to look again that point there was any change. It was a long time
at some of these issues. What I do not agree with you ago and, of course, much smaller proportions went
on is the basic principle that you get graduates to into higher education.
repay some of the costs of their higher education
132. Has any work, any academic study been donefrom the premium they get in their earnings, which is
measuring the impact of that?a bad principle on which to base a student ﬁnancing
(Mr Normington) There may have been. I willsystem. That is the basic system across the world. It
certainly look at that, if you like, and let you know.5is also very important that you set up a system which
Mr Bacon: If you could.has loan repayment arrangements which do not put
Mr Gibb: You are the Permanent Secretary.oV people unduly. That is in a sense one reason why
the Government changed the system because the 133. Mr Steinberg kicked oV with my ﬁrst lot of
previous system did have a very sharp cliV edge in it questions. I would like to continue with Mr Gibb’s
in terms of repayment, where you pay nothing one line. Could you say quantatively how many schools
day and £100 the next. are as Mr Gibb described?
(Mr Normington) How many?125. I did not mean to say there was not a good
case for students repaying some of the premium. 134. How many schools are like the ones Mr Gibb
That is a good idea. It is a question of how you set up described?
the system at the start. So you agree that at the (MrNormington) I said to him I do not know. I just
moment there is a deterrent? do not have the information.
(Mr Normington) Yes, although numbers going
135. Do you think the Department might look atinto higher education continue to be buoyant.
that?
126. Not from those social groupings? (Mr Normington) I know, and we could do this,
(MrNormington) The numbers coming from those how many have failed their OFSTED and are in
families are increasing but, overall, the proportion is special measures, which in terms of secondary
not changing. schools is just over 60. I did say that I think you
would ﬁnd some of the poorest behaviour and127. May I direct a question to Sir John or maybe
poorest discipline related to those schools. I do notMr Jones concerning speciﬁcally the eVectiveness
think that is an answer to either of your questions,and eYciency of the student loan ﬁnance system in
but OFSTED does inspect and it does look at thoseterms of delivering the Government’s aims of
issues, and often academic attainment and ethos andimproving access. Has the NAO done any work on
discipline are all linked; in fact usually they are.that or looked at any work on that?
(Sir John Bourn) We did work on the Student 136. I would just like to ask one other question for
Loans Company in terms of the setting up of its the general beneﬁt and information of the
operation, its vulnerability to fraud, and its future on Committee, not directly related to participation but
becoming a public limited company. it is something you will be coming before this
Committee on in due course to talk about, namely128. But nothing speciﬁcally?
Individual LearningAccounts. TheMinister has said(Sir John Bourn) But we have not looked, as yet, at
that so far the Department has exceeded spending bythe question of the way in which and the extent to
£63 million. When will you know what the totalwhich the Company and the student loan system has
overspend is?achieved the Government’s objective for it.
(Mr Normington) I think it will be a little time yet.
129. Indeed, it is this Figure 19 everybody keeps
137. By May or May 2005?talking about on Page 22. Has the NAO studied that
(Mr Normington) It is really important we knowsystem as a whole in terms of its eVectiveness,
soon. I cannot say precisely. I hope it will be by theeYciency and economy?
end of this ﬁnancial year, but I do not know for sure.(Sir John Bourn) My view on that, if that counts as
Mr Bacon: Thank you, Chairman.studying it, is that a system as complicated as that is
bound to be a deterrent to people because they will
5 Ev 48-49, Appendix 1.not know exactly where they stand and if you come
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(Mr Normington) They set very high standards inChairman
terms ofA-levels and therefore if you do not get those138. Mr Bacon was referring to Mr Gibb’s A-levels you are going to have more diYculty gettingquestions and drawing some comparisons between into them. This is really Professor Newby’s territory.the comprehensive he mentioned in this article and
(Professor SirHoward Newby) I believe very ﬁrmlyBradford Grammar School. I see that you went to
that no university or institution should abrogate itsschool in Bradford. You did not go to Bradford
responsibilities towards widening participation.Grammar School, did you?
Having said that, I think we have to recognise that(Mr Normington) I did.
achieving the target will not mean that each
139. The questions were well put. You did not institution will itself achieve it at the same rate. The
reduce your teachers to tears, did you? whole purpose of the benchmarking exercise is
(Mr Normington) It is possible! It was a diVerent because of diVerent subject mixes and diVerent
school in those days, of course, it was a direct grant patterns of recruitment of diVerent institutions, and
school. because of the diVerent entry requirements which
Chairman: Brian Jenkins? institutions set. What we need to do is to ensure that
every institution is working up to and beyond its
benchmark, whichwill notmean that each institution
Mr Jenkins is admitting the same proportion of students from
lower socio-economic backgrounds.140. I noticed, Mr Normington, from one of your
answers that youwere quite conﬁdent that youwould 143. I see fromPage 5 that Bristol, which is a rather
reach your targets in eight years’ time. In the main progressive institution, when it analysed the intake
those children are now ten years old. You must have and output, saw quite clearly that students from the
a lot of conﬁdence in the SATs results that you have lower performing schools who did not have the
had in the last few years and that you can do the same grades that they normally accept have done verywell.
thing with secondary education that we have done (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, the University
with primary education in the last few years. of Bristol is very aware of its reputation as being the
(MrNormington) I am very pleased indeedwith the kind of institution that perhaps students from lowerprogress we have made on SATs results. What I socio-economic backgrounds would not normallyactually said in answer to the previous question was aspire to, and it has been making very strenuousthat I was conﬁdent we had in place a lot of policies
eVorts to overcome that perception by working verythatwere going tomove us there. I was not absolutely
closely with schools and by a very active andsure that we were going to hit a target eight years out,
aggressive programme of school visits and theI cannot be sure, but I was conﬁdent that we had
mentoring of some schools to encourage thosepolicies in place to tackle that. For 2010 most of
schools who have not traditionally put forwardthose pupils will be coming out of primary school
students to Bristol to do so.this year.
144. Something which Oxford and Cambridge141. I think you will ﬁnd the ones who are now ten
might like to adopt as a strategy?years old are not going to make it, they will be
conditioned for failure. Mr Steinberg said that it is (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Indeed, and we
partly the family, and certainly, as you suggest and have been urging those two institutions to do that
recognise, that is a major challenge for any and, in fairness to them, they have adoptedmore and
government and not just the schools. I know I have more of those kinds of action plans. They, too, are
seen it in my own locality where we have made some now identifying the schools which have not
tremendous improvements but it is hard work and traditionally sent students to Oxford and Cambridge
requires extra resources and specialist staV to and are working closely with those schools to raise
overcome the problems, working with families. aspirations within them.
(Mr Normington) I agree with that. Just to say,
145. Some of the universities and colleges say thatthough, that the biggest achievement in literacy and
the widening participation premiums do not covernumeracy is not the overall improvement, it is the
closing of the gap in some of the areas which never the costs. What plans do you have to monitor costs
improved. If you go a few miles from here to Tower and adjustments as necessary?
Hamlets, some of the biggest improvements in (Professor Sir Howard Newby) We recently
literacy under the Literacy Strategy are there and commissioned KPMG to undertake two studies for
they have almost got to the average. That suggests us to try to identify what the additional costs are
that you can reverse what people think of as because we also believe that the premium does not
irreversible decline. It is something important. cover the full additional costs of all these activities.
The reports which we have received indicate that142. I only wish that in my area we had the same
there is a wide range of costs between diVerentsort of funding and ﬁnancing that Tower Hamlets
institutions depending on the actions they are taking,have. With regard to your comment on Oxford and
so we have gone back to KPMG and asked them toCambridge about the numbers from schools, I do not
do some further study. We are reviewing thesee them widening participation because the
premium. I am in no doubt that at the present level ityoungsters were going to apply to some other “red
is not suYcient to cover additional costs and once webrick” university if not Oxford and Cambridge,
get a much more accurate estimate of what thosebecause basically their belief is that they need clever
costs are, I fully anticipate that we will raise theyoungsters to maintain their grades, to maintain
output, to maintain their status. premium to take account of that.
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146. We have got Educational Maintenance to give them an incentive to raise their aspirations
Allowances to encourage youngsters to stop on post provided they achieve certain educational
16. Have we had any information back? Are they a attainment along the way.”
success?Are theyworking andwhat plans dowe have
149. I am not sure from the fact that I spent 14to roll this out?
years in further education before I had a real job, that(Mr Normington) They cover about 30 per cent of
is right. One of the things I noticed in the Report onthe country at the moment. We are beginning to get
Page 15 is that you discourage universities andevidence that they are raising staying-on rates post-
colleges when processing applications from taking16 signiﬁcantly. We have not quite got to it yet, but
into account the postcode that will attract extrait is beginning to have that impact, and this will be an
funding. How can it make sense to pay institutions aissue that we will have to discuss with the Treasury
premium to encourage them to widen participationand Chancellor in the Spending Review, using the
and tell them to take no notice of it?evidence we have.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The issue of the147. Can you give us an assurance that it is not just
postcode premium, as I said earlier, is under review.retention for the sake of retention that is occurring,
The postcode premium is only introduced as a proxybut that we are progressing with regard to advancing
to try to identify where institutions might betheir education while they are there.
incurring additional costs for all the reasons we(Mr Normington) Yes, it is really important that it
mentioned. I think we are satisﬁed that it has veryis both the quality of the further education, which is
signiﬁcant weaknesses and we are reviewing it to seefor many of these students of high quality, and that
whether the funds we put in through the variousit is leading to improvements in outcomes. The
premia can be better channelled to achieve the endGovernment is about to produce a Green Paper on
that we have speciﬁed.the 14 to 19 phase which will address this issue and
look at how you encourage students to stay on and 150. It is strange that you have got a premium thereattain more.
and you tell them not to take any notice of it when
148. If I were to stay on as a young person, when they are conducting their interviews. Universities are
I come to the decision-making as to whether I am trying to get as much money in as they can.
going to go into further education or not—and you (Professor Sir Howard Newby) There is a dilemma
alluded to this example you are simplifying it and here, I think. We are very anxious to ensure that the
doing a good job—would there be any chance of me interview process is not distorted by factors which are
getting some sort of compact from some education extraneous to an assessment of that student’s
authority which says, “This is what you will be educational potential. On the other hand, I take the
entitled to if you took this path. If you continue with point that you are making, which is one of the
your studies and work hard and if you do well, this is reasons why it is under review.
what we are going to let you borrow, this is the
support you are going to get”, as awritten document? 151. If I can remember back, and if I were this
For many of these families there is no-one in the young 18 year old looking for a university course or
family who can read it or understand it or have any a particular institution—and it says on Page 12,
perception about education and even some of the Paragraphs 2.7 and 2.8 that young people doubt the
schools lack the time and ability to deliver this. personal beneﬁts of higher education (and some do
(MrNormington) I think there is a need to improve have some doubt)—I would think “Do I commit
the information available. There is a very good three years ofmy life, not make anymoney and ﬁnish
booklet produced now which explains the system up with a debt? What is in it for me?” I would not
very clearly and under the heading of the know which institution or necessarily which course
Government’s Excellence Challenge, in the work it is to go onto and yet we tend to break these courses
doing to encourage students and children to think down as to what the pay back is on various courses.
about university, one of the themes of that is to It might seem right to go on a media studies course
explain the system more clearly. We need better now but in three years’ time the world might be
advice coming through the system, better advisers in awash with media studies’ experts and there will notthe system and, again, the development of the be a job. I am sure there will be jobs as engineersConnexions Service, which is trying to integrate and because we have a lack of engineers.We seem to haveimprove the advice available to children earlier so
a very materialistic approach to this investment ofthat their choices are informed, is a very important
time and money, and yet we do not seem to think ofpart of that. So it is about raising aspirations, it is
education in itself as being a good thing.about better quality provision, it is about better
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think there arequality advice, and it is about ﬁnancial support.
two reasons for that. The ﬁrst is even at the point(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That word
when they are thinking of going to university, one of“compact” that you use is a very apt one and it is one
the questions students ask more frequently now thanthat we have encouraged higher education
ever before, in my experience, is, “What is this goinginstitutions to adopt in their work with schools and
to mean to me in terms of my career prospects?” Thecolleges. That compact exists also in the form of
other reason is I think we have recognised as we haveuniversities and colleges oVering that kind of advice
moved more and more into a knowledge-basedto schools in their area and even in some cases
economy that higher education is a means to an endoVering that kind of incentive. More and more
rather than being an end in itself, and the two endsuniversities are working with schools and colleges,
which are often referred to in public debate are, ﬁrstusually locally, to say “we will work with you, we will
oVer a place to those students who can come through of all, higher education as a means of improving our
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global economic competitiveness and, secondly, as just over £50 million in 1997–98 to just over £200
we have been discussing, higher education as ameans million in 2001–02.”Was there any single impetus for
of addressing the social inclusion problem. that big increase?
(Professor SirHoward Newby) Yes, it was because,152. Higher education would lead to better
as we moved from a situation in which only a very,qualiﬁed parents to bring up the next generation. It
very small proportion of the 18 to 21 year olds in theraises expectations for society as a whole. It is not all
country were in higher education to one where aabout materialistic goods and how competitive we
much larger proportion were in higher education, weare. All we have done is walk on one step from the old
became aware of the fact that the increases fromsecondary school as producing factory fodder. It is
those of poorer socio-economic backgrounds werejust better-qualiﬁed factory fodder, is it not?
nowhere near as great as they were from those from(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I have spent all my
professional managerial backgrounds. In otherlife in education so I believe passionately in the
words, we became aware of the fact that the gradualvocation of education. I would also add that it
expansion of the sector in the late 1980s and earlyhappens that there are an awful lot of other beneﬁts
1990s had not produced a commensurate expansionto students going into higher education than the two
in the numbers going into higher education fromI have just mentioned, whether it is improved
poorer socio-economic groups.parenting, improved stability in family life.
(MrNormington) We will not persuade them at the 156. There was not a single event which made you
point when they are taking these decisions. I do not think, “We ought to put some more money into
think that will be the way— this”?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, it was the kind153. Try selling them a dream; it works sometimes.
of analysis I have described.(Mr Normington) 35 per cent bigger incomes.
154. No, no. Some people actually do get qualiﬁed 157. I am thinking of a single event, which was the
and they do not work for a big income and a lot of enormous political row over Laura Spence. I seem to
these people work in the public sector on low money remember, and unfortunately I did not do all my
providing a career helping people in what they homework before this meeting, a whole load of
believe in. I notice that only half of the universities Government initiatives which suddenly appeared in
and colleges provide specialist training for their the months after that. Can you assure me that the
recruitment staV, only half have got written Laura Spence row had nothing to do with the
strategies for the selection of students. There is an thinking on how much money was going into those
absence of written criteria for these students. We programmes?
have no statistics in place or very, very few statistics. (Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, I do not think
We do not know whether interviews are helping I can give you that assurance in all honesty. What I
people. When do we start getting some standard could say is, ﬁrst of all, a number of these
entrance criteria put in place for what is a publicly- programmes pre-dated what became known as the
funded body so that students have a fair and equal Laura Spence AVair, and what I would say is that the
chance, no matter where they go, and that they case of Laura Spence clearly brought to public
understand the system? attention the necessity to address this problem
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think it is very vigorously and with some despatch.
importantwe establish good practicewhich all higher
158. You say with great candour you could not ineducation institutions must abide by when it comes
all honesty say that—and I amnot necessarily gettingto their admissions procedures. Following this
at you because this is howpolitics works, things comereport, it is the determination of my Council to do
up and as a result departments get their actprecisely that. We would then, through the funding
together—but what were the Department’s and themechanism we have, seek an assurance from all the
institutions they are abiding by those criteria. It is Council’s responses to the Laura Spence political
very important that there are no obstacles placed in row? Were there any speciﬁc initiatives which were
the way of any student who can beneﬁt from higher dreamt up or accelerated?
education from doing so by virtue of admissions (Mr Normington) Neither of us were there at that
procedures which deter some of those students from point, but if you look at how themoney is spent some
entering higher education. of the increase is in disabled students, very little of it
Mr Jenkins: Maybe you should look at FE is addressing the issue of widening participation at
recruitment or admissions policy, they have been far Oxford and Cambridge speciﬁcally. There were a
in advance for many years. whole range of things going on. To answer your
question directly, I would have to recall precisely
when it was and look at the initiatives around that
time, but what you see—and actually it is in FigureMr Osborne
11 on page 13—is there was an increase in thatmoney155. If I could question in a slightly diVerent
going on from 1997–98 right through that period.territory. There is always the disadvantage going
That line goes like that (indicating); it is increasinglater in the hearing that you let some of the juicy
year on year.territory go by and my colleague, Mr Gibb, has
certainly got stuck in there. In paragraph 10 of the 159. But you would accept it did have an eVect on
Conclusions in the Report, it says, “The Department the Department’s policies?
and the Funding Council have increased the element (Mr Normington) No, I would not.
of overall funding allocated to recognise additional
costs of widening participation progressively from 160. So you disagree with Professor Newby?
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(Mr Normington) He was not in the Department. I when making an oVer to a student a wider range of
their background and circumstances than just theirwould not—
A-level score. That has always been the case.(Professor Sir Howard Newby) With respect, I did
not say it had an impact on policy. I was asked, I
167. I am not necessarily saying it is a bad thing, bythink, did it have an impact on the resources going in.
the way. In paragraph 13 of the conclusions it says,
161. Resources are where you start the policy. “Key activities related to the application and
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I was not there at selection process include. . . taking applicants’
the time, but this certainlywas drawn to the attention backgrounds and circumstances into account in
of the Funding Council, and indeed all universities assessing the likelihood of succeeding in higher
were very concerned to ensure, in the wake of the education.” Also, in the Bristol University case,
Laura Spence AVair, they were not inadvertently whichmy colleaguementioned, there is evidence they
discriminating against students fromparticular kinds do that. Is that not in eVect positive discrimination?
of backgrounds. I would say, as far as the Funding Youmay not like the phrase but the eVect is the same.
Council was concerned, it has drawn to our attention (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think that is
not only the issue of widening participation, because simply a repetition, as I said, of practices which
that particular student of course did not come from universities have been undertaking for many, many
a deprived background, but also the issue of fair years. I know it is commonly understood that
access. universities mechanistically and automatically oVer
students a place in terms of their A-level grades, but162. But you did see an increase in resources?
that has never been mechanistically and(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, but it pre-
automatically the case, those oVers have alwaysdated the period.
varied according to an assessment by tutors of a(MrNormington) It really was not as a result of the
whole range of background features of thoseLaura Spence AVair.
applicants, whether it is the mix of A-levels they have
163. But there was a sudden increase in ministerial taken, the kind of backgrounds they have, their ages
interest in this issue. and all other factors.
(Mr Normington) That is indisputable.
168. I was speaking to an Oxford college
164. From our earlier conversation, in fact it was admissions tutor about this issue quite recently, and
the wrong target, was it not, because the main he was saying to me that the problem they have is
problem, as we have discussed at length, is basically they have thousands of students now
educational achievement earlier on in people’s lives. applying with straight A grades at A-level, and there
Do you think it is helpful to bash universities about aremany,manymore students with straightA grades
their application procedures? than places in Oxford, and the only way they really
(Mr Normington) I do not want to link that back can discriminate against people is through an
to the Laura Spence issue— interview process, which is in itself fairly inexact and
depends on people’s individual whims and so on to a165. Just hypothetically.
degree. Is that a problem? Is there some way of(MrNormington)—but as a general issue, it is right
stripping out the straight A cohort, the top achievers,that if we think that a university is not achieving the
perhaps by introducing a new kind of exam?kinds of levels of participation we expect, that is
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is a problem, nothighlighted. That is what our ministers have been
just in respect of universities like Oxford but also indoing in recent times again, including with Oxford
respect of certain subjects which are vastly over-and Cambridge. There is no point in having these
subscribed in terms of applications for the placesperformance indicators unless you look at them and
available, where again even those with straight As aredecide that you need to do something about them.
more than the number of places available. This isAfter all, the Funding Council is in that business.
why we do need to issue, with some urgency I think,
166. Do you believe—and maybe this is a some good practice guidelines on admissions,
pejorative phrase—that positive discrimination in because it is not whether or not you interview, it is
favour of applicants from poorer social backgrounds how the interview is conducted that is going to be
does have a place in widening participation? absolutely crucial, as it is in every other walk of life.
(Mr Normington) I think you have to be quite
169. In fact the admissions tutor said that whencautious about it, because I think you have to know
people do not get accepted these days, they do notwhy you are doing it and you have to know that you
just tear up the slip and go out to the pub, they callhave a student on your course who is going to be able
their lawyer about how the interview was conducted.to attain the standard of that course. I do not think
I was very privileged in my education, I went to Stwe should be heading down the road of lowering the
Paul’s School in London, which is a fee-payingstandards.
school and I think sends more students to Oxford(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think the phrase
and Cambridge than any other school, and I was“positive discrimination” is open to
trying to work out what the ethos there was—apartmisinterpretation here, because it implies if you are
from the obvious thing, that it had a lot more moneydiscriminating positively in favour of somebody you
because parents were paying money—and obviouslyare discriminating against somebody else. I think the
it is very selective and has an academic ethos and theobjective of all of us is to open up and improve
children who get sent there tend to come fromopportunity for everyone to get into higher
families who value education. I was trying to think ofeducation. What I would say is that for many, many
the state school which came closest to that ethos andyears, since I have been in the university world,
admissions tutors have always taken into account it is the grammar schools, as far as I can see, and I am
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interested in what Mr Normington was saying in monitor these things to demonstrate that the quality
and standards which operate in higher education inresponse to Mr Bacon. Is there any evidence that as
the grammar schools have declined there has been a this country are very high, are sustainably high and
are as good as anywhere in the world.falling-oV in people from state schools getting into
good universities? (Mr Normington) Clearly the range of courses has
greatly increased but it does not follow they are lower(Mr Normington) I just do not know that, I am
afraid. standard courses.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not aware of 175. Mr Normington, you said there was some
anything. evidence that student loans or the fear of debt by
(Mr Normington) I can try and ﬁnd out.6 students was having a deterrent eVect on people from
poorer social backgrounds. What is that evidence?170. I remember seeing a ﬁgure at the time of the
What statistical evidence do you have?Laura Spence row that actually there was a much
(Mr Normington) I think this comes from thehigher percentage of state-educated people at Oxford
student income and expenditure survey. Remember,in the 1960s than there is now, so there has actually
one of the issues here is that this system has hardlybeen a decline.
been in place long, so some of the evidence we have(Mr Normington) I think that might be the case,
is for the previous system.but I just do not know the ﬁgures.
176. You are about to scrap it. Maybe we will171. Is that not something you should be looking
never know.at? I am not saying necessarily bring back grammar
(Mr Normington) We are having a review of it, weschools, because that is a policy decision, but should
are not about to scrap it. I can provide you with theyou not be looking at that kind of ethos—and this is
proportions. Some of it is about the perception ofpartlyMr Gibb’s territory—and looking at what it is
debt, fear of debt, and there is some evidence of that.that makes a school an academic-achieving school?
There is also some evidence though that that goes(Mr Normington) I think the whole thrust of the
along with some of the things we were talking aboutpolicy is to create schools which have an ethos of
earlier, which is, “It is not for me, I couldn’t imagineattainment and aspiration and that is what it is all
going to university”, and some of that is up the tableabout. We are proud at looking at any examples of
compared with the fear of debt. But fear of debt isthat but grammar schools were a particular type of
an issue.school, as you say, which were very highly selective,
and those which still exist are still highly selective.
172. Would I be right in saying that the thrust of
Chairmaneducation policy at the moment, withmore andmore
tests, is that certain schools will be more selective and 177. Mr Osborne asked you a question about the
there will be more specialist schools? You are sort of relative decline in people coming from state
creating grammar schools in all but name. education to the most popular universities, can you
(Mr Normington) No, that is not the policy, and give us a note on that?
specialist schools are nothing like grammar schools; (Mr Normington) Yes, I will do that.
absolutely nothing like them. It is not re-introducing
selection.
Mr Steinberg173. Not at all?
(Mr Normington) No. 178. Chairman, can they give us a break-down of
some of the universities as well?174. The Department’s mission statement, if that
(Mr Normington) I guess so.7is the correct phrase, is in paragraph 1.6, “The
Chairman: Thank you. There is a division in theDepartment is committed to working towards wider
House, we will break for about ten minutes.participation in higher education while continuing to
improve standards.” A lot of people out in society
The Committee suspended from 18.24 pm tothink that standards at universities are declining and
18.45 pm for divisions in the Housethey point to certain degree courses—and I do not
want to be unfair to the people I am about to
mention—like hairdressing degree courses and
Mr Rendelcatering degree courses and so on. Do you think that
is a problem? 179. Firstly, can I ask you where the 50 per cent
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not aware of target came from?
any degree courses in hairdressing, let me say straight (Mr Normington) Do you mean how do weaway. I think we need to unstrip the myths from the measure it or—reality here. I repeat the comment that the Permanent
180.Howwas it arrived at?Howdid anyone decideSecretary made earlier, it is no part of our intention,
that 50 per cent was the right target?indeed we would be doing a disservice to students, to
admit more students into higher education at the (Mr Normington) As I understand it, it was largely
based on something I referred to earlier, which was aprice of lowering standards. It would not be fair to
the students, let alone to anyone else. I do not believe forward projection of the number of high level jobs
there were going to be in the economy. The Nationalstandards have fallen in universities, we have
evidence from the Quality Assurance Agency which Skills Task Force projected about 1.75 million but
7 Ev 48-49, Appendix 1.6 Ev 48-49, Appendix 1.
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most of the growth in jobs was going to be in that now—is it not rather odd to then start including
other bits in that ﬁgure? Clearly, you are more likelyarea, and therefore there would be a demand for high
level skills. It is not a precise science. tomeet the target if you includemore students. If you
go on including enough diVerent qualiﬁcations, you181. When was that prediction made? Is that in a can meet the target today probably.published document?
(Mr Normington) Yes, and there is no point in(Mr Normington) The National Skills Task Force doing that, and we are not in that game.prediction of 1.75 million jobs was I think in 1999. It
was a report in 1999 or 2000 by the National Skills 188. Exactly.
Task Force.8 (Mr Normington) I think it is important to include
all true higher education qualiﬁcations. The oddity182. I am glad to have the name of that particular about the initial entry rate, as it is called, the measurebody mentioned because I see in the Spectator this we now have, is that it has a sort of duration bar, itweek the Secretary of State was asked where the is about one year courses, and I do not think that isnumerical target came from and she replied, “Some ﬂexible enough. But we will not ﬁddle with this, webody or other, the one that looks at the skills needs will have the initial entry rate, the only issue is the oneof the nation, set the target.” I have described which will have a marginal eVect on(Mr Normington) She was right, it was the the ﬁgures.National Skills Task Force.
189. I am delighted to hear you say you will not183. What is the current participation rate? I think ﬁddle with it because I have to say I have myI heard you say you thought it was 41 per cent, is suspicions. I have here a series of quotes. The Primethat right? Minister said in February last year, “By 2010 I want(Mr Normington) Yes, we think it is just over 41 to achieve a university participation rate of over 50per cent. per cent among under 30 year olds.” In the general
election manifesto they said, “We want to see half184. I understand the Minister for Higher
. . .”, not over half, “. . . of all young people under 30Education said to the Select Committee 44 per cent
going to university.” Then theDfES in a press releasein oral evidence earlier last year.
in April said, “Our aim is that by 2010 50 per cent of(Mr Normington) I do not know about that. I am
young people will have the opportunity to beneﬁtquite conﬁdent it is just over 41 per cent.
from higher education. . .”, not necessarily
185. What counts as a person participating in university. Two months later the DfES were saying,
higher education?What are the 41 per cent?What are “Our target of providing 50 per cent of under 30s is
they doing? with having the opportunity of a higher
(Mr Normington) The 41 per cent is all courses of education. . .”, perhaps not even necessarily going
one year or more which lead to a qualiﬁcation into higher education and participating, simply
awarded by a higher education institution or a having the opportunity of it. Then in November last
widely-recognised national awarding body like the year, the DfES was saying, “The Government’s
Institute of Management. target is that by 2010 50 per cent of young people will
experience higher education by the time they are 30”,186. If that is how the 41 per cent is measured,
presumably it could just be going to see an open daypresumably that is what is going to be measured
at one university, that would give you experience ofwhen we decide whether or not you have met the
higher education. It does seem to me the thing istarget in 2010?
slipping and slipping quite quickly.(Mr Normington) With one qualiﬁcation to that.
(MrNormington) The question is howwe are goingThe Government has said quite publicly that it has
tomeasure it. We are going tomeasure it by the long-sought advice on which short qualiﬁcations should
standing deﬁnition.be included. At the moment that does not include
professional qualiﬁcations. It has asked the 190. You are not, because you are changing the
Qualiﬁcations and Curriculum Authority to say deﬁnition.
whether they meet the test of higher level (Mr Normington) We are going to use the initial
qualiﬁcations. Even if those are included, it will only entry rate, which is based on the long-standing way
have a marginal eVect on that ﬁgure, but it seemed of doing it. I have described openly, as have
important to make sure we were counting all higher ministers, the one way in which we may change it. It
education qualiﬁcations. So it is broadly this one but is not lots of ways, it is that one way.
with that qualiﬁcation.9
191. Can we go on to the education maintenance
187. But given you have set the target at 50 per allowances, which were mentioned by Brian Jenkins
cent, because that is how many you needed to go I think earlier. You said that there was some evidence
through university in order to meet your skills they were working well in terms of increasing
requirements or whatever, and you have measured it participation among 16 year olds. Can you explain a
in a certain way—and this target was presumably set bit more why you think they are working well?
given the type of measurement you are making (MrNormington) I think they are working because
they provide ﬁnancial support to students post-16. I
8 Note by witness: Research produced for the National Skills think there goes along with them though very good
Taskforce by the Institute of Employment Research advice and support in those areas where they apply.
Projections of Occupations and Qualiﬁcations 2000/01
I do not think it is just about ﬁnding the money.indicated that between 1999 and 2010 there would be a
Indeed, as I was saying in answer to one of the earliergrowth of 1.73 million jobs in those occupations that
typically recruit graduates. questions, it is about quality of provision and the
quality of advice and the ﬁnancial support.9 Ev 49, Appendix 1.
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192. So ﬁnancial support has some eVect in (Mr Normington) You have described some of the
aims of the review, and those are the aims. We haveincreasing participation?
not ﬁnished the review yet, we do not know whether(Mr Normington) Yes.
the review is going to achieve those aims or when we
193.Would the same system of increasing ﬁnancial consult about it what people’s reactions will be.
support work to increase the participation of 18 year
198. But the aim is clearly that they will get a betterolds in higher education?
ﬁnancial package if they come from a poorer(Mr Normington) I do not know whether precisely
background?the same one would, but the review we are carrying
(Mr Normington) The aim is to provide more up-out acknowledges that one of the aims should be to
front support to students from lower socio-economicprovide more up-front support for students from less backgrounds, and also to tackle the problems of debtwell oV families, and therefore that is acknowledging and the perception of debt. The Secretary of State isthere is an issue about providing ﬁnancial support to on record as saying that, and so is the Minister ofstudents from less well oV families. State.
194. One of the things which has always struck me 199. If you were told that the ﬁnancial package for
as very illogical is that the Government, I think quite students was under review, and that the package in
rightly, went in for education maintenance the year 2003 might be better than the package in the
allowances in order to provide funds for year 2002 as far as you were concerned, if you knew
maintenance for young people between 16 and 18— you came from a poorer background, would you be
the education of course at that stage is free—but then inclined to put oV going up until 2003?
said that education itself should be paid for and there (Mr Normington) You might be.
should be no maintenance grants once you are post- 200. Do you think that is going to be a signiﬁcant18. I really do not see why it is a good thing to give it problem this year? We have been told the packageto the 16 to 18 year olds but actually takes it away will not be changed in time for this September.
from the 18 year olds-plus. (Mr Normington) Indeed, we have said we are not
(Mr Normington) I think the principle is that the going to change the package. That is something we
returns on higher education are much greater, and have to be very conscious about as we announce the
the support between 16 and 18 was to get them up to outcome of the review.
a level where they could beneﬁt from higher
201. So there is a signiﬁcant danger that you mayeducation. You could argue there are diVerent
have a number of people deciding to put oV going upjustiﬁcations for that. We are looking at it again.
for a year, with all the pressure that is going to mean
the following year, and the problems for universities195. Good. Do you think the Scottish funding
it could mean with people deciding not to go upsystem is more likely to encourage young people to
this year.into higher education?
(Mr Normington) I do not want to agree with that.(Mr Normington) I do not know. It may do, but I
I would just say, we need to be very clear when wedo not know. There are slightly higher participation
come out with the outcome of the review, we have torates in Scotland anyway.
have our eye very ﬁrmly on the impact of students
196. Do you accept there are nowadays more going in this September as well as next September.
Scottish students going to Scottish universities, Applications to universities are very buoyant at the
whereas there are fewer Scottish students going to moment.
English universities? Would you accept that that 202. It sounds from what you are saying that youindicates that the Scottish students are telling you may be tempted not to make the package very much
that system of funding is a better system of funding? better, because if you do make it very much better
(Mr Normington) I think that is factually true, but you might tempt students into putting oV going up.
I do not know whether it is directly related to (Mr Normington) That is not my decision.
funding. I do not think we have the evidence of that.
203. I know it is not just your decision, but youIt is possible.
seem to be implying that, which is something of a
197. Margaret Hodge, the minister, in the House worry.
magazine article she wrote, said, giving reasons for (Mr Normington) We have to see what comes out.
doing the review, “Wemust also ensure that cost and 204. Do you think there is a particular problem
debt fears are not deterring some young people”, and with up-front costs? I have a worry that a number of
I think that tallies with something you have said students, particularly perhaps from poorer
earlier. She said that we should provide more up- backgrounds, may think that up-front costs are a
front support for students from poorer backgrounds. particular risk. If they are asked to pay up-front—
The Secretary of State said in the Guardian, “I and we have all I think accepted now there is a case
recognise that for many low income families, fear of for saying those who go to university should pay
debt is a real worry and could act as a barrier to something back from the beneﬁt they get from a
higher education. I want to make sure our future university education—they are taking a big risk,
reform tackles this problem.” That indicates to me because they may not get all the way through
quite heavily that young people can expect that the university, for whatever reason, they might fall ill,
review will produce a better ﬁnancial package for they might be unable to ﬁnish their university course,
them, particularly if they come from poorer sections and they might be left with quite large debts hanging
of the population. Would you accept that is what over them and no way of paying them back.
Obviously, in some cases they will not have to paythey have been led to expect?
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that back, their income will be too low, but have hoped the Department would therefore be
sending round a memo to all institutions it funds tonevertheless they will be left with that debt which
makes all the greater diYculty for things like say, “Look at what has happened in Bristol, they
seem to have a very good scheme working here, itmortgages.
ought to become best practice for all of you.”(Mr Normington) In extreme cases, if they never
earn £10,000 a year, they will never pay it back. That (Mr Normington) I cannot do that legally, this is
really for the Funding Council. I cannot interfereis why it is income-contingent. They only start paying
back when they start earning. with the admissions policies of universities.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I referred earlier to205. For that very reason, a young person thinking
the fact that we are indeed developing good practiceabout a student ﬁnancial package, may see it as really
on this through Action on Access and various otherquite risky because they have to pay a lot up-front,
programmes we have put in place. I would agree, theget into debt and they may not get the pay-back in
Bristol example is very encouraging. I would justterms of getting a university education, through to a
caution a little on the grounds that we are dealingdegree and then getting a better salary.
with a very diverse range of institutions and what(Mr Normington) They may feel that, of course
might apply in Bristol might not necessarily apply inthey may feel that. I do not know whether the facts
every single university up and down the land, butsupport that.
nevertheless I agree there is good practice going on
206. Would it not be a better scheme to try to have here which we should disseminate all round the
the pay-back after they have got that degree, rather sector.
than paying up-front and having to go through that
212. If some of them do not think they are similar,risk process which they would not have to go through
they ought at least to be testing that presumably?if you only had to pay it after you had your degree?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Indeed so. I think it(Mr Normington) You lead me back towards the
is especially important that those institutions whichScottish system in a way.
are below their benchmark, which Bristol was, in
207. Indeed. particular take note of this.
(Mr Normington) That is what the Scottish
213. The second question is about the premiumssystem does.
for taking on students from lower representation
208. Indeed. postcodes. Am I right in saying that premium is paid
(Mr Normington) I do not think we have the when they take them on?
evidence of that. It is a possibility. The Scottish (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.
system would I think cost quite a lot more money.
214. Would it not be rather cleverer perhaps to
209. Potentially it would have the eVect of spread that payment during the time that student is at
encouraging people to go to university. university, since there is known to be a problem with
(Mr Normington) If we agree there is a fear about universities who may be scratching around for
debt, there are diVerent ways of tackling that. 50 per students taking on anyone they can and might see it
cent of all students do not pay tuition fees, do not pay as quite advantageous to take on such a student
a contribution to tuition fees. That is not well known. because even if they drop out a little bit later they
Only about a third of students actually pay the full have got the money?
contribution to tuition fees. If you asked everybody (Professor Sir Howard Newby) If they drop out
on the street, they would think they all had to within the ﬁrst year, they do not get the money. I take
contribute. So there is an issue there as well. the general point you are making, I think we need a
rather more sophisticated means of identifying the210. Which is precisely the reason why a lot of
cost in the ﬁrst place and then, having identiﬁed whatthem, even those who do not have to pay, are being
the additional costs are, ﬁnd an appropriate way ofput oV.
covering those costs within institutions in general. So(Mr Normington) The fear and perception of debt
I accept the thrust of your question.10is an issue.
The Committee suspended from 18.59 pm to 19.05
Mr Davidsonpm for a division in the House
215. Could I start oV by saying that this, I think,
has been one of the most depressing hearings I have
Mr Rendel been at, because it is one of the most important
subjects that we have had the opportunity to deal211. I have two questions remaining to ask. The
with and I have been struck throughout by what Iﬁrst refers to Example 5 on page 21, which I must say
think is almost a complete lack of commitment fromI found fascinating, where the University of Bristol
both of you to what I believe is the Government’sexamined the relationships between the A-level
policy and the general thrust of what we seem to bescores and degrees, and I think again Brian Jenkins
mentioned something about this earlier. If that
research is good research and it is true of other places, 10 Note by witness: The premium is calculated to reﬂect the
proportion of students fromneighbourhoods that are under-and I see no reasonwhy if it is true of Bristol it should
represented in HE in all years of study, not just those in theirnot be true of other places, then I would have thought
ﬁrst year. The proportions are calculated using thethat points a very clear marker towards what ought individual student data for the most recently completed
to become best practice for all higher education academic year. We do not pay a lump sum as soon as an
institutions when they are considering which institution recruits a student from an under-represented
neighbourhood, as the methodology described above shows.students to take in and which not to take in. I would
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arguing for. Maybe I have misunderstood your distorted perception that in taking this student rather
commitment to this and, if so, I would be grateful if than that one, the university will gain ﬁnancially by
you could clarify that during the exchanges. Can I doing so.
put a point ﬁrst of all to Mr Normington. The ﬁrst
218. And some universities are doing that?thing we heard from you was the main issue was the
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We have noquestion of school results, and I appreciate if you
evidence that has happened.want to succeed in life generally you want to choose
your parents wisely, but is that not just a case of 219. Why say it then?
saying, “It was not me, it is not my responsibility, it is (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Because we wanted
notmy fault”? You have gone through this afternoon to pre-emptively ensure as far as we could that that
producing a variety of explanations which in a sense would not happen.
are alibis for yourselves on the basis that if blame is
dispersed so widely that everybody is responsible, 220.We have a situationwhere the documents here
then in eVect nobody is responsible and no blame or tell us really that working class students are less likely
criticism can then be levelled at universities. Does to get into the elite universities, they are certainly less
that seem like a reasonable way of approaching what likely to get on some courses particularly the
you have said this afternoon? professions of medicine, dentistry and veterinary
(Mr Normington) I have not said anything of the medicine, and they are less likely to go away from
sort. I have said nothing of that at all. I do not accept home. As far as I am aware, it has been virtually ever
that any part of the education system is yet doingwell thus. Is there nothing that can be done which is
enough in terms of its work for children from lower actually going to make any diVerence at all here?
socio-economic groups. There is a need to tackle that (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Let me take you
at every point in the education system. I do not through those three factors in turn, if I may. The
accept alibis, the Government’s policy is not based diVerential in students from poor backgrounds going
on alibis, it is tougher in some places to break down to particular universities is almost wholly related to
the barriers there are, but I do not accept you cannot their previous educational attainment, not to the fact
get more children from the poorer parts of the they were from poor backgrounds per se. However,
country or the lower socio-economic groups into there are some professions, like medicine, veterinary
higher education. I am absolutely committed to that science and others, where there is some evidence that
and I think the universities have a very important the proportion from poorer backgrounds entering
part to play in that. I do not think it is just about the those subjects, even if you were to hold educational
schools, I really do not. The universities have to look attainment constant, is not what it should be. We
at their admissions policies, they have to reach back have discussed this with the Council for Heads of
into the system and I think they have a major role to Medical Schools, and have persuaded them to
play in raising aspirations. introduce a whole set of innovative measures which
would encourage medical schools to go out and seek216. Would you accept that it is not unreasonable
well-qualiﬁed students, high-attaining students, whofor me to have gained the impression that these
nevertheless have probably not aspired to a medicalobjectives are not objectives by which you are
career for some of the cultural reasons you areparticularly excited?
implying. There are some experiments operating in(Mr Normington) I am very excited by the
ﬁve or six medical schools up and down the countryobjectives, I think they are really tough. If, by the
now. My former university of Southampton istime I retire, which will just be around here I guess,
running one of them. I have to say that not only arewe have hit these targets, I will be proud.
they being successful in attracting in non-
217. I wonder if I could turn to page 15 and conventional students, but they are also, and this is
paragraph 2.17, the last sentence, where it says, “The very crucial, retaining the conﬁdence of the medical
Funding Council discourages providers from taking profession in taking in this entry.
account of students’ postcodes when processing
applications.” I wonder if you could clarify for me 221. How long have these experiments been
what that means. It can be read in two ways, neither running?
of which reﬂect much credit on the systems in their (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Only for the last
diVerent ways. It could either be that there are two years.
universities which discriminate against people from
222. So in all the recorded time up to then nobodypoor backgrounds, or there are universities which
has felt that this was desirable, so all of those who arediscriminate in favour of people from poor
in positions of authority in all the universities justbackgrounds simply to get the money. Could you
now have never previously believed this was an issueclarify which it is?
which required addressing? Have I got that right?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I have referred
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Not quite, no. Upearlier to the fact that the premium itself is a rather
until now the professions like those you have referreddiVuse measure, but let me take the point you raise
to were primarily admitting students solely on thehead on. It is very important that judgments which
basis of A-level scores plus an interview, and theyare being made by admissions tutors on whether or
realised over time that such was the increasingnot a particular student could or could not beneﬁt
demand for those subjects that was leading to a morefrom higher education in that institution are not
and more socially-selective entry, and therefore theydistorted by these kind of considerations. At the
are taking positive steps to diversify the studentspoint of admission, the decision must be made on
wholly educational grounds and not on some rather coming in.
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223. But only in the last two years. It only occurred proportion of the population on the basis of
educational qualiﬁcation alone, it was bound to haveto them recently that the professions were socially-
exclusive? this impact. It is still true today that there are major
incentives for institutions to admit on the basis of(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That is correct
educational qualiﬁcations alone and not lookbecause it is only in the last four or ﬁve years that the
beyond that.We have had to do something to redressdata has become available on which we can draw
that balance.accurate measures of this.
229. Can I clarify this then? The University of224. They must have been fairly out of touch with
Oxford and the University of Wolverhampton, atthe nature of life outside university, surely, if they did
opposite ends of the spectrum, presumably havenot realise the students who were appearing in front
diVerent entry qualiﬁcations for the same courses?of them were not socially representative?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think the
professions concerned were much more interested at 230. Do they produce diVerent degrees? Is a degree
that time in the educational qualiﬁcations on entry from one better than a degree from the other? Is the
than they were with the social representativeness of academic standard higher?
the students they received. That is now changing. (Professor Sir Howard Newby) All of the degrees,
whether at Oxford or Wolverhampton, or any other225. I think that is possibly a generous way of
institution, have to meet a minimum threshold ofputting it. What guarantee is there that if we give
standards laid down by the Quality Assuranceuniversities more money they do not simply continue
Agency.to reinforce privilege? If the Government had not
come along and forced you to do some of these 231. A point you made earlier on was that when
things, what evidence is there that you would ever people were being assessed, they were being assessed
have done any of these on your own? on the basis—and I think I quote you correctly—they
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) First of all, the could or could not beneﬁt from the experience. It is
Government should not give us money in the hope clear from what you said just now, is it not, that
we would simply not reinforce privilege, it has to be everybody who went to the University of
done on the basis we have in place a set of procedures Wolverhampton, provided there was an appropriate
which will ensure that money allocated for widening course at Oxford, could have beneﬁted from a course
participation is indeed directed towards those ends. at Oxford?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) In the past I would226. It is a pretty damning indictment, is it not, of agree with that.the universities that we have as a Government to
232. Well, this year for example.speciﬁcally give you money to widen participation?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, but theThere is nothing in the universities themselves which
number of places available at Oxford were verywould make you want to do that of your own
restricted.volition?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, I think most 233. I understand that, I am coming on to that.
universities have always wished to admit students on Can I clarify the extent to which the higher
perceived academic merit irrespective of the ﬁnancial qualiﬁcations demanded by places like Oxford and
background of the student.What has changed I think Cambridge and others are just simply a mechanism
is that as the numbers entering higher education has for ﬁltering out rather than actually being essential?
grown and grown and grown, the system as a whole I remember speaking to a major Scottish employer
has become less elitist, and then measuring this kind who said they had hundreds and hundreds of
of issue has become more and more important. applications in, they threw out everybody from bar
about three universities simply on the basis it was the227. So if successive Governments had not come
only way administratively they could cope with thealong and put more money into the system in order,
system. Am I right in thinking therefore there arepresumably, to dilute it and make it less elitist, the
literally thousands of people who could beneﬁt, anduniversities in terms of their own momentum would
the main reason why Oxford and Cambridge andjust have kept on reinforcing privilege and replicating
other elite universities have a much higher level isthemselves?
simply to ﬁlter them out and make it easier to(Professor Sir Howard Newby) For the reasons we
determine who gets in?have discussed, in a time when university entrance
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am sure that thosewas highly selective in terms of educational
two universities and a number of other universitiesqualiﬁcations, that meant also it was highly selective
have far more well-qualiﬁed applicants than theyin terms of social background.
have places available.
228. And all these highly intelligent, sophisticated
234. Is that a yes to the question?individuals were incapable, were they, of looking
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.beyond the presented examination results and
realising they reﬂected an imbalance in society? They 235. Okay. The same presumably then would
never thought of doing anything about it on their apply to things like medicine where it has struck me
own, did they? for a long time that the high level of qualiﬁcations
required is not actually necessary to undertake the(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think that is
unfair. There are some parts of the higher education course, it is just a means of ﬁltering out? This is a
Scottish example I can give you but I assume it issector which did quite a lot actually, and I, for one,
and a number of others have beneﬁted from that. I appropriate here as well: there were students in
schools in an area I represented who were unable torepeat, whilst universities were admitting a very small
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apply for medicine because they were not able to do 242. I think it would be very helpful if we could
have a note on that, Chairman, indicating where theﬁve Highers in the ﬁfth year because the school they
were at did not have that combination of Highers to various establishments go. I am surprised, in a sense,
you do not have that. I want to move on to page 20allow them to apply, so simply because of their
backgrounds they were disqualiﬁed from going on to and Chart 18. It seems to me here that only 58 per
cent provide specialist training for admissions staV,university, and the system did not seem to have any
self-regulatory mechanisms to recognise any of that. therefore 42 per cent do not have specialist training
for admissions staV. Is it just done on tradition then?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) In the past that is
You come along and check whether or nottrue, and what we have had to do is work with the
somebody’s dad is in theMasons and, if he is, he getsprofessional bodies in medicine to ensure there is a
in? Or is it that he has been at the right school or playsgreater diversity of entry qualiﬁcations into medical
the right sports? Does thismean these people have noschools. To put it crudely, that they are looking not
training whatsoever?just for three As at A-level but for other factors as
well. (Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, it does not.
This is in respect of, ﬁrst of all, where specialist236. What was the motivation for that change?
training for admissions staV is deemed necessaryWas it internally generated or did the Government
because those institutions are below their benchmarkdo it?
in terms of the pattern of admissions they have on(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not sure I can students from poorer backgrounds. In someanswer that question, to be honest. institutions this is part of their institutional mission,
237. That in itself is an answer actually. It conﬁrms it is actually embedded into the institution and this is
my view that if we left universities to themselves, they one of their main foci.
would never have changed, and that universities in
243. That must be pretty recent though, becausemany ways cannot be trusted to self-regulate. Can I
none of them were doing it until recently. We haveask about Chart 16 on page 18? There is an issue here
already agreed they were not seeking to widen theabout the proportion of higher education providers
catchment until the Government came along andundertaking various things, and I think the highest
forced them.number is them visiting schools and colleges, and
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It depends whatthat is very welcome. I presume you undertake some
you mean by “recently”, but some institutions havesort of reviewof this.What evidence do you have that
been doing this for some considerable time.the elite universities are widespread in the schools
and colleges they visit? I would hate to think, for 244. The ﬁnal question I want to ask you is about
example, that Oxford only visited public schools. interviewing. I take it that it is fair to assume that
DoesWolverhampton go to Eton, for example, to try youngsters like yourselves are going to be much
and recruit from there? Is there a pattern and what better prepared for a university interview than
does it tell us? youngsters from other schools. What evidence is
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Before we hand there that that is genuinely taken adequately into
over the money to the institutions for their widening account by the institution interviewing them?
participation activities we demand a plan from them, (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think the ﬁrst
and the money is handed over in relation to that and thing I should say is that the vast majority of
how they spend it is monitored and subject to audit. institutions these days do not use the interview as the
major diagnostic test on admissions, because they238.How they spend it is then audited?Wedo that,
simply do not have the resources available toand that is to stop them stealing it, so you know that
interview anything like the majority of applicantsthe money to be spent on travel to university is spent
who apply to universities.on travel to university. It does not say they have not
spent it all going to public schools, does it? 245. So they have already weeded out people on
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Well, the plan that the basis of inadequate results, even though, to use
we agree with them would indicate the kinds of your quote, they could have beneﬁted from that
activities they have inmind. To answer your question course of study?
very directly, in the two universities you have (Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, I am saying
mentioned, Oxford and Cambridge, their plan does that that judgment is based for the majority of
include speciﬁcally targeting schools which have not applicants in most institutions on a paper-based
had a tradition of sending students to Oxford and exercise rather than on the basis of an interview.
Cambridge, and we monitor that.
246. Which comes back to the question, you weed239. What proportion of the visits are to schools out a lot of people who could beneﬁt but who willwhich they have not previously recruited from? have been adversely aVected by their circumstances(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I do not have that and perhaps under-achieved?information available.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That is why we
240. Is it above 50 per cent? have in mind to introduce good practice advice on
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I would expect it to admissions to universities, and there is a group,
be but I do not have the direct information. jointly with the Department, tailoring that advice.
241. You expect it to be above 50 per cent but— 247. Only now are you doing a good practice
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I would expect it to guide.
be but I can give the information later.11 (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, because it is
only in the recent past we have had the data available
11 Ev 52, Appendix 2. which has drawn this problem to our attention.
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Youwill appreciate these two ﬁgures are signiﬁcantlyChairman
diVerent. Can I ask you to clear this up or could the248. I have a couple of quick questions which
Comptroller and Auditor General comment on this?colleagues have put in which I must ask on their
Why is one group of advisers saying 41 per cent andbehalf. Mr Richard Bacon asks about the review of
another group saying 44 per cent?student ﬁnance. We appreciate you cannot be exact
(Mr Normington) I do not know what the 44 peras to a publication date but you will appreciate this
cent ﬁgure is, it may be something diVerent. I wouldis a matter of great public interest, can you indicate
love it to be 44 per cent, of course, but I am afraid itwhen it is likely to be published? Is it going to be next
is just over 41 per cent.12week, next month, in the next six months? It was
(Sir John Bourn) It is diYcult, Chairman, topromised in the New Year apparently.
comment on why there is that diVerence but I would(Mr Normington) It was, and I cannot go beyond
be very pleased to work with the Permanentsaying we hope it will be soon. I cannot say when it
Secretary and produce a note on it.is going to be, we have not ﬁnished it yet.
250. I am very grateful to Mr David Rendel for249. It is regrettable that you have no idea. May I
highlighting that. Professor Newby and Mralso ask this on behalf of Mr David Rendel, you said
Normington, I am afraid you have been in the hotand repeated that current participation is 41 per cent,
seat now for exactly three hours with injury time.you will recall that answer. We had a members’ brief
May I thank you very much for answering ourwhich was supplied to us by the National Audit
questions in a very forthright way, especially as IOYce, which said, “Improvements have levelled oV
think you are both new to this Committee.at a participation rate reported in February 2001 as
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, we are.44 per cent”, and that is apparently taken from oral
Chairman: Thank you.We are very grateful to youevidence from the Minister for Higher Education to
for the skilful way you have answered our questions.the Education and Employment Select Committee.
12 Ev 49, Appendix 1.
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drama that we started on Monday because we haveChairman
back with usMrDavidNormington and Sir Howard
251. Good afternoon and welcome to the Newby to talk to us. Colleagues are free if they wish
Committee of Public Accounts. Today we are to return to any unanswered questions on Monday,
considering the Comptroller and Auditor General’s if the witnesses are very happy with that. I should say
Report on Improving Student Achievement in that we are very honoured to welcome also in the
public gallery the Nepalese Public AccountsEnglish Higher Education. This is part two of the
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Committee to whom I was very privileged to talk about how well they are doing against the rest of the
sector and, having done that, where there is clearabout our work before the meeting. We are also very
privileged to welcome to the public gallery Mrs evidence of under-performance we take that in hand
to ensure that those institutions are putting in placeSekoula who is President of the SupremeChamber of
Control of Poland. I suggested to Sir John Bourn eVective measures which will ensure that they come
up to benchmark in the future.that he should now be known as the Supreme
Controller as well. Back to business. I was going to
255. Can I go back to you, Mr Normington? Youask you, Mr Normington, by way of a general
made a pretty obvious point on Monday that thereintroduction, if you think you can widen
was a need for further improvement in secondaryparticipation, maintain standards and raise
education. How far is success in schools and sixthachievement all at the same time. Please answer that
form colleges a prerequisite to improvingif you feel able to. You were telling us a bit about
performance in higher education, do you think?Government targets onMonday. Do youwant to say
(MrNormington) I think it is a very important parta bit more about targets and how you are going to
of it. It is schools, sixth form colleges and furtherensure that you succeed in meeting them?
education colleges because a lot of A-levels and(Mr Normington) I think I said on Monday that it
vocational qualiﬁcations are taken there. Yes, I thinkwas a major challenge to widen participation and
it is a very important part of getting people from themaintain standards. If you add to that maintaining
lower socio-economic groups into higher educationand improving on this non-completion rate which a
and, as we can see, the levels of attainment youlot of this report is about, that is a really tough set of
achieve before you go in do seem to be correlated tochallenges. The interesting thing about this report is
what happens when you are there and yourthat it brings us back towhere wewere to some extent
likelihood of staying and completing the courseon Monday in that it talks about the importance of
successfully.prior attainment. Once again, once you get A-level
results, what level of A-level results you get has a 256. We know from this report, particularly from
major impact on whether students have a greater page 29, that there is widespread concern amongst
propensity or not to complete their course and to staV about numeracy, so can I ask you a question
achieve. That is the central issue in the report. I about numeracy skills? Why do you think students
rehearsed at some length some of the ways in which are unprepared at such a basic level of higher
we are trying to widen participation and maintain education and what are you doing about it?
standards. (Mr Normington) In terms of numeracy?
252. Do not do it now. 257. Yes.
(Mr Normington) I will not do it now. (Mr Normington) In terms of what we are doing
pre-university, we are concentrating very much on253. You get the next two and a half hours to do numeracy in primary schools where this must startthat, bit by bit. Can I ask you to go straight to the with the numeracy strategy really, improving theheart of the matter as far as I can see it, that with teaching ofmathematics in primary schools.We havemany universities awarding their own degrees how just moved on in secondary schools to focus onwill you ensure that claimed achievement rates are maths and English teaching between 11 and 14 wherenot improved by lowering standards? it could be equipping students with the basics before(Mr Normington) It is a key issue and to some they get to GCSE and move on. It is a majorextent the sector is self-regulating and it is very problem. There is a signiﬁcant improvement but itimportant therefore that the system that we have for remains an issue.maintaining standards and for which the Funding
Council is responsible is maintained. It really is for 258. I am told anecdotally that some business
Sir Howard to explain a bit more about that. studies courses are even having to water down their
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The sector has courses to remove the mathematical bits of them
established the Quality Assurance Agency which is because their students simply cannot cope.
doing two things. First of all it has already (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think that is
established benchmark standards on a subject by regrettable if they are. Let me say about the general
subject basis for all higher education institutions problem that it is the case that over a number of years
which are awarding higher education qualiﬁcations. now many universities have had to oVer (the
It is also of course just completing now its ﬁrst sweep nomenclature varies) remedial or catch-up courses in
of reviews of provision in higher education mathematics in the ﬁrst year. It is not limited to
institutions to ensure they meet up with the claims mathematics, I might say. There are also problems in
which they themselves have made. modern languages. The reasons from the sector’s
point of view are partly concerned with modular A-
254. You have mentioned benchmarks so I will go levels in which, in a subject like mathematics, which
straight into that. Only a few institutions are is what I would call, if you will forgive the jargon, a
signiﬁcantly outside their benchmarks. Do linear additive subject; that is, you cannot—
benchmarks hide the need for action by some
institutions? 259. No, I do not forgive the jargon.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) You cannot do one(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No. I think that the
purpose of introducing benchmarks and making stage until you have done the one prior to it because
one building block adds on another. Modularity hasthem publicly available—they are published by us,
and they do appear in the newspapers—was ﬁrst of meant that students are to some extent in the A-level
syllabus able to choose some areas of mathematicsall to hold up a mirror to the institutions’ own
performance so that they must question themselves and not others, and when they come to university
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therefore one cannot make the same assumptions enter higher education and sometimes the factors
which are involved here include whether they havethat one could have made perhaps a generation ago
that everyone has the same knowledge and level of managed to settle into a new town or city in a
diVerent part of the country that they are not familiarmathematics today that they had then. We do ﬁnd in
mathematics and in modern languages that the same with. We have worked hard to try to improve both
the quantity and the quality of information available,problem applies, that quite a lot of intensive tuition
has to go on in the ﬁrst year to bring everyone up to and there are examples of that in the report which we
can examine in a moment if you wish, but we dothe level of mathematics that one might have
expected a generation ago. recognise that we need to continue to improve on this
issue; it is vitally important to the students and260. I know that a lot of universities are having to
their parents.do this but this of course is a very expensive way of
doing it, is it not? It is much cheaper to do it in school. 263. If you look at paragraph 2.19 on page 16, and
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is very resource this was I think taking up a point which one of my
intensive, yes. colleagues asked on Monday, some institutions have
not been honest with applicants because of ﬁnancial261. If you look at page 19 you can see that the
pressure to increase student numbers. I think youwillproportion of students succeeding in their studies
recall you had a question on this theme on Monday.varies from nearly 100 per cent to under half.
Some students, it seems, do not discover until too latePerhaps, Sir Howard, you could tell us a bit about
that their courses are not professionally accredited.why there should be such variation between diVerent
What are you doing to prevent this mis-selling?institutions.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) This is an issue(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That variation is
which the Quality Assurance Agency speciﬁcallylargely a correlation, as Mr Normington said just
looks at. It looks at the claims which are made innow, of the prior educational qualiﬁcations with
both prospectuses and other kinds of course materialwhich students enter, so that in general progression
which students receive either just before they go torates are related to that prior educational
university or immediately on entry, and to ensurequaliﬁcation. I have to say that at the Funding
that the aims and objectives that are set out there areCouncil we would recognise that this variation is too
valid and that they are indeedmet over the lifetime ofwide and we do need, to use the former Secretary of
the course. We do indeed need to ensure that, as theState’s phrase, to bear down upon this problem,
report puts it, there is no over-selling eitherwhich is what we are doing.
deliberately or inadvertently.(Mr Normington) We have in fact in the previous
recommendations (not the most recent ones but the 264. If you turn to paragraph 2.8 on page 15, this
previous ones that the Secretary of State sent) is now the subject of students who actually leave their
focused on this issue and asked the Council courses, more than half of students who leave do not
particularly to focus on the under-performing talk it over with staV. What are you trying to do to
institutions. It is important that they do that because ensure that students are given more support, more
the variations are wide, even within bands.13 encouragement, staV more help to ensure that they
262. Carrying on this theme, obviously it is the talk to each other?
entry qualiﬁcations that may determine success in (Professor Sir Howard Newby) We have instituted
higher education, but I think what many people may a programme as part of the former Secretary of
want to ask is why are we encouraging applicants State’s recommendations that we bear down on non-
with low qualiﬁcations into these institutions and completion and that involves them working through
what are we doing to encourage them to take more this team we have created called Action on Access
appropriate courses for their qualiﬁcations and their which is both establishing and disseminating good
aptitudes? practice on matters like this and then advising
(Mr Normington) Overall the performance is speciﬁc institutions, particularly those which are
excellent. It is important that everything we say below their benchmark, on how they can improve
today is set against that. We have the second lowest their particular performance and eVectiveness. I have
drop-out rate from universities in the OECD and to remind the Committee, however, that this
therefore, although there is a very wide variation— performance is taking place against a very
and there are some reasons for that—and the considerable drop (until three years ago) in the
variation needs bearing down on, it is against a amount of money which universities received per
backdrop of success. We are talking about a relative student and of course staV/student ratios have gone
issue, is the ﬁrst thing to say. up over that same period, and it has been more
diYcult to sustain one of the traditional strengths of(Professor Sir Howard Newby) There is, as the
report makes clear and we agree, a problem about British higher education, which is the personal nature
of the tuition between student and teacher.students having the quantity and quality of
information they need to make informed choices
265. Can I ask you ask you about a speciﬁc point?about the kind of course and the kind of institution
I know you want to give an entirely honest reply towhich most suits them. Sometimes there are wider
this from your very long experience in this world.factors involved in their choice because, as you know,
Despite all the ﬁne words that we have been hearingmany students move away from home when they
are we in danger of having a two-tier system in our
universities of the sort that exists in America, that13 Note by witness: The ‘recommendations’ referred to were there is a huge diVerence in the sort of degree that youcontained in a letter Higher Education Funding and Delivery
get from some of the older institutions and some ofto 2003-04, to the Chairman of HEFCE from the Secretary
of State for Education and Skills dated 29 November 2001. the very newest ones?
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(Professor Sir Howard Newby) My honest answer 269. Fifteen years ago it would have been
unthinkable that anybodywould get into a universityis that describing it in terms of a two-tier system is too
simplistic. We have a much wider diversity of higher if they did not have GCSE or GCE in English and
maths. They might as well not even apply becauseeducation institutions than can be categorised in
simply two tiers. As you know, they range from unless they had those two subjects at that particular
level they would not have got into university. Isleading research intensive, world class universities on
the one hand through very strong civic universities that fair?
with a mixed economy of research and teaching (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Not quite. I am
through to the new universities with their emphasis sorry to be so personal about this. When I applied to
on vocational teaching and on into very specialist university in the mid sixties even at that stage not
colleges of higher education in areas like the every university by any means demanded an O-level
performing arts and so on. Yes, there is wider (as it then was) in both English and maths, although
diVerentiation. That will probably continue, that most did.
diversity, but to call it two-tier is frankly too 270. So every university did not. My experiencesimplistic. was that it was very diYcult to get into university if
you did not have the basic subjects. It appears now266. You did mention in the question I asked you
that we are moving down a road where the basicbefore—this was your own answer—that one of the
education that one would expect a student to havestrengths of the older universities is that there is still
they do not need anymore and yet they go into highermuch more personal contact because they are based
education and I just think that is an anomaly;on the old tutorial system. Is it fair to say that in some
misnomer would probably be a better word. Howof the new universities that simply does not exist, that
can you go into higher education if you have not gotthey say they have not the money to do it, and often
the lower education?students may only see their tutor once a term as
opposed to every week and this means that if things (MrNormington) In fact what has happened in the
start to go wrong, particularly in the early stages, last 15 years, particularly as higher education has
they are not being given the sort of advice they should expanded, is that theA-level points you require to get
be given? in have gone up, not down. It has gone up to 19 from
18, the average A-level points score. I understand(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I would not go so
what you are saying and I think there probably isfar as to say it does not exist but what I would say is
some evidence of that, but in terms of A-levelthat the degree of personal contact between teachers
performance there has been a slight increase, despiteand their students has been very much attenuated
the increasing numbers of places that are on oVer andover the last generation and it is particularly
the new institutions coming into the sector, so it doesprominent in the newer institutions.
not all point one way in this evidence.267. My last question is on promotion. In the
271. On page 7, paragraph 1.5, it talks aboutuniversities you do not get promoted, do you,
institutions and it says: “Some are able to set thebecause of your skill in dealing with your students?
highest GCE A-level entry requirements, whileYou get promoted because of the learned papers you
others have to more actively recruit to ﬁll places onhave been writing and the books you have been
their programmes.” I have got real mixed feelingspublishing. In the older universities there always was
about this. I was a teacher from, I suppose, the oldthe don who may not have been the foremost
school where one expected people to have reasonablyresearch authority but he was absolutely brilliant
good GCSE or GCE results before they went towith students. Do you see this as a problem in terms
university and now they do not. Is that not quiteof promotion?
simply lowering standards for people who are going(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, I do see it as a
into higher education?problem. There is an issue about how we can redress
(Mr Normington) I do not think it is. None of usthe balance between the rewards for research and for
has any interest in seeing standards going intoteaching in higher education institutions and that is
decline. We want people in universities who cansomething my Board will wish to address in the next
beneﬁt from those courses. As we were saying onfew months. Many institutions are beginning to
Monday it has never really been the case thatA-levelsdevelop schemes for rewarding outstanding teachers
or GCSEs, formal qualiﬁcations, are the only thingbut I think we need to do a lot more. We also need to
that will be taken into account in terms of entry. It isdowhat we can to develop a parity of esteem between
really important that universities have very goodresearch and teaching. I am afraid it is true all over
admissions procedures and are assessing whether thethe world that on the whole the academic profession
individual can complete the course. I do not thinkgives higher esteem to excellence in research than to
there is lots of evidence that standards are in decline.excellence in teaching. That means that we have to
On the contrary, the A-level points score is slightlywork that much harder to go against the grain of that
higher.kind of culture and ensure that outstanding teaching
is recognised and appropriately rewarded. (Professor Sir Howard Newby) As you say, it is a
complex issue. If we are talking about standards in
higher education we should be focusing, I would
submit, on output standards. We have to ensure thatMr Steinberg
the standard of the degree or other qualiﬁcation
268. Higher education is now in my view much which students leave with has not declined. That is
broader in deﬁnition than it was, say, 15 years ago. rather diVerent from assuming that standards have
Would you agree with that? declined because the entry into higher education has
been broadened. The danger is that if you broaden(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.
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entry and retain standards of graduation then it is point I want to make is that they can come in and it
will not be at the expense of other well qualiﬁedpossible that universities would take more risk over
students elsewhere.admissions and I think what is pleasing about this
report is that the evidence is there that on the whole 276. If I understood you correctly you talked
they have not, that they police entry, if I can put it about lowering standards to be able to get in but
that way, compared with most other countries really ensuring that at the end of the course the degree was
quite eVectively. of the same quality. Is that basically what you said?
(Mr Normington) That is what he said. I think we272. I will come back to that in terms of drop-out
have to be really cautious about “loweringand results. I understand that if you want to have a
standards”. I think it is right to look at what thehigher participation rate it is common sense that you
student is capable of. Sometimes you will take morehave to reduce the qualiﬁcations to get in because
than just their raw A-level performance and that iseverybody is not brilliant; everybody cannot get
what some universities do.three A-levels at A grade. Therefore you have to
277.We lower entry qualiﬁcation standards; we dolower the qualiﬁcation rates. What I do not like is
not lower standards. Students get into university butdiscriminating in favour of people who have not
because they are not capable of doing the course theyactually done well in the basic education. This
then drop out. Is that not a huge waste of resources?worries me, that by doing that you are lowering
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, it can be astandards because you are discriminating. Take, for
waste of resources and that is why we need to bearexample, something which was in the ﬁrst report that
down on this problem. I come back to the point thatwe did on Monday. I think it was an example of
despite the very large expansion in the numbers goingBristol University. It was example ﬁve. Have you got
into higher education over the last decade, the drop-that with you today?
out rate has remained steady. That shows tomymind(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I have.
that the universities have done a good job in making
273. It wasBristol University. They examined their very diYcult judgements about whether any
relationships between what students got at A-level particular student would beneﬁt from higher
and what they did not achieve and what they had education, even where their formal academic
achieved at school. As it is written down it looks as qualiﬁcations are lower than might have been
though they are really innovative but in fact what deemed acceptable a generation ago.
they are doing is just looking for ways to get people 278. You say that the drop-out rate, if I interpret
into university who have not got the necessary you right, has not worsened over the years.
qualiﬁcations. I am not sure whether that is a good (Mr Normington) That has not changed.
thing or not.
279. That is not the impression I get, I must admit.(Mr Normington) If they were doing that I do not
If you turn to page 4, ﬁgure 1, you tell us that in somethink it would be acceptable. If I can just take your
cases you can have a situation where—ah, that is notﬁrst point, it is possible for us to go on working at
so much drop-out; that is more on the qualiﬁcationsgetting more potential students to higher levels of A-
at the end of the day.level performance and equivalent. That has been
(Mr Normington) That is drop-out. The middlehappening steadily over the last ten to 15 years. It is
line there is drop-out.possible and it is really important thatwe go on doing
that because that is the best way of ensuring quality 280. Let us combine the two. The situation is that
of entry. I entirely agree with you. I do not want to you have a success rate in some universities of
see—the Government does not want to see— something like 48 per cent. You have also a drop-out
rate in some universities of over 20 per cent. Thatstandards being lowered in order to achieve this
cannot be classed as being very successful.target. It just not in any of our interests. It is not in
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, I agree. I agreethe universities’ interests.
that those ﬁgures are, both of them, too high. I was
274. And it is not in the students’ interests either. referring to the overall sector performance. Within
(Mr Normington) It is not in the students’ interest. the sector there are indeed some institutions where
we need to work much harder with them to ensure275. I am in favour of discrimination, if you like.
that they are improving both their practice onWe talk about social classes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. I am in
admissions and their eVectiveness in retainingfavour of discrimination in favour of class 5 provided students once they have been admitted. I absolutelythat they have the qualiﬁcations. Would you agree accept that.with that?
281. It has taken me a long time to get to this. Is it(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, I would agree,
not true to say that the pre-1992 universities have abut I would also add that discrimination implies that
drop-out of approximately two per cent and that thethis is a zero sum game: if we take in more students
post-1992 universities have a drop-out of over 20 perfrom one category we must necessarily take in fewer
cent? What does that show?from another. I would just point out that that is not
(MrNormington) There is quite a range. The drop-the case. Looking forward, to meet the target there
out in the post-1992 universities is higher.will have to be an overall expansion of the numbers
coming into higher education from which everybody 282. I did some research myself, not to this
can gain. What we are really talking about therefore particular report. I think it was a report that we did
is whether, looking forward, there will be on further education. I rang round the universities in
proportionately more people coming in from social my area, not in my constituency, although I did ring
Durham University. The drop-out there was prettyclasses 4 and 5. We all intend that there will be. The
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minimal. I then contacted York University. Again In otherwords you do not knowwhy 60 per cent drop
out. The biggest section of dropping out, ie, forthe drop-out was minimal. I contacted Newcastle
University. The drop-out was minimal. I then personal reasons, you do not know what those
personal reasons are, so at the end of the day youcontacted other universities post-1992 and their
drop-out was frankly abysmal, something like 20-22 cannot tell me why people are leaving university,
can you?per cent. It was not because of ﬁnancial problems. It
was because of failure in being able to do the courses. (Mr Normington) We are not sure. We have just
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) You are quite right done some more research to try to get to this. It has
to say that the average rate of drop-out is higher in not yet been published but it will not be long before it
the post-1992 institutions, but even there, and there is published. It still does not tell us for sure. Financial
is evidence of this in the report, there are post-1992 hardship is only quoted by 18 per cent of people.
institutions with really very good practice in Personal reasons continue to dominate. Wrong
retaining students.What we need to do is understand course, wrong institution is the one that is at the top
much better how they are able to do that without of the list. It is the same story. Of course it may be all
jeopardising standards and then spread that good those things. The personal reason may be that they
practice to the others.14 cannot do the course, it may be that they have not got
enough money, it could be all interlinked, and that is283. The question that I want to ask, if that is the
the problem. We have not found a way of gettingcase, is this. Is it cost eVective to trawl around
behind that.looking for students who you know at the end of the
day are not going to make the grade? 287.What I am saying is that the numbers are only
(Mr Normington) If that is what they are doing it 40 per cent anyway so 60 per cent you do not know.
is not cost eVective. (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Tracking these
people down is a hugely diYcult task and, having284. I am not going to give you names, obviously.
tracked them down, whenwe want to ask them aboutI am not going to give you universities. I know of
something that they would probably regard as astudents who, when they went to university, in my
personal failure, they often do not want to answer theown experience knew that they were not going to
question. It is a very diYcult research issue.make the grade and they dropped out and they failed.
That is not fair on them as well as not being fair on
the taxpayer.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I agree. Absolutely.
Mr JenkinsI would just add that it is not only a waste of public
money; it is also rank bad educational practice. As I 288. I was very interested in the question that Mr
said on Monday, this is simply bad admissions Steinberg asked because I am totally amazed by the
practice. It should not happen in that way. report that says that we do not know why young
people left. They probably walked away. If you write285. Give me the reasons why you believe that the
to them they will chuck it straight in the bin. They domajority of students leave higher education.
not bother answering. Have we not tried some(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think themajority
sampling? Have we not tried some in-depth surveyof reasons are two-fold. One is that they have found
work on some of these young people to get to the realwhen they entered the university that the course
crux of the problem?which they had applied for, which they thought
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, there havewould suit them, turns out not to suit them, and that
been some projects of that kind. There is a piece ofgoes back to the Chairman’s previous question about
research done at the Liverpool John Mooreimproving on the quality of information they receive.
University on this. I think Mr Steinberg’s questionThe other one quite honestly is personal problems,
was really about, is this a valid sample? Is a 40 perand I do mean personal problems. They are
cent sample giving us valid answers? I have somehomesick, they have personal relationships which are
sympathy with his question because even I do notsuVering because they have moved away andmatters
know and by deﬁnition none of us can knowwhetherof that kind, and they ﬁnd that living away from
this is representative or not.home, combined with the challenges of higher
education, are just too much for them.
289. There is what is known as a statistical base for
286. Figure 10 on page 15. I looked at this graph doing random observations and random sampling
and drew some conclusions from the graph. One of through a population that would give you fairly
the conclusions that I drew was one that I found accurate answers but you need a format.You have an
myself doing a bit of research on. The ﬁnancial in-depth interview with these people. It will not be
reason was not really the main reason why they left that costly because there are not large numbers. I am
university. Then I read the report and I realised that just amazed that we are at this stage and we have not
personal reasons could include ﬁnancial reasons, so done this.
that is misleading, but then I realised that in fact this (Mr Normington) We have actually got two recent
only represented 40 per cent of those who drop out. surveys which get closer to this but it does not tell us
anything more than is here. Even when you get
14 Note by witness: Details of non-continuation rates and behind the personal reasons they break down into
achievement rates are contained in the C&AG’s Report some of the things that are here: wrong course, wrong
Improving student achievement in English higher education institution, ﬁnancial issues, family and personal
(HC 486, Session 2001-02), Appendix 3. This shows that, issues in terms of relationships and so on, just notalthough, on average, non-continuation rates are higher in
liking being away from home. Those are the thingspost 1992 than pre 1992 institutions, there is considerable
overlap between the two. that it breaks down into.
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290. I notice on page 9 that you are going to what you just said, which is whywe have had to bring
in the proposal we have over benchmarking andpublish a target for bearing down on rates of non-
other factors of that kind, to ask them to examinecompletion and you are going to try and improve
their own practices and begin to operate a ratherthis. You have got this in mind now?
more sophisticated admissions policy. That having(Mr Normington) One of the things we have asked
been said, there are a number of other factors whichthe Funding Council to do is verymuch to bear down
are outside my Council’s control which act ason non-completion, particularly in those institutions
powerful causes of admissions practices inwhere performance is not good enough. We have
universities, and I am thinking in particular of thebeen working with the Funding Council on the issue
way in which newspaper league tables areof targets and your Board discussed this the other
constructed which also provide a very powerfulday.
incentive to do precisely what you have said. We are(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, that is right.
ﬁnding therefore at times that we are workingWe are intending to report formally back to the
somewhat against the grain with some universities toDepartment on this very shortly, by which I mean
persuade them to operate on a rather more broadwithin the next month. We produced an interim
front over their admissions.report last year and if you wish you can ask me
further questions on that. It is essentially dealingwith 294. So we have got a situation where some
some of the issues I have referred to already, universities now select students who they believe will
identifying good and bad practice, taking eVective complete the course, do well, so maintaining their
position in the league table. They also have none ofmeasures to deal with bad practice and ensuring that
the problems associated with the extra work that isgood practice is disseminated as widely as possible
required in taking these through the courses. Theyaround the sector, and also through a more coherent
have lower drop-out rates and they are high in theform of training over admissions practices and also
league table. I would compare them with what areover counselling and other forms of tutorial support.
mainly the post-1992 universities that do not have
291. What powers will you have to make sure that this choice because they in the main are left with the
the institutions comply with your recommendations? remaining students to pick from. It was said about
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) This is a diYcult one institution on qualiﬁcations and entrance
area. examinations, that if youwalked past on the day they
started and they had got empty spaces they would292. I know. drag you in because they needed bums on seats to get(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I do not need to the money in. What is the alternative? They were notunderline the fact that themost eVective action will be going to get paid if the students were not there. If the
taken at the institution level by the institutions students fell out after the end of the year at least they
themselves and they are of course autonomous. What got some money. They are lower down the ranking
we can do is initially to oVer guidance to them, table. What have you done to overcome this?
including best practice guidance, to which we would (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Institutions do not
ask them formally to conform. We can audit them receive money if students drop out in the ﬁrst year
against that practice and we could (and possibly will) and therefore there is a powerful incentive for them
set targets, especially for those which are under- not to admit students only to fail them at the end of
performing. The ﬁnal sanction we have, which we use the ﬁrst year. The technical term we use is clawback.
very rarely but is there available to us and the sector We claw money back from those institutions if they
knows this, is to make any particular form of action a have not successfully got students through the end of
condition of grant. We use that very sparingly indeed. their ﬁrst year against the numbers that they are
contracted to provide.293. If I can word this correctly, we know that
295. If, for instance, a student goes through moresocio-economic group 5 in particular has amongst its
than one year of a course and the university does getpopulation some very bright youngsters but, given
paid for that ﬁrst year there is some money in thethe sorts of conditions they live in, the schools they
bank for the university. If the student then drops out,go to, they do not achieve the grades that their
Mr Steinberg said, it is a waste of public money. I dopotential would allow them to if they were put into a
not believe this. I believe that many students, evenbetter environment, and yet these are sent through
though they have undergone just a year of higherthe system like anybody else. I notice that Mr
education, do get some beneﬁt from undergoing thatNormington said that some universities look at
year. It makes them realise what it is about, what thepotential. Name them, because most universities
demands and challenges are, and they may re-enteractually get their sheets of paper, get their grades,
higher education at some later date. Have you gotthey get more nominated for ﬁnance than they can
any evidence in regard to this?service, they chuck them to one side, and you know
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes. Of the 23 perthat there is a pecking order in this country at
cent who do not continue beyond their ﬁrst year tenuniversities. The best ones still take the best students
per cent return to continue their studies at a laterbased on those grades and, if necessary, interview.
date, sometimes in another institution; in fact usuallyHow are we going to overcome this problem?
in another institution.15(Mr Normington) I accept that A-level grades
remain the key determinant.
15 Note by witness: “77 per cent of full-time ﬁrst degree students(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I accept also that of
will achieve a degree at the institution at which they started.course there are big disparities in supply and demand One per cent will obtain a diVerent qualiﬁcation and a further
for places between diVerent institutions and ﬁve per cent are expected to transfer to another institution”,
therefore those institutions with very high demand C&AG’s Report Improving student achievement in English
higher education (HC 486, Session 2001-02) para 2.2.from students can do, and have in the past done,
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296. It is said that schools very often, because there (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think we would
is this system of exam grades and passes, spoon-feed say it is good practice for all universities where
students to get them through the exam, but when possible to provide the oVer, the opportunity, of
these students go oV to university they ﬁnd that the accommodation to students in their ﬁrst year. The
diVerent style of the institution throws them for a ﬁrst year is particularly important in handling these
while and they lose their way. It is quite noticeable students for the reasons we have been discussing.
that students who take GNVQs as against A-levels Many institutions are able to do that. The new
do much better in the ﬁrst year in mostly the post- universities in particular which have traditionally
1992 institutions, but the A-level people catch up. recruited locally when they were polytechnics do
What is being done to make schools prepare have a deﬁcit with regard to student accommodation
youngsters for higher education rather than merely and we have targeted support to universities through
pass the exam? what we call our poor estates scheme which they can
(MrNormington) The report does say that and it is use to both develop accommodation themselves and
reporting the views of people at a focus group. I am also, where appropriate (and this is an emerging
surprised at this. I have been to lots of schools, quite trend) enter into public/private partnerships with the
a few colleges, quite a few sixth form colleges, and the private sector on lease-back and other kinds of
trend is in sixth forms to have more self-learning. It schemes whereby that accommodation can be
is more of a step on the road to the kind of education provided more quickly and without cost to the
you get at university than it used to be. That is what university, at least not up-front cost.16
I have seen and I do not see that. I have to believe
300. Are you quite satisﬁed with the support andwhat the staV are saying but I have not seen it for
tutorial support that students get in the main acrossmyself. Most students when they get post-16 will not
all these universities or does it vary so dramaticallyaccept sitting in rows being spoon-fed. That is not
that it is from good to appalling?how they learn. They expect to have much more self-
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not satisﬁeddirected learning, much more project work, much
because I do not think you can ever be satisﬁed. Itmore working on their own, much more doing their
does vary. I do not think I could agree with you thatresearch, and that is the trend in post-16 education.
it is from good to appalling but I think it is from
297. I am sorry. I think you need to re-visit some excellent to mediocre. That is why we do need to
schools in this country because I can assure you that ensure through our quality assurance mechanisms
if the students were left to do their own research, their that the mediocre is raised consistently to the level of
own work, they would never get through the course the excellent.
because there is such a condensed amount of
301. When some of our students leave universityinformation transference that you have to spoon-
they ﬁnd that the course that they were on was notfeed them so much information before they are able
quite ﬁtted to the profession they want to undertaketo undertake any type of project.
or they misunderstood what the profession involved(Mr Normington) What happens post-16 is
and how the course would beneﬁt them. Some ofnothing like what happens in university, I accept
these students undoubtedly would beneﬁt fromthat, but it is quite diVerent from what is happening
undergoing some work experience. Some peoplepre-16 in most places. It is less diVerent often in
would say that they would be better oV if they tookschools. It is certainly diVerent in FE colleges. Of
a year oV to conduct work experience before theycourse there has to be discipline, of course there has
went on, and yet very few universities are linked upto be teaching, but it is more of a stepping stone to
with any opportunity for work experience to takehigher education than it was when I was in school.
place for their students while they are at university.That is the trend. I have been to dozens of institutions
Do you think they should be encouraged?in the last few years.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I certainly do think
298. All right. Maybe you are getting a diVerent it should be encouraged. I would dispute your
view.Maybe you should have to work in one and see comment that very few universities do this. I would
what it is like. say that most universities now do this. I would also
(MrNormington) I have sat in schools andwatched add, however, that the trend at the present time—this
it happening. is from employers, not from the university side—is
not to organise work experience in one year away in299. One of the things I notice is that universities
what used to be called a sandwich course, but ratherwith accommodation provided for their students
to domore little and often and have shorter bursts ofhave a lower drop-out rate. I have always been
work experience integrated into the course.surprised because I know that with some of my
Mr Jenkins: I agree with you. In fact I think that achildren’s cohort, their parents have bought
lot of work based learning should be accreditedaccommodation and they occupied it for the three or
towards the degree course and we should look atfour years they were there with their colleagues and
people doing a lifelong learning process rather thanthen they sold it at the end and made a proﬁt on the
a continuation of what started oV as a three-yeartransaction. Why is it that universities have not
woken up to the fact that they can make a going
16 Note by witness: Support is provided to universities throughconcern of providing student accommodation
project capital funds, which they can use to enhance theirbecause after all they have got a captive audience and
accommodation, not through the poor estates scheme asvery often it is a growing asset? Why have we not got stated. Additional funds may be provided to assist with the
more accommodation provided for these students in professional fees involved in entering into public/ private
partnerships.what is a very vulnerable ﬁrst year period?
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ﬁnishing school, and in some of our more elite always been a measure called the APR—I will not go
into it—which was about 18 to 21 year olds. That isuniversities they tend to treat it very much the same
today. a well-tested measure of 18 to 21 year olds who are
projected to go into higher education courses, that is
courses which lead to qualiﬁcations awarded by
higher education institutions of one year or more.Mr Rendel
That is a long-standing measure. All we have done
302. I apologise that I was out of the room for a with the initial entry rate is taken that same measure,
little bit for some of the earlier questions. Have you which we always used, and moved it forward,
been able to resolve the 41 per cent/44 per cent projected it, to 30. In other words, used the same
current participation? measure for 18 to 30 year olds as opposed to 18 to 21
(Mr Normington) We did say we would provide a year olds.
note for you and we will do that. I did not know this
307. So that everyone knows, what doesuntil I looked into it with my colleagues behind me,
“measuring the initial entry rate” mean? What arebut when the Minister of State gave her evidence to
you measuring there?the Select Committee and quoted 44 per cent thatwas
(Mr Normington) It is actually a projection of howindeedwhat we thought the ﬁgure was.What we then
many 18 year olds entering at a particular point willset in place, because we knew it was going to become
have a higher education experience of the sort I havesuch an important issue, with the Funding Council
described by the time they get to 30. That is a long-was a major look again at what the ﬁgure was. We
standing measure. It is the only measure—decided we were counting some students twice and
therefore we revised it down. We have actually taken 308. I do not mind whether it is long-standing or
some students out, so it is down to 41.17 not, I am trying to understand what on earth it
means. You seem to be saying that in any one year as303. So at the time the 50 per cent target was set,
a certain number of people become 18, you are goingyou thought you were already at 44 per cent and had
to guess how many of those will have had some sort6 per cent to go, and now it is only 41 per cent and
of higher education experience in the next 12 years.you have 9 per cent to go?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby)May I try and help?(Mr Normington) I do not know that we based the
setting of the 50 per cent target on the 44 per cent, I 309. I hope you can.
am not sure it was that way round. I am not sure we (Professor Sir Howard Newby) The way ofknew where precisely we were, we decided we needed measuring it in the past was called the Ageto have another look at it. Participation Index and you took the number of 18
to 21 year olds in the population and the number of304. I am not suggesting you based the 50 per cent
18 to 21 year olds in higher education, you dividedtarget on 44 per cent, but the fact of the matter is that
one into the other and that gave you yourat the time the 50 per cent target was set you thought
percentage.18you had 6 per cent to go, and now you have 9 per cent
to go, so your task has become one and a half times 310. That makes obvious sense.as hard as you thought it was.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) How the initial(Mr Normington) Well, of course, the task is entry rate diVers is that because the target is set inexactly the same, it is just the count we did was terms of 18 to 30 year olds, what you have to do isinaccurate. take those who are entering each year when they are
305. Therefore the task is one and a half times as 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 et cetera up to the age of 30, and
much as you thought. Maybe the task is still 50 per calculate the sum of those against the total
cent but that task is one and a half times as hard as population at that point in time. Does that help?
you thought it was going to be.
311. I think I understand.(Mr Normington) Of course.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Let me put it the
306. I am not surprised the Government is now otherway around: if you took the oldmeasure, which
looking at other ways of measuring the target. The I agree was simpler, you took the number of 18 to 21
Government announced today exactly how they year olds in the general population, the number of 18
were going to measure this, I understand in response to 21 year olds in higher education and divided one
to questions asked on Monday. It is very good news into the other, that would ignore the fact that some
they have said what they are going to do now, but it of those 18 to 21 year olds went on to enter higher
does seem rather diVerent, by the way, fromwhat the education after the age of 21 and, if your target is 18
Prime Minister said originally, when he talked about to 30 year olds, you need to include them.
“over 50 per cent at university”. He is now talking
312. Let me put it round the other way: supposingabout “trying to get to the 50 per cent in all higher
in the year 2010 we look at everybody up to the ageeducation”, which is obviously a much easier target
of 30 and say, “How many people are there betweento reach, no doubt because of the problems you have
18 and 30 and what percentage of those have by nowjust highlighted. They do say now that progress is to
started some sort of higher education during theirbe measured through the initial entry rate. Can you
lifetime”, is that not the obvious way of doing it?explain that a bit more?
(Mr Normington) That is what I was explaining on
18 Note by witness:TheAgeParticipation Index is deﬁned as theMonday in fact. The ﬁrst time we said we would use
number of home domiciled young (under 21) initial entrantsthe initial entry rate was in 1999. In fact there has
to full-time and sandwich undergraduate courses of higher
education, expressed as a proportion of the average 18-19
17 Ev 49, Appendix 1. year-old population of Great Britain.
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(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not sure 321. I do notmind if you choose to call a projection
guesswork or not, I call most projections purewhether it is the obviousway ofmeasuring it, but that
is not the initial entry rate, because over that period guesswork, it may be informed guesswork but it is
still guesswork. Can I go on to ask about courses thatof time we believe that the rate of participation will
increase. may collapse. We know one of the problems with
further education colleges is that they set up a
313. Let me see if I can get this. In the year 2010 number of courses, try to involve the students, try to
you are going to say, “How many 18 year olds encourage students to join them, and then they do
entered this year”, and you are also going to say, “Of not get enough students to make it worthwhile, so
those 18 year olds who did not enter this year, how they cancel the course. Does that happen at all in
many do we expect to enter when they are 19 next higher education?
year? Of those who did not enter either this year at (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Only in exceptional
age 18 or next year at 19, how many do we expect to circumstances, by which I mean that some members
enter when they are 20”, and you go right through of staV may leave unexpectedly to go to another
that process up to age 30. institution. In some cases there has been a collapse in
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That is right. admissions or in applications, which means the
course is non-viable, but I have to say where that314. So for most of the 50 per cent you are
occurs the responsibility to existing students ismeasuring, you are actually guessing what is going to
always taken seriously and they are what we callhappen to the current 18 year old cohort over the
“taught out”, that is the ﬁrst year students continuenext 12 years, and you are presumably guessing that
through their course. One can never say never in thison the basis of—I do not know—what the current
sort of instance, but it is very rare that what youentry rate is or current entry rate plus a little factor
describe would take place.you are going to add on which is conveniently going
to allow you to add on a few people because you are 322. Let me tell you why I am concerned about
going to guess that the rate will increase over the next this. I met an old university friend only yesterday,
few years? That seems to be what you are saying. since our last meeting, and he told me his daughter
(Professor SirHowardNewby) I would not use that had been due to go to a further education college and
vocabulary but the basic methodology you describe had been accepted, all was ﬁne, she went up there the
is correct. very ﬁrst day and found the course had been
cancelled because not enough people had gone on the
315. Thank you. That is very interesting indeed. course and they had to cancel it otherwise they would
(Mr Normington) This is absolutely in the public have lost money on it. As a result of that, she went on
domain. to a diVerent course at the same college—they found
her another course but it was a diVerent course—and316. I am not suggesting it was not. I am not
within a fairly short period of time she realised thesuggesting you were trying to hide anything! I was
course was not quite her thing, in very much the wayjust saying that I have never met anybody who
this Report says often this is the reason why studentsactually understood it.
drop out. Clearly, if you have to change courses at(Mr Normington) It is the only measure we have.
the last minute because your course has beenWe could construct other measures of course.
cancelled, there is a much higher chance the course is
going to prove to be “not your thing”. If this were a317. Indeed, like the measure I suggested.
serious problem in the higher education ﬁeld, itmight(Mr Normington) This is the one which we know
be one reason for the drop out rate.and we use.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Indeed, but I can
318. I may be being extremely rude to the rest of assure you it is not a serious problem. One reason for
the population of Great Britain but given that I am that is that we do not fund courses, unlike the
the Higher Education spokesperson for my Party, I Learning and Skills Council, we fund in the form of
probably have looked into this about as much as a block grant to universities, so the universities can
most people in the country, and I certainly have not and often do run courses at a loss in order not to
until this moment understood at all how you were produce the situation you have just described.
expecting to measure it. I certainly had not
323. Another problem which I guess we have allunderstood there was a great deal of guesswork
met asMPs is when people write to us to say they areinvolved and that you were expecting to predict an
worried as mature students about going back intoincreasing rate which is quite clearly going to make it
university because they are told when they becomea lot easier to hit the target, although you really do
students they lose all rights to beneﬁts and they havenot know if that increasing rate is going to continue.
to go on to student loans. Particularly where it is aIt is an extraordinary measure to my mind.
married person, that can be a very, very big incentive(Mr Normington) I do not go along with
not to take up higher education again. Have you“guesswork”.19
looked into what eVect it would have if you changed
the beneﬁt system in some way, so people could at319. It is a prediction.
least retain part of their beneﬁts while studying?(Mr Normington) It is a projection—
(Mr Normington) The way we have chosen to
320. It is a prediction. tackle it is to greatly increase the support, for
(MrNormington)—based on the best evidence you instance through child care grants and other support
have at the time done by the statisticians. for mature students, which does appear to have had
an eVect. It was very concerning that there began to
19 Ev 49, Appendix 1. be a serious decline in mature students in the late
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1990s. What has happened in the last in-take last perhaps giving people better information about what
university is, leading them to expect not to enjoy theirautumn is that there has been a really signiﬁcant turn
round, which I think one can only put down to the ﬁrst term very much, because most of them will not,
and to expect that things will get better thereafter.changes in support. There has been a 9.5 per cent
increase in mature students coming into university (Professor Sir Howard Newby) First of all, I very
last autumn, which is a really encouraging turn much accept the analysis you have made. It is indeed
round, and it suggests actually the way in which we true that the highest drop out rates are in the ﬁrst year
have introduced support for mature students has had and often in the ﬁrst term of the ﬁrst year, and the
a real impact on that. We do keep the beneﬁt issues factors you have mentioned I have no doubt have
pretty closely under review, we have a standing group some role in that. Indeed, my personal experience as
with the Department of Work and Pensions to have a university teacher would support that view. Yes,
a look at that all the time. I think the beneﬁts system there is a rather romantic image of university
can act as a disincentive and we do not want it to. education, which is clutches of students talking about
Jean-Paul Sartre over mugs of Nescafe´ into the early324. I went to a very strange school—
hours of the morning, and I am afraid I can reportChairman: We all know about that! that university education is not like that for the greatMr Rendel:—and qualiﬁed by the age of 15 to go generality of students. What are we doing about it?to university but decided not to and stayed on to do We are doing a lot more, ﬁrst of all, to oVer studentsa whole series of more A-levels and then to take no the opportunity of coming up during the summerless than two years of gap year. I have to say I am before entry to university to learn more about whatvery pleased I did that, I would have been quite actually goes on and also, where appropriate, to giveuseless as a student at the sort of age when I ﬁrst them some learning skills tuition. Secondly, thecould have gone up. I suspect those who take gap student counselling services are very well aware ofyears, from my experience of my own children and this problem and I would say a disproportionatetheir friends, tend to get a lot more out of their eVort goes in during the ﬁrst year from both studentuniversity than those who do not. They go up a lot counselling services and—and I have to pay tributematurer, they carry out their university courses a lot to them here—the student unions as well in assistingmore eVectively as a result. Do you think that is true the students through these, as you rightly say, ﬁrstand, if so, do you encourage people to take gap years? term blues.Do you encourage institutions to encourage people
to take gap years? 328. What eVect do you think the introduction of
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We do not AS-levels has had in encouraging people to stay on at
encourage institutions to do that although school and then go on to university?
institutions and UCAS—the Admissions Service— (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I would say it has
do allow students to defer their entry in order to take been positive. I would also say it has allowed
a gap year without penalty so to speak. My view on universities to make conditional oVers to students
this is that the gap year can be useful because it with a good deal more reliability and certainty than
separates two processes which otherwise are was the case over A-level oVers when you had no
combined, that is the process of leaving home and examination experience to go on. I think students
establishing yourself as an independent person to live who are now doing A-levels this year will have a
your own life on the one hand, and the inevitable much clearer idea of where they stand in terms of
educational challengeswhich are involved in going to their own educational performance and how
university on the other. I would only say that I think realistically they can achieve the standard oVer which
it is important that the experience of that gap year is has been oVered to them.
used constructively and in a way as far as possible
which has some relevance to the eventual university
course which students take.
Mr Bacon325. Have you done any analysis of whether the
drop out rate is higher or lower amongst those who 329. I would like to start where Mr Rendel left oV.
have gap years? Sir Howard, if you think gap years are a good thing,
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not aware will you start encouraging institutions to encourage
we have. it, and will you do research on whether there is a
diVerence in the drop out between those who have326. I would have thought it would be very useful
taken them and those who do not?research to do.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am certainly(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Thank you.
prepared to do the research, I think that is very
327. Can I then ask about what I call “ﬁrst term important. I just want to caution though. I do not
blues”. It seems to me that a lot of students go up to think gap years are an unalloyed good thing. I think
university with enormous optimism, thinking they a lot of students waste a gap year by having an
are going to have a really good time, they have been experience, of whatever kind, which is not really
told by their older friends it is wonderful to be at appropriate to their study, and I think a lot of them
university, and a lot of them then ﬁnd in their ﬁrst lose what I can only describe as the routine of
term everybody else seems to be having a good time learning and the rhythm of learning and ﬁnd it quite
but they are not, and it is usually in the second term diYcult sometimes to re-enter into that.
and particularly the third term and the second year
330. I am interested to hear you say that. I do notthat students really ﬁnd how worthwhile the
want to spend too long on this but has there been anyuniversity experience is. I wonder if there is any value
in putting particular eVort into more pastoral care or academic work done on this?
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(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Not that I am (Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is too early, I am
afraid. If you think of the timescale you describe, theaware of.
letter of guidance came to the Council in November
331. So what you are saying is just anecdotal then? 2000, therefore any bearing down we would do to
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Indeed. Well, my initiate it at the level of the institution would only
own experience as a university teacher. take place with regard to students coming in this
year, and of course they have only been there less332. I sold coconut rum punches in the Caribbean
than six months at present.in my gap year, it had no bearing on what I did in my
studies—
Mr Jenkins: Look where you ﬁnished up!
336. I appreciate what you said at the beginning,Mr Bacon: If Mr Rendel is right, and we do not
that we do have one of the lowest drop out rates, andknow this, that there is a big diVerence between those
it is surprising how low it has stayed given thewho have done gap years and those who have not in
expansion which has taken place, but, looking atterms of the continuation rate, there is actually public
your own performance indicators, it may only be 8interest in ﬁnding out more about gap years, is
per cent—and this is non-continuation followingthere not?
year of entry—which is a respectably low ﬁgure, as I(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, there is. I
said, nonetheless it is 17,000 people who are plainlyaccept, I thinkwe do need to ﬁnd that out and, on the
in the wrong place. I hear what Mr Jenkins saidbasis of what that research will tell us, that is the time
earlier about the fact they may gain something out ofwe need to formulate the appropriate guidance.
it, but there is all the emotional aswell as the ﬁnancial
problem of being in the wrong place, which comes333. You mentioned in your experience as a
teacher of students that the ﬁrst term blues is the big back to the question of more information at an early
stage, paragraph 2.19, which the Chairman wasproblem. Paragraph 2.8, on page 14, talks about the
fact that, “Less than half of the non-completers talking about earlier. What steps are being taken to
make sure that institutions do provide betterinvolved in [the] qualitative research had talked over
their decision [to leave] with staV.” What steps are information? The Report talks about, again in
paragraph 2.19, “Students described prospectusesyou and the universities taking to encourage staV to
become better pastoral carers? which gave outmisleading information . . .”, and you
said yourself earlier that there was a need to do more(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That refers to the
to push out more information earlier.action we are proposing to take on the bearing down,
which the previous Secretary of State invited us to do (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, I think we
on this. We do recognise there is a need, ﬁrst of all, need to operate on many fronts at once. First of all,
to oVer more training to not just counselling staV at we must clearly, if I may use the phrase again, bear
universities but to lecturing staV at universities, so down very heavily on clear cases of misselling and we
they can recognise problems early and either refer must do that and we do do that, but, as you will
them to the experts who can help or tackle the appreciate, this is a much wider problem than that. A
problem earlier themselves. There is more we can new technology has come to our aid a very great deal
also do to inform students more about the services here. UCAS, the Universities and Colleges
which are available and to encourage them to be Admissions Service, now has an array of services
more active in presenting themselves to both which students can obtain on-line. We have also
counselling staV and lecturing staV during their ﬁrst established HERO, the Higher Education and
year. Research Opportunities database, which is another
(Mr Normington) There is also a quite urgent web-based service, and the vast majority of students
review looking at student support services which we these days get their information that way. The
are doing jointly with the universities to get at this private sector has also helped. There is now a
best practice, so we have a basis for spreading it. plethora of student guides, some of which purport to
give the low-down on what particular universities334. Can I ask more about this bearing down. I and courses are really like. In this case, I think thenotice you and Mr Normington used the phrase, more relevant information that students can obtain,which was used in the 29 November 2000 letter of the better.guidance to Sir Michael Checkland, who was the
Chairman of HEFCE, from the Secretary of State,
and you just said, “the bearing down you were 337. Nonetheless, the Dearing Report was talking
proposing to do”. This Education Report was about it ﬁve years ago, was it not?
published in March 2001, and the letter was
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It was, yes.November 2000, that is a year, 14, 15 months ago.
You actually were explicit in your last answer that
you have not yet started the bearing down. You said, 338. How much has been done in ﬁve years, would
“the bearing down we are proposing to do”. you say?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I was explicit in my
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We havelast answer that the report back to the Department
established HERO in the last ﬁve years and UCASon what we are doing and what we propose to do will
has established its website in the last years. I remainbe with them very shortly. We have already been
somewhat alarmed—and I am being anecdotalbearing down through the range of activities which
here—by the number of students I encounter whoare set out in the Report on page 11.
still seem to pick up a lot of rather anecdotal
information about the universities and courses rather335. What results has that bearing down had so
far, or is it too early to measure? than going to these kind of sources.
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339. Can you say howmuch in total the 8 per cent, know an awful lot, in fact a lot more than they used
to know, about some areas of, let us say,the 17,000, who do not continue into the next year—
and I want to include mature entrants—costs? I mathematics—
know there are lots of diVerent ﬁgures bandied 347. But they did not have the basic tool kit?around. (Professor Sir Howard Newby)—but in other areas(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The best estimate they would know very little, if anything. That is thewe can oVer is £90 million.20 diYculty. When they come to university—and the
340. I had heard £91 million. I have also seen the example raised in the Report was engineering
Mantz Yorke ﬁgure of £200 million. Is that wrong? courses—we cannot assume that all students have the
particular kinds of mathematical knowledge which(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We would sustain
are suitable for engineering.our view it is £90 million.
341. It was work commissioned by you yourselves, 348. There is obviously a curriculum point here.
was it not? (Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is indeed.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, it was but, I 349. Is that being addressed? If modularity is notam sure you appreciate, we do not control the working because it is producing this outcome—outcome of research projects we commission. We (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Two things havewould simply agree to diVer on the precise costings. happened. One is that the number of examination
342. It is a very big diVerence, which begs the boards at A-level has been reduced and that has
question of how you do the measurement. helped substantially. The variance now is much less
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Indeed it does. than it was a decade ago, and that is a good thing, but
we are still ﬁnding in the university world that343. How do you do the measurement?
additional ﬁrst year teaching in mathematics is still(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is a very required to deal with the problems you have justcomplicated issue because you have to work out the described.fee income which a student will lose by non-
continuation—they pay the fee, or someone has to 350. You mentioned claw-back earlier and
pay the fee on their behalf. There is the cost of non- therefore if people do not complete the ﬁrst year the
completion after the end of the ﬁrst year where, as I universities do not get themoney. Is there a diVerence
explained earlier, there will be costs which the in the way you account for this between the students
institution will have incurred. There are the student’s who do not complete the ﬁrst year and non-
own living costs which are involved here as well, continuation following the year of entry, in other
which it could be said is a cost they have not received words, people who complete the ﬁrst year but then do
a return on, as well as some direct costs as well in not go on?
terms of provision of teaching materials and (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.What happens
equipment and so on. is, if they do not complete the ﬁrst year we apply—a
technical term—an in-year claw back, that is to say,344. Whether it is £200 million or £90 million, it is
the universities do not get their money for thosea big allocation of resources.
students.(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is indeed. All I
would say to you is, we must all continue to work to 351. How much money do you get back via claw-
get that down but we must not get it down so far that back?
we then begin to worry about the fact that students (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I will send you a
who have clearly failed their courses—we are back to note on that. We do know the ﬁgure.21
a standards issue—will be somehow retained within
352. I take it this £91 million is the net, net, nettheir courses becausewe do not want to see this ﬁgure
cost?too large. In other words, we must not give distorted
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is indeed.incentives to institutions to lower standards.
353. It is all wrapped up in this claw-back?345. I understand that. That brings me on to
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes. If a studentstandards. I was interested in what you said about
drops out in the second year, the institution will havemodularity. I take it you mean modular courses?
received funding in respect of that student for their(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.
ﬁrst year but they will not receive it for the second
346. “Modularity has contributed to students not year.
having the same basic level of attainment one might
354. We discussed on Monday the fact that thehave expected a generation ago.” How much money
present ﬁnance system is in itself, as they indicate indo you think is being spent by universities or by the
Scotland, a deterrent and that it is possibly not asBritish education system in the universities on
economically eVective as a ﬁnance system could be.teaching students things which they ought to have
Do you think there would be merit in simplifying theknown before they got there?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I did not say that
21 Note by witness: The gross holdback (also known asthe general level of attainment was lower, I said that
‘clawback’) ﬁgure for 2000-01 is £41.7 million and for 2001-modular courses at A-levelmeant that students could
02 is £29.3million. This is not solely holdback related to non-
retention. This is the sumof holdback exceeding the contract
20Note by witness: According to the performance indicators range plus holdback for not delivering additional student
numbers at the ﬁrst attempt. It does not take into accountrelating to 1998-99, 10 per cent of all full-time ﬁrst degree
entrants (young and mature) were not in higher education Maximum Student Number (MaSN) holdback, the re-
instatement of grant for delivering additional studentfollowing the year of entry. This represents approximately
23,000 higher education students in England. numbers at the second attempt, or moderation.
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system of student ﬁnance, not least so that you can 363. Nonetheless, it would be very helpful to have
a picture of the total cost of taking a student throughidentify more accurately the cost of an individual
student going through, the cost of completion or because, as we discussed on Monday, the Scottish
Report referred to the current system as beingdropping out, more clearly?
insuYcient, and the average student in this country(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think it is
spends more than they get from the system which iscommon ground between ministers and my
made up in other ways. Would it not be helpful tocolleagues in the Funding Council that we do need to
have a complete picture for each student of the costsimplify the system. As I understand it, that is one of
of going through?the objectives of the review.
(MrNormington) It might be. I would have to take
355. Perhaps I should ask Mr Normington: are some advice on that, it might be very, very
you therefore proposing to give each student a administratively complicated and it might not be
student number or something like that? How do you worth the eVort of doing it. I am certainly prepared
propose to measure more accurately the total cost to think about it. I just do not know the answer to
involved of taking each student through? your question, it may be. It sounds as though
(MrNormington) I am not sure we are going down tracking every student in that precise way probably
that route. would not get us to the kind of answer we wanted; it
would not help us particularly. We think £91 million356. I thought SirHoward just said it was common
is near, it is around that ﬁgure.We think the researchground between you.
which has been done adds some other factors in and(Mr Normington) It was common ground, he said,
that explains the diVerence. I do not know but I amwe need to simplify funding and the student ﬁnance
prepared to think about it.system.
357.Would not one of the outcomes of simplifying
it be that you would more accurately and more easily Mr Davidsonbe able to measure the cost of an individual going
through? 364. Could I start oV with one of the points the
(Mr Normington) That could be the case. Chairmanmade about standards. He raised the point
about ﬁrst and second class degrees. I do not know
358. Part of the point is that some of the money whether, Professor Newby, you ever played rugby at
appears to be going to people who do not need it and all as a young lad, but your side step on that question
that increases the deterrent eVect on the cusp of the was really quite remarkable. Could you clarify this
people who really do need it. point for me. As I understand the point about A-
(Mr Normington) That may be so, but that is a bit levels, the standard across subject and across
diVerent from tracking every student with a number. institution would be the same; it is a national
examination. Would you say it is fair to say the same359. Indeed, but if you cannot measure accurately
applies to degrees?where all the money is going, it is diYcult to say
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No.where you should put it instead.
(Mr Normington) But we can measure accurately 365. If a degree is not a degree, as it were, if one
what we are giving in terms of student— degree is not the same as another degree, how are
employers and others who are making assessments360. Hang on, Sir Howard has just told me that his
meant to work out what standard a student seekingﬁgure was £91million as the cost of dropping out, the
employment has actually reached?Higher Education Funding Council itself
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) What we cancommissioned research which came up with a ﬁgure
guarantee to employers and the students themselves,of £200 million. There is quite a big argument about
and I think their interests should come ﬁrst here, ishow much money is being lost here.
that any degree must conform to a minimum(Mr Normington) But there are a lot of factors. I
threshold standard which is set out, subject bywas saying there that one of them is the cost of
subject, by the Quality Assurance Agency. Thefunding a student through, ie the actual student
variations then come above that threshold in terms ofﬁnance, but that is only one of the issues. We do
both the content of the degree and, to be quiteknow what that costs because we are funding
honest, the level to which students are taken.through contributions to tuition fees and loans. We
do know about that. 366. It would be known by people in this country
which are the best institutions, but suppose a361. You see you can identify the total cost of
Japanese ﬁrm is locating here and wants to recruittaking an individual student through.
graduates for something or other, there is no guide to(Mr Normington) Not in individual cases.
what a ﬁrst class degree, second class, third class is
worth, and I accept your point it is not just ﬁrst and362. Would it not be helpful if you could? Then
you would knowmore accurately how to redistribute second, it is more complicated than that. If there is no
hierarchy of values of degree, how do people outsideyour resources.
the magic circle know?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) May I come back
on this? I think you will ﬁnd that the £90 million (Professor SirHowardNewby) All institutions now
have to set out what it is students have to know andﬁgure is the cost to the Department, to the
Exchequer. TheYorkeReport added on to that other to achieve in order to obtain a particular standard of
degree in each subject. That is the information whichcosts which are borne by students or their families
which are not borne by the Exchequer and the the Quality Assurance Agency requires and actually
checks up on.taxpayer.
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367. But I do not have time for all that, I do not 375. So if it varies within 5 per cent, and there are
already inequalities, then all you are doing iswant to delve into that, I just want to appoint some
graduates. continuing these inequalities?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, because a(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is true that across
institutions there is not the same system of national number of years ago—let us say, a decade ago—that
variation was much greater than that, and we haveconformity that there would be at A-level or in pre-
16 education. There never has been because converged the resources together; in other words, we
have taken resources away from those institutionsinstitutions are autonomous.
which had a very large amount of money per capita
368. So it is meaningless? student and redistributed those to the very low levels,
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, not we have converged them together.
meaningless.
376.You just said tome that it is within a 5 per cent
369. One degree is not then equivalent to other variation.
degrees. Some degrees are far better than other (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Now. It did not
degrees. used to be. We have worked actually to swing that
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) They are diVerent. around.
370. I appreciate they are in diVerent subjects. 377. Since there are still major discrepancies in the
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, they are quality of degrees, which I think we have agreed,
diVerent even within the same subject. A physics surely you ought to bemakingmajor discrepancies in
degree in one university may cover diVerent aspects the allocation of resources even yet. It is very much
of physics from a physics degree in another my impression that working-class students tend to go
university. to former polytechnics where they get poorer
facilities, where the teachers, if they are good, seek371. If I am wanting to employ people, it would be
and go oV to other institutions with betterreasonable to expect somebody with A-levels is the
reputations because there is not parity of esteem assame as somebody else with A-levels but that does
between institutions, there is not parity of esteem asnot apply with degrees. You accept that is a major
between research and teaching. Does that not seemdiYculty?
to be inadequate action being taken by yourselves?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) It is true that any
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That is why weemployer would expect any degree in physics to
introduced factors like the widening participationconform to a minimum threshold standard. Beyond
premium, and why I accept that we need to lookthat, there is indeed a good deal of variability.
sympathetically at whether that covers suYciently
372. Can I come on to the question of a cycle of the costs; in other words, that a diVerentiation would
enhancement. The most prosperous universities have be introduced into the teaching funding model in
the best students, they get the best results, the best respect of that premium. Could I also add, by the
teachers and so on. It seems perfectly clear that is way, that there is another factor which is relevant to
what happens and has happened for a while. What your question, and that is that the 1992 Further and
are you doing to redistribute resources in order to Higher Education Act speciﬁcally forbids the
raise the lower performers? Funding Council from taking into account the other
resources which institutions receive in making their(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think I have to
allocations.divide my answer to that question, if I may, by
dividing resources into two, because the answer is
378. That is helpful. In terms of taking action,diVerent in each case. With regard to research
though, would it be fair to say that unless you are aresources, we do have a policy of allocating resources
bit more radical in redistributing, then thewith respect to the quality of research as measured.
inequalities will continue?
373. Can we stick to teaching? (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I accept that we
need to be much more vigorous in identifying the(Professor Sir Howard Newby) On teaching, very
costs of taking in students from poorer backgrounds,well. On teaching I think a very diVerent imperative
in order that we can cover those costs for thoseapplies, because we are dealing with students here,
universities which focus on those students.and students need to be assured that whichever
institution they go to, the kind of resources available
379. That may be an answer, but it is not quite theto teach them are broadly similar, and they are to
answer to the question I asked about the inequalitieswithin a plus or minus 5 per cent band.
between institutions, in that clearly some institutions
aremuch less well funded than others, havemuch less374. That is interesting. So you are saying that
capital, have a long tradition of being underfunded,within 5 per cent, however that is assessed, the
particularly those which have moved up a stage. Areteaching which somebody would receive from the
you undertaking a programme of radicalbest of our universities is within 5 per cent of that
redistribution of resources?which theywould receive from every other institution
in the country? (Professor Sir Howard Newby) With regard to
capital, yes. There are many institutions, as you will(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, I am saying
know, especially the post-1992 institutions, whichthat the resources which we allocate to those
universities are within a plus or minus 5 per cent have inherited a backlog of very poor estates, of run-
down buildings. We have a poor estates fundband. Of course, they may be able to draw on other
resources. speciﬁcally to address that issue.
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380. When can we expect the poorest to be raised 389. Sowith the rate of progress thatwe have at the
to the level of the best? moment, when can we expect there to be equality
between institutions?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think I can best
answer that question after the outcome of the (Mr Normington) I think it depends what you
Comprehensive Spending Review. I have to say that mean by that.
we have made considerable strides over the last
390. Absolutely. You indicated to me that you aredecade.
moving in the right direction, so you must have had
381. Can you quantify that for me? I am not quite something in mind about how you assess it.
sure how you do so. Give me a feel for this. (Mr Normington) I was answering the question in
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) We have made terms of funding. There will always be, I imagine, a
strides with regard to teaching resources, as I have hierarchy of universities. I do not see how one will
described. We have actually converged the resources ever get away from that. That will be related to the
into a narrower band. nature of the degrees which are oVered above the
minimum standard and the people who are taken in.382. So that just continues to reﬂect the
inequalities. If you are seeking to improve the 391. There will always be a hierarchy of
standard of teaching in the lowest institutions, surely universities, and presumably there will always be a
they ought to be getting much more? hierarchy of people in society generally. That is a
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) With respect, that fairly fatalistic view. Anyway, can I turn to a slightly
is why I need to run through each funding stream in diVerent subject.
turn, so you build up the overall picture. As I say, we (Mr Normington) I am not saying that. I just thinkhave done that with regard to teaching. Research is it is unrealistic not to think there will not be a rangesomething rather diVerent where I do not believe that of universities oVering a range of degrees.we should be aiming at equality of funding for
research, for reasons I can go into. Then you raised 392. We are all going to die eventually, so there is
the issue of capital funding where, I agree, there is a not much point in making an eVort in the meantime,
historical backlog therewhichwe have addressed and is that right?
continue to address. (Mr Normington) No, I am not saying that.
383. Could I ask Mr Normington, to what extent 393. I see. Can I ask you a point about added value
do you think it is possible for the universities of universities. I have seen some statistics in here, and
themselves to redistribute amongst themselves so I am not sure whether they are all highly satisfactory.
that they all have competing internal pressures? When I was involved in education in Scotland weWould it not be better if this were handled directly by used to rate schools and departments bythe Department? The self-interest amongst the expectations, in terms of measuring, say, the inneruniversities must be substantial. Would it not be
social deprivation and what the anticipated resultsbetter if we had greater centralised control of these
would be.We found that some of the schools with themethods of distribution?
best results were in fact delivering the least added(Mr Normington) You mean in terms of the
value. I am not certain, from the statistics here,distribution of money?
whether or not that is done by yourselves for not only
384. Yes. individual universities, but also individual subjects,
(Mr Normington) We do have the Funding because we did ﬁnd that the added value by subject
Council. within individual schools varied really quite
considerably. Can you clarify that?385. So you run it, do you?
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, we do not do(Mr Normington) They run the funding system
that at the moment, but I said on Monday, you maywithin a framework which the Government sets,
recall, that we were looking at the basis for ourwhich is updated each year. There are some things we
widening participation premia, and I certainly do notcannot do.
rule out looking at added value as one measure we
386. What can you not do? might use.
(Mr Normington) We cannot interfere with
394. You astonish me actually. I am not justadmissions, we cannot interfere with the way in
raising this in the context of bringing in studentswhich universities recruit their staV, and there are
from poorer backgrounds but in terms of simplesome other things too.
value of money. I would have thought you would
387. In terms of the inequalities of funding, you want to know whether students coming from the
can sort all that, so if that is not sorted within a same backgrounds—and this comes back to
reasonably short period, that is your fault, is it? choosing your parents well—were doing as well in
(Mr Normington) The Government could attach one institution as in another, and to ﬁnd out you have
conditions of grant. It has actually been part of this no statistics on that at all I ﬁnd astonishing. Why
process of the convergence of changing the way the have you never developed that in the past?
capital is issued and the widening participation; the (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think we areGovernment has been part of that. So governments talking at cross-purposes perhaps. There is datacan inﬂuence that. They do set the framework.
available on the educational performance in higher
education from students from poorer backgrounds,388. It is a bit slow, though, is it not?
whether by gender, social class or ethnicity, but I did(Mr Normington) I do not know. I think it has
moved quite a way in the last ten years. not think that was your point.
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395. No, it was not actually. If you have students say, there has been a rather unprofessional approach
to assessing the risk of particular categories ofcoming from the same social class who are expected
to do well, you do not know—is this right—whether students, and that is why we do want to
professionalise the action on access we are taking, soor not they are doing better than anticipated at one
institution rather than another in one subject rather there is best practice guidance to admissions tutors
which will involve the kind of methods you arethan another because you do not do that sort of
research? Is that right? referring to.
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That has been true
so far. As I said, I think that is something we need to
Mr Gibblook at.
401. Are some degrees better than others?396. Is it not surprising that you have never done
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) That depends onany of that up to now?
what it is the students want to get from them.(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, because it is
only very recently we have had a suYcient range of 402. Is a physics degree at a university where they
students entering higher education from diVerent just keep the minimum standards worse than a
backgrounds to make any kind of measure degree, say, from Oxford on that same subject?
meaningful. (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I do not know the
answer to that question, I do not think anybody can397.Not even students from the same background,
know the answer to that question, because you areeven the same school background, from public
asking me to compare an unknown institution withschool backgrounds who have been going to
Oxford University, and I am afraid you will have touniversities for some considerable time? Is it not a
be a bit more speciﬁc.matter of interest to discover whether or not students
from the same background going to diVerent 403. Can it be possible in our education system for
institutions in diVerent subjects getmore value added any degree to be better than any other degree?
in one than another? You have never bothered (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, it can.
assessing that before? 404. What I was trying to establish from you was
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) By “value added” that you are able to utter qualitative value
do you mean over their lifetimes? Whether, for judgments. I get the impression from a lot of the
example, they have earned more over a lifetime or answers that you seem incapable of uttering
added value in terms of their educational experience? qualitative value judgments but, thank you, you have
just uttered one and I needed to have that before I398. Mr Rendel went to Eton I think. If everybody
asked these next questions. The kind of “all mustwho went to Eton who went toManchester came out
have prizes” ethos of educational establishments is awith thirds, yet if they went to Oxford they all came
major problem. Thank you for that. Mrout with ﬁrsts, all other things being equal I would
Normington, am I right in thinking that in yourassume that Oxford had given them a better
dialogue with Gerry Steinberg you accepted that,education and added more value than Manchester.
because of the expansion of the proportion of theMaybe it is the other way round. But you do not
population which now go to universities, there hasassess that at all?
been overall a lowering of the entry qualiﬁcations?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) No, we do not.
(MrNormington) No, I actually said there has been
399. Okay. Mr Normington, do you think this is a rise in the A-level entry standard; a slight rise from
evidence that the universities are just too cosy, too 18 points to 19 during the period of the great
comfortable, and examine their entrails insuYciently expansion in the mid-90s. We also did admit there
to see whether or not they are providing value for were some other factors being taken into account and
money? we talked about one institution in the other report,
(MrNormington) If the question is about value for Bristol, which is looking at other ways of assessing
money, I think the universities do have systems for pupils than just by raw A-level qualiﬁcations.
looking at their value for money. If the question is,
405. So there has or there has not been a loweringhave they been suYciently focused on widening
of entry?participation, we said on Monday and would repeat,
(Mr Normington) In terms of A-level entry, thereuntil recently I do not think some of them have.
has not. There are some universities which are
400. Okay, perhaps I can ask about dropping out. widening—I do not think it is a dropping of
Presumably the only sure-ﬁre way of avoiding any standards—
dropping out is to have no entry, but presumably we
406. I did not use the word “dropping”; lowering.are going to take people in. I am not sure about the
(Mr Normington) Well, lowering. I do not thinkrisk assessment exercise you undertake and the
there is any evidence of that.professionalism of that approach.We have had quite
a lot here at various times on risk assessment. Have 407. Even taking into account those people who
we learnt anything for university departments on risk came in on these other criteria, there is still no
assessment procedures adopted by other parts of the lowering? Or have we got to take these people out?
government service? (Mr Normington) Let me be quite clear about this.
I think you have to be very cautious before you(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I can answer that.
Yes, we have. It tends to be applied more in other depart far from the normal entry qualiﬁcations,
otherwise you have to be very sure why you are doingareas of the university world, such as forward
ﬁnancial planning, capital needs and so on than in it and that you are not dropping your standards.
There is no interest in dropping standards of entry.regard to admissions policies and drop outs. I would
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408.What year are you talking about the 18 points (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Can I just be clear.
It is not the number of points which are required, itaverage? How many universities were there in that
is the average number of points which studentsyear?
entering higher education have.(MrNormington) I am talking about a period post-
1992. I do not know the exact period but roughly 8
418. All right, it is roughly that. What I am tryingyears, to about now.22 to assess here is whether the A level point is as
valuable in the year 2000 in terms of the absolute409. So roughly from 1992 to 2000 where the
level of education achieved in our sixth forms as itnumber of universities rose from 53 to 90, is that
was in 1992, and you are saying that not only—right?
(Mr Normington) I do not have any evidence that(Mr Normington) This is when all the post-1992
there has been a decline in the standards of A levels.institutions started coming in.
419. Are you saying, therefore, that the absolute410. Sowhen there were 53 universities, when there
level of education required, achievement to get intowere however many students 53 universities take—
the worst university, the easiest courses in the mostsay 10,000 a university—half a million—
mediocre university in 1992, is the same as that which(Mr Normington) Yes.
is required to get into the easiest course in the most
411. By 2000 there were 90 universities teaching mediocre university in the year 2000?
how many pupils? A million? (Mr Normington) I do not think I know that,
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) About that, because I am talking about an average year. Various
850,000.23 things will have contributed to that average. It is
possible that there are some lower entry
412. So from 500,000 to 850,000, you are saying qualiﬁcations at the lower end. It is possible that it
that when there were 500,000 places the average A- will also be getting larger at the top end as well.
level points you needed to get one of those 500,000
places was 18— 420. I do not thinkwe will get much further on that
(Mr Normington) It has gone up from 18 to 19. on this occasion. Can I refer you to page 29 of the
Report, which the Chairman has touched on at the
413. Now, when there are 90 universities taking beginning and others have touched on, at paragraph
850,000 pupils, you need 19 points. 5.9: “Focus groups and discussions with higher
(Mr Normington) That is what I am advised. That education revealed a widespread concern over the
is what the ﬁgures show. number of students who struggle with numeracy
skills.” Mr Newby, you said that you are tackling414. I am not that good at maths, I cannot do the
that problem by concentrating on numeracy inﬁgures, but that shows, assuming the units have
primary schools that leads to the numeracy hour, andremained of the same value, we are looking at an
you are also focussing onmaths andEnglish teachingincreasing standard of attainment at A-level of a
between 11 and 14. What exactly does that mean,phenomenal percentage, a 30 or 40 per cent increase,
“focussing on maths and English teaching”?in the absolute standards of A-level points now being
(Mr Normington) What I mean is that theearned by sixth formers. Is that right? Is that the kind
Government has launched a strategy for Key Stage 3of level of increasing standard of education we are
which has a programme for retraining all Key Stageachieving in this country?
3 teachers inmaths and English—obviously there are(Mr Normington) It is from a low base.
various levels—against best practice of how you
teach maths and how you get the best out of the415. 1992 was a low base?
students. There is a great investment going at this(Mr Normington) In terms of A-levels.
moment into the teachers in secondary schools.
416. A-levels were rubbish in 1992, now they are
421. When will we see the ﬁrst teachers from thesegreat?
better schools actually teaching?(Mr Normington) No.
(Mr Normington) We will see, we will measure, the(Professor Sir Howard Newby) The number of
ﬁrst Key Stage 3 results, this summer. We will beginstudents being entered for A-levels in 1992 was very
to measure them over a period.low compared with 2000. The numbers going into A-
levels, the 16 to 18 retention rate, has steadily 422. Will that be measured in the ﬁrst year or the
improved even though it is not nearly as good as ﬁrst two years?
perhaps it could be. (Mr Normington) It will be measuring the eVect of
doing it for the ﬁrst year, one year.417. It just seems to me that you have a huge
expansion in the number of students going into 423. If we had had these focus groups and
university, and you are saying the A-level points discussions over a period of years, about the
required has gone up not down, yet the value of that numeracy skills in universities, what would we have
point is still as valuable in 2000 as it was in 1992? seen in those focus groups and discussions in
previous years? Basically, has the position been
22 Note by witness: This refers to the period 1996-99, when the improving or deteriorating up until the date of this
average ‘A’ level points score increased from 18 points to Report?19 points.
(Mr Normington) I do not know, but I think it is23 Note bywitness:The headcount ﬁgure for universities in 2000
likely that it has been deteriorating over quite somewas 1,398,000. The 850,000 quoted correspondsmore closely
to the full time equivalent (FTE) ﬁgure. period.
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424. Right. How does that tie in with the great, experts who have been looking at standards over
time at A-levels. Their view has been that there hashuge improvements we are seeing in A-level
standards and absolute levels of achievement in the not been a decline in A-level standards.
sixth forms of 30 to 40 per cent, that we have 431.What about international comparisons of thisdemonstrated over the last ten to 15 years or the ten level of numeracy problems in our universities? Haveyears from 1992 to 2000? there been any comparisons about the problem(Mr Normington) There is an issue about maths highlighted in 5.9 with other universities in otherteaching and about what the content of maths A- countries? Are they experiencing the same problems?level is and whether it is preparing people for (Professor Sir Howard Newby) The answer is thatuniversity. There is that issue, I agree. yes, they are.(Professor SirHowardNewby) If Imight add, there
432. At the same level as we are?has also been a decline over that same period in the
number of students taking maths and science A- (Professor Sir Howard Newby) It varies obviously
levels. from country to country, but this is a problem which
is widely recognised in higher educationworldwide at
425. It does not seem to tally. Maths is quite a the present time. The only part of theworld where the
common subject at A-level. numbers of students in mathematics and maths-
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) With respect, it is based subjects like engineering and physics and so on
not any longer. are holding up, is in the Far East.
426. But it is more common than, say, Latin? 433. Going back to some of the questions that we
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes. had on Monday, Mr Normington, you raised this
OECD Report. I did not realise, until I went away427. Or Greek or Russian?
and looked, that that report actually includes the(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, but that is not
private sector in Britain as well as the comparativesaying much.
countries, which I think invalidates the whole
comparison as far as I am concerned, because I do428. Or probably German. It is pretty bog
not believe there is a concern—I do not have astandard, is it not?
concern—about standards in the private sector. I(Professor Sir Howard Newby) With respect, it is
wondered whether there were any similar studiesnot a bog standard A-level, as you put it.
which compare just the state sectors of education in(Mr Normington) It is a very diYcult A-level.
those countries, which you have seen?(Professor Sir Howard Newby) There is a smaller,
(Mr Normington) I do not know that. This was acertainly declining number of students taking it at
valid sample of 15 year olds in this country.A-level.
434. With 4,000 it would be.429. It seems odd that there is a decline in that
(Mr Normington) Yes, but it is a statistically validnumeracy at maths, when I think you said, Mr
sample, and it would include some people at privateNormington, that there had been improvements over
school.the last ten to 15 years, and here these A-level ﬁgures
seem to be saying they are improving over these 435. Yes, but then it is not measuring the state
years. It seems odd that the maths—that is, the one sector, it is measuring the state sector and the
that we can see an outcome of being measured—is private sector?
declining. Why? Do you not feel that there is (MrNormington) It is measuring the achievements
something odd about this claim that the output from of our 15 year olds, andmany,many of them, the vast
our sixth forms is really improving over the last eight majority of them, go to state schools, so they are
to ten years? Does that not raise alarm bells that included in that.
perhaps the hope that the standards are improving is
436. I am sure, and I am sure they are all very goodactually the case?
people. I am not interested in measuring good(Mr Normington) There are some alarm bells
people, I am interested in measuring the state system.ringing about maths. We can see that in terms of
I just wondered whether there were any studies thatwhat happened with the maths AS-level this year
just measure the state sector?where there was a very signiﬁcant failure rate in
(Mr Normington) I do not know. Not that I knowmaths, much higher than in any other subject. That
of. I think that this is the biggest international studyis raising alarm bells about what the standard is and
there has ever been. I do not know whether thewhat is being taught in the schools. That is the subject
previous one, which was of maths, did include theat the moment of quite an investigation by the
private sector. I imagine it did, because it was ofQualiﬁcations and Curriculum Authority, because it
pupils. I do not know the answer, but I can ﬁnd out.24is a matter of great concern if we have not got the
standard right inmaths AS-levels and/or a signiﬁcant 437. We also talked a little bit about the ethos ofnumber of students are not attaining that, because of comprehensive schools in Britain, the general ethoscourse we need people to get maths A-levels, we need in schools. I asked you whether you thought that themore maths teachers in the schools. So it is an issue. ethos of Bradford Grammar School could be used
and taken to the comprehensive sector more widely.430. But it does not lead you to have alarm bells
There are some comprehensives which do have thatabout the value of the A-level point in terms of its
ethos, and those are the ones that people bust a gutabsolute level of achievement?
tomove into the catchment area of . You said in your(MrNormington) There has just been a report from
the Qualiﬁcations and Curriculum Authority which
24 Ev 49-50, Appendix 1.put this question in the hands of some international
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response to me that Bradford Grammar School can barriers to achievement there are greater, but you can
always be highly selective. Do you believe that do it. EVective headteachers in good schools can do
children of lower academic ability, from whatever it. They can overcome that. It is tough but it can be
social class they are from, would not beneﬁt from the done.
type of ethos that exists in schools like Bradford
442. Let me focus in on this a bit. You will knowGrammar School?
that of the adult population something like 1:5 is(Mr Normington) They certainly would beneﬁt.
functionally illiterate and 1:4 is functionally
438. Then why can we not extend that ethos across innumerate, in the sense they cannot work out the
to the comprehensive group? By “ethos” I do not just change if they buy a few groceries and they cannot
mean let us all do better and work harder. You know cope with the Yellow Pages. Given a background
what I mean. Why can we not extend that ethos where parents are functionally illiterate and
across to comprehensive schools? innumerate, do you agree that obviously that is a
(Mr Normington) I agree with you that we need, in massive hold-back on the performance of those
our state sector, very eVective leaders creating an children?
ethos of discipline and learning. That is the key. (Mr Normington) Of course, if they areActually the key to the eVective comprehensives is to disadvantaged.have very eVective leaders with a very eVective team
of teachers around them. That is where you start, and 443.Would you also agree that when you combine
they do then address issues of ethos, of discipline, of that with a trend towards project-based work in A-
the quality of teaching, of links with parents and so levels to be done at home, which inevitably of course
on. That is how you do it. Of course, wherever you is done by middle-class parents themselves, that
get a school like that, it is going to perform well. those two factors combined are conspiring to ensure
failure amongst those people from more deprived439. I wish I had detected that. I have been round
educational and social backgrounds?schools all over the country and some leading
(Mr Normington) I do not know. It might be theheadmasters just do not accept that ethos, they ﬁnd
case. I do not think we have any evidence of that.it elitist, non-egalitarian, they object to it in principle.
Do you come across that attitude at all in the
444. Do you not think it is obvious that if a largeeducational establishment?
proportion of the points for A-level is on the basis of(Mr Normington) Sometimes.
work at home, and in one case the parents have a
440. Do you think it needs to be tackled? tendency for poor literacy and numeracy and in the
(Mr Normington) In the sense we want to improve other they have not, and there is no tradition of going
schools, I do think it needs to be tackled, and I think to college or further education, no provision of books
it is being tackled through some of the things the at home, maybe overcrowding, constant television
Government is doing on greater diversity in the and all the rest of it, the simple fact we rely so much
secondary sector. That is some of what that is about. on at-home project work inherently discriminates
Getting really eVective headteachers is a really against the socially deprived?
important part of that. (Mr Normington) It does not have to be at-home
project work, it can be project work done in all sorts
of places. What I do agree with is that support from
Geraint Davies the family all through education is a great assistance,
441. Following on from Mr Gibb’s point, I agree and if you do not have that support you are
with this thing about ethos, but I should say the head disadvantaged.
of a very large comprehensive school where I
445. Therefore, in terms of the rational targeting oforiginally went, Mr Haynes was his name, tracked
limited resources to deliver our widening objectives,the performance of children who were from owner-
do you not think more should be done at an earlieroccupied houses versus non-owner occupied houses
level in Education Action Zones, or whatever it is, toand found that on average something like 50 per cent
workwith children to raise self-esteem and indeed thefrom owner-occupied got 5 O-levels, as they then
self-esteem and ambition of their parents?were, and the ﬁgure was 10 per cent from the other
(Mr Normington) I do, and I do actually think yougroup, and he found if you applied those ﬁgures to
have to work on the parents from the year nought.any school he could predict outputs within a couple
of percentage points. Does that suggest to you, and
446. Do you think it is worth reviewing, as we havehave you any other supporting evidence, what is
just discussed, the level of project-based parentalparamount in the attitudes of schools is not thewhole
help that is factored into a child’s success?school environment perhaps, although that is clearly
(MrNormington) I do not knowwhether any workimportant, but the social background in the ﬁrst
has been done on that.place, and does that not make it much more diYcult
to meet the challenging targets you have for higher 447. Perhaps you might like to do some.education given you have to get them through these
(Mr Normington) I will certainly look at that.25hoops of GCSEs and A-levels?
(Mr Normington) I think the danger with that is
25 Note by witness: We have no knowledge of any UK researchthat it becomes an excuse and I do not think that is
into this issue. Recent review of the research literature onacceptable. It is clearly the case in, let us say, a homework did ﬁnd one American study into this issue. UK
secondary school which has pupils from mainly the research has examined parents attitudes to their children’s
lower socio-economic groups with perhaps a lot of homework but has not explored the extent to which they
over-assist in their children’s project work.single parent families, a lot of social problems, that
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448. I do think this is of critical importance. Are Thames Valley, whose benchmark is 15 per cent drop
you aware of certain schools playing the A-level out, but they actually achieved a 21 per cent drop out,
market? What I mean by that is, looking at statistics it means in some sense they are funded in such a way
and ﬁnding where it is easier to get higher grades—I that there is a presumption of a 15 per cent drop out?
am thinking of private schools obviously where there Do you see what I mean?
is a tendency to play this game—and perhaps ﬁnding (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I see what you
the authorities which do a range of A-levels and mean.We do not fund them on that presumption but
cherry-picking them according to outcomes. Are you it is true, given the prior education and qualiﬁcations
are of that? of the students they admit and the mix of the subjects
(Mr Normington) Do you mean— which that university oVers, we would expect them to
achieve a ﬁgure of a 15 per cent drop out rate,449. What happens is that a school would send
whereas in fact it is worse than that at 21 per cent.their maths A-levels to one authority, Wales or
You will recall that in the not too far distant past thewherever, French A-levels to the Oxford authority,
Funding Council took quite draconian actionand so on, and they do this on the basis of the
against ThamesValleyUniversity because there werestatistical probability they will get higher grades and
concerns established by the QAA about its standardsthe net output is they get higher A-levels than if they
and quality.just used their home authority. Are you aware of
that? 454. I do not think this is in theReport but in terms
(Mr Normington) I personally am not aware of it. of the balance of so-called female and male subject
propensity—boys do more science and girls not in450. It is happening and it is delivering results.
mixed schools—would you agree that there is a muchWould you be surprised if I tell you that I spoke to a
higher propensity for girls to do science in single sexheadteacher who taught A-level history and had
schools, and girls do better educationally in single sexpupils who he estimated would manage to get a D
schools, other things being equal?grade A-level who then got an A grade partly as a
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) There has beenresult of that?
some recent research which suggests that.(MrNormington) I would be surprised at that, yes.
455. If our objective is educational output in terms451. That is happening. I think there are issues
of higher education, would that point towards morethere about universal standards.MrGibb and others
single sex schools so girls do better? I know boys arehave talked about declining generic standards but
not very happy already because girls already dowithin that there is a bigger tapestry of varying
better, but I do not mind that.standards. Obviously, it is the case that the actual
(Mr Normington) I suppose it might point to that.questions are diVerent in diVerent exam boards, but
I do not think the Government is about to go downin the case of mathematics, which is perhaps slightly
the road of promoting single sex schools.more objective than some of the subjects, is there any
evidence to suggest that in any given year some exam
456. Can I ask something about beneﬁts for singlepapers are a lot easier than others? Or have you not
mothers in higher education? I am not sure whetherlooked at that?
there has been a change. You mentioned a change.(Professor Sir Howard Newby) There have been
Are you happy now that single-parent mothers whostudies of whether or not the overall diYculty of
want to go into higher education do not lose moremathematics A-level papers has gone up or down or
beneﬁts than they gain when they go into higherremained the same, which is rather a diVerent
education, or are they essentially being discriminatedquestion from the year-on-year ﬂuctuations to which
against? Has it improved?your question refers, but I am not aware—
(Mr Normington) It has become quite a lot better.
452. No, I have asked two questions. One is the I am happy that we have in place a much better
range of diVerent authorities oVering diVerent exams package now.
but then the trend changing over time.
457. So theoretically, taking a single-parent(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am aware that
mother who, for argument’s sake, is on beneﬁt fromthere have been allegations of variations between
the state, and say she is working in Tesco’s, she isdiVerent exam authorities. I am aware that some
looking after her child, she wants to move fromschools do indeed, as you put it, play that game.
stacking shelves to get a degree and add value to her(Mr Normington) We have a Qualiﬁcations and
productivity; if she moved from that workingCurriculum Authority, whose role is to try and audit
families tax credit into university, would she not facethe standards of what are now only three examining
an enormous reduction in her income?boards. There used to be many more and the scope
(Mr Normington) She might do. I am right at thefor variations in standards was much greater I think.
limits of my understanding of this, I am afraid.We do not just sit back here. This is what the
Qualiﬁcations and Curriculum Authority is about, 458. It would be interesting to have a note on this.trying to maintain standards andmaintain standards Obviously there would be diVerent variations. I amacross the three boards. talking about someone on minimum wage or on
working families tax credit, the lowest level of453. I asked at the last hearing about colleges
employment, versus income from being a student.phoning up to make up their numbers and saying if
Also I would like to compare people who are notanybody has got three Us they could get in. I notice
employed. Hopefully it means that people are notin theReport therewere various expected benchmark
going to be worse oV . I would be interested to knowdrop-out rates for diVerent organisations. Can I infer
from that—I think it is Figure 11—that in the case of if that was the case.
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(Professor Sir Howard Newby) What I can say is carries on teaching, changes from a teacher to a
that recently students of that kind have moved from situation where she does more research, in that
a position where really the kind of ﬁnancial support window where she is hanging on there will be a lot of
they were entitled to was extremely uncertain— pressure to get her out of the statistics in terms of
essentially it was through hardship funds—to a outputs, in terms of your monies. Do you think that
situation where there now are entitlements in place, is happening?
but whether it removes them from that kind of (Professor Sir Howard Newby) As I said, I think,
poverty trap, I am afraid I do not know. on Monday, I believe there have been isolated
(Mr Normington) They can now retain some examples that I am aware of, and I said that we do
beneﬁts, as well as getting the childcare grant, but have to ensure—which is why we established an
whether it deals with your speciﬁc point, I do not EqualityChallengeUnit—that there are no examples
know.26 of what you describe as institutional sexism of that
Chairman: You have the people in your kind.
Department for Education and Skills who perhaps
464. I am sure there are lots. That is why Icould provide a note on that.
wondered whether it is possible to recognise the459. It would be interesting to know what the
machinery that is making people be pushed in thatrelationship is, and whether it is putting pressure on
direction?other departments to provide much more for people
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Indeed it is. I thinkwho could be getting value in that way. I think Mr
this comes down to the ﬁne print of some of theSteinberg mentioned earlier that you have to have
evaluations we do, especially the research assessmentEnglish and maths O-level to go to university. Is it
exercise which I suspect is in the back of your mind.still the case that places like Oxford still discriminate
We did oVer very speciﬁc guidance on that issue foragainst people if they do not have a foreign languages
the 2001 research assessment exercise, followingO-level or GCSE?
issues drawn to the Funding Council’s attention as(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I do not know for
part of the 1996 exercise.certain, I have to say. My belief is that they do not,
but I simply would have to check on that.27
465. Finally—again this is anecdotal to a certain
460. You used to have to have a French O-level to extent—I am led to believe that in cases like
do history, I think, which seems strange to me. In economics, where people go for degrees in
terms of the reasons why people drop out, you economics, you have cases where often the standard
mentioned that most of them are personal. Is it of literacy involving people being admitted is
possible to provide any further information on declining all the time. These are in terms of people
exactly what the breakdown of personal reasons is, using proper grammar and spelling and that sort of
or is that just an unknown factor now? If you cannot, thing. Is there any reason to think this is declining?
can I ask this question. I have not read the Report (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I think it is veryfully enough. Is there a demographic breakdown of
diYcult to draw a conclusion right across the board.dropout rates?
One does hear complaints that in terms of grammar,(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, there is. We
paragraphing, sentence structure, things of that kind,know that older, more mature students are more
students are not quite so proﬁcient now as they havelikely to drop out than 18 to 21 year olds.28
been in the past. On the other hand, when one looks
461. What about people from poorer at other skills that are relative here, like students’ IT
backgrounds? skills, of course they far surpass the kinds of skills of
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) They are also more students only a few years ago.
likely to drop out.
466. Finally, in terms of the nationality of new462. What about men and women?
lecturers, given the low incomes of lecturers, is there(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Men are more
an increasing drift, in cases like economics, to havelikely to drop out than women, but married men are
more and more foreign lecturers coming in to get themore likely to stay in.
brand, if you like, of British universities, because
463. You mentioned the relationship between British abroad would get more money if they just
teaching and research in terms of parity of esteem. went into normal teaching or a normal job? Is this a
Do you think there is institutional sexism in that? I chronic problem, do you feel, in the higher
mentioned this issue at the last hearing, you education system?
remember, that if a woman, for argument’s sake, (Professor Sir Howard Newby) There are a numberdoes a certain amount of research, has a child, then of shortage subjects where it has been diYcult to
recruit UK residents into lecturing posts. The
26 Ev 50-51, Appendix 1. Government is currently proposing to oVer golden
27 Ev 53, Appendix 2. hellos for lecturers in those subjects. You mentioned
28 Note from witness: Further details and the breakdown of economics. It is true that recruitment in certain kindspersonal reasons for dropping out are available in
of economics, especially macroeconomics and theUndergraduate non-completion in higher education in England
more mathematical end of economics, has been(HEFCE 97/29), Table 3.2. These show that the most
frequently indicated reason for withdrawal are: “Chose the extremely diYcult for a number of years now. We
wrong ﬁeld of study” (40% of respondents indicated that this have been fortunate to be able to recruit some very
was a moderate or considerable inﬂuence), “Lack of highly qualiﬁed and high-calibre people from othercommitment to the programme” (39%), “Financial
countries where, for example, there has not been aproblems” (39%), “Programme not what I expected” (38%)
and “InsuYcient academic progress” (36%). tradition of a PhD in Economics and they have come
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to this country to obtain one and stayed on. I am course were recorded as leaving early. Then we are
thinking of countries especially like Italy where that told in the footnote to Table 10, which Mr Steinberg
has been the case. referred to, that the estimate of the number
recorded is around 60 per cent of all withdrawals.
So we have to take it that the total number
Mr Williams dropping out must therefore be somewhere round
about 40,000. Do we have a total ﬁgure?467. We have had an interesting two sessions. The
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes, we do.problem is that you do not know where to push
hardest in the education system to obtain the result 471. Can you give us it?
which you want. In terms of quality of end-product (Professor Sir Howard Newby) The total drop out
for the nation, the high priority must be to produce ﬁgure which is given in the Report does include the
as quick a result as possible in producing more and 60 per cent who could not be traced through thisbetter graduates, if we are to remain successful in the exercise. So what we have here is a picture of themodern economy. In that respect, have you done any 40 per cent who responded to this survey. The totalcost beneﬁt of the advantages of recognising that ﬁgure includes all the students who dropped out.students are coming into university not as well
qualiﬁed as you would like them to be, not as 472. In fact it is higher, it is 60 per cent are not
conditioned to the self-teaching ethic?Has there been recorded.
any cost/beneﬁt assessment of how much more (Professor Sir Howard Newby) Yes.
eVective it might be to build the teaching element into
473. So if 26,000 were recorded, 39,000 were notthe university, rather than while at the same time you
recorded, which means there is a total of 65,000 whoare trying to do a broad sweep across education? It is
drop out. Does that sound right?like focussing a teaching element—which is almost a
dirty word in many of our universities—into the (Professor Sir Howard Newby) That sounds
university. Could not that have a relatively rapid about right.
eVect in quality and in numbers, because fewer might
474. Going back to the table, what surprises medrop out? I am not sure you should answer that. I
is the absence of self-criticism. If you look at thosewould not even answer it.
individual categories and you put together the(Mr Normington) I want to say just one thing,
almost meaningless “personal reasons” plus “other”which is that a graduate still is likely to earn on
plus “unknown”, you have 60 per cent of the peopleaverage substantially more—35 per cent more—over
who are included in that list. It seems to me therehis or her lifetime.
is no systematic analysis being made at all of why
468. Yes, but that is irrelevant to what I am asking drop out occurs. Where in there is the element of
about here. consumer dissatisfaction? Where is anything which
(Mr Normington) That has not changed. In fact, if says that the universities are at fault, that they are
anything, it has become wider. So to get a degree is not providing what students want, the students werestill a very good thing, because it gives you a very not happy and so on? Where do we ﬁnd that? Theregood economic return. must be an element of that, must there not?
469. You are missing my point. What you are (Professor Sir Howard Newby) I am not sure, with
saying is a symptomof the problemwhich I am trying respect, whether this is directed to me or the NAO,
to address. The problem is that you do not have but I would say that the Report states clearly that
enough well-qualiﬁed people, that is why their no student stated their main reason for dropping
earning diVerential is improving. What I am asking out was their dissatisfaction with the teaching.
is, has there been any consideration given to the idea
475. Maybe no one asked them. Do we know theythat those in the teaching element in the university
were asked? The C&AG did not have a chance tomight actually bring in a teaching element, that more
teaching priority into the university might be a go round 65,000 students and ask why they were
quicker and more cost-eVective way of rapidly dropping out. Who asked them? Do the colleges
improving the number and quality of graduates? automatically ask them?
(Mr Normington) It might be. I am not sure we (Mr Jones) The universities provide this
have done the cost beneﬁt analysis on that but I think information through HESAU, the Higher
we agree there needs to be a higher priority given to Education Statistical Analysis Unit. We were only
teaching and to investment in teaching. There still collecting the data and that data was not collected
appears to be a considerable demand for graduates by the universities.
and therefore youwould have to expand the numbers (Mr Normington) Some of the independent
as well but you would need to improve the quality of analysis we have done, and we have had a number
teaching. I may be missing your point. of goes at this, shows that students sometimes are
asked and of course they are dissatisﬁed with the470. I think you are. Read the minutes and put
quality they have received on the course, that theya note in later, as we are short of time.29 I think that
is the best thing to say there. Looking at the number have not had enough support from the tutor, they
of people who are wasted from university—and not have not seen the tutor, but it does not come
all of them are wasted when they drop out through very strongly. It is often tied up with, “I
obviously—and Table 10, we are told in paragraph was on the wrong course”, “I chose the wrong
2.8 that 26,000 students in the ﬁrst year of their institution”. Wrong course and wrong institution
can cover a whole range of things and in there
29 Ev 51-52, Appendix 1. maybe is quality of teaching.
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476. Yes, teaching is almost a dirty word in some (Mr Normington) As soon as we can but I cannot
be sure, we have not ﬁnished the review. I was askedcolleges. Coming back to the issue of ﬁnance, which
this several times on Monday and I cannotis shown as very low here, the Library of the House
elaborate beyond saying it will be as soon as we canof Commons shows that if the grant level for
do it.students was the same today—and it does not exist
of course but if it were—as in 1979, it would be
481. Why should we be optimistic about it? This£3,500 a year, which is for an under-graduate on a
Report was only produced earlier this year, right atthree year course, £10,500 that they would have
the beginning of this year?received had the grant system been sustained. Can
(Mr Jones) Yes.you not see that to people from the sort of family
Mr Davies was talking about, the sort of families 482. A few weeks ago. So this is about as up-to-
who have low income, often single parents and so date statistics as you can get. What statistical base
on, the diVerence between having a £10,500 grant are you going to have to make a sounder analysis
over three years and ending up with an £11,000 debt that is diVerent? Throughout much of the
over three years is a mountainous diVerence? Do questioning on Monday you were not able to
you not recognise that? answer questions because the statistical information
(Mr Normington) It is a big diVerence, yes. was not available.
(Mr Normington) But it is a question of the
477. These ﬁgures are almost frighteningly large. solution, is it not, not the analysis? That is what the
I do not mean this in a nasty sense but are you review is about, looking at the solution.
aware that to many of our constituents the sheer
483. Coming back to you, Professor, you gave thethought of getting into that sort of debt, with no
interesting ﬁgure the other day about tuition fees.guarantee that you are going to be able to pay it oV
You said that yes, in so far as tuition fees have gonebecause they cannot see a guarantee, is a massive
to the universities, in eVect their grant has beendeterrent? This must help to explain why students
diminished by a similar amount. Is that correct?from the lower income groups do not come in or
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) What Mrare not able to stay in university.
Steinberg asked me actually was a question(Mr Normington) I think we have accepted all
speciﬁcally in relation to teaching and whether orthrough these two hearings that debt and the fear
not the funding for teaching had been supplementedof debt is a deterrent to people from lower income
by the income from tuition fees. I said that no, itfamilies, and that is why the Government is looking
had not, and that is true.at it again.
484. That brings me right back to my very ﬁrst478. I am glad they are looking at it again. Can
question. That is marvellous. Thank you. So hereI feed some extra thought in then. You talk of the
we have a situation where it is recognised that theextra earnings that people get from being graduates,
schools are not able to teach at this stage, most ofbut pay back starts at half national earnings, so
them are not able to teach in the way or to the levelyoungsters who could be earning in three years’
required traditionally for university entrance, intime instead face the prospect of getting as far as
terms of aptitude for the course; the universitieshalf national earnings and then having to start
have not remedied that by putting money inpaying back this debt from what is really a relatively
themselves, and we now ﬁnd that the money thatlow level of income.
has been accepted for tuition has not been going to(Mr Normington) They have to start paying back
tuition at all. That is a ripe piece of achievement, isat £10,000. There is a cap on what they have to pay
it not? It seems counterproductive economy.back. They pay back—
(Mr Normington) A whole range of things have
been funded over that period.479. Yes, I appreciate that, but they are caught
in all ways if they do not have any sort of family 485. But it comes back to my initial point about
support, because if they aspire to have a mortgage the priority. If the deﬁciency is in the schools
as they get a bit older this debt is taken into account because they are not teaching to the level that the
in assessing their mortgage eligibility as well, is it university want to receive at, if the university now
not? Can you not see how it stacks up? are not getting the money they need and the
(Mr Normington) Mr Williams, I do understand students are paying for tuition, but they are not
this. The Government changed the funding getting the money to provide extra and better
system— tuition, it seems to me that it is a self-defeating
Mr Williams: We know what happened! exercise.
(Mr Normington)—and when it did that it also (Mr Normington) The money has gone into a
put in a number of things that were designed to range of things. It has enabled the unit of support
ensure that there was some extra help for students for students to go up for the ﬁrst time, to be
from poor families. I accept the general proposition stabilised. It will go up next year for the ﬁrst time.
that if you move from a grant system to a loans Of course, a lot of the money has gone into
system then some people will be put oV by the research, into widening participation. It is going
prospect of building up a large debt. That does into the university staV’s pay.
follow, of course.
486. But the students pay for tuition. If it were a
480. How soon do we hope to get the result of consumer product, it would be a Trades
Descriptions Act case. People are being charged forthis review which is being carried out?
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tuition and the money is not going to them. That afternoon there was an important meeting attended
by MPs from all parties, Mr Normington. They metshould have been extra money going to tuition, but
it is not. with head teachers from the state boarding schools.
I actually have one of these state boarding schools(Mr Normington) It is going into a whole range
in my constituency, and one of my colleagues hasof things. It has not gone directly to increase the
already raised this because he has one or more.money for tuition.
There are only 60,000 boarders, and only 4,000 areMr Williams: Thank you.
in the state boarding sector, so it is quite a small
sector, but it is important, particularly in terms of
Chairman disadvantaged groups, maybe people with social
need problems, armed services, and it may impact487. Thank you, Mr Williams. We are now at the
on entry into higher education, although I accept itend of our session, but I have two or three very
is at the margin. As we have had this meeting today,short questions to wrap things up today. Sir
will you undertake to acquaint yourself with theseHoward, in answer to Mr Jenkins you made very
worries of this small group?brieﬂy an interesting reference to league tables
(Mr Normington) Yes, certainly.which you seem to be suggesting were distorting the
system in some way. Do you want to add anything 489. Turning now to a completely diVerent
to that? subject, why are you removing the compulsion to
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) I simply observed study a modern language after age 14?
that all of the newspaper league tables have an (Mr Normington) We have not said that is what
element in them which is heavily weighted towards we are going to do yet. The Government is about
the A-level points qualiﬁcation entry of the students to produce a 14 to 19 Green Paper which will
they admit. That actually is a very considerable discuss the curriculum. The Government has not
element in determining where a university sits in the made that announcement.
league table. Therefore, when an admissions tutor is 490. You have been before us for the best part offaced with attempting to choose between very large 5° hours this week. I hope you have found itnumbers of students applying for a ﬁnite number of instructive. We have certainly found it veryplaces, I am saying there is a powerful incentive interesting indeed, and you really have made anthere, unless we do something otherwise, for them honest attempt to answer our questions in a veryalways to go for the student with the highest A-level direct way. We are very grateful to both of you.points, irrespective of the other qualities which Thank you very much.astudent may have. That is a barrier, an obstacle,
(Professor Sir Howard Newby) Thank you,I should say, to some admissions tutors taking their
Chairman. We are very grateful to you for yourresponsibilities seriously over widening
courtesy.participation.
Chairman: Thank you. The session is closed.
488. Thank you. There is a question from one of
my colleagues which was a bit on the edge of what
we are talking about, but I think it is relevant. This
APPENDIX 1
Supplementary memorandum submitted by Mr David Normington CB, Permanent Secretary,
Department for Education and Skills
Question 118: Sale of student loans?
Loans were sold at face value, with subsidies to compensate buyers for the non-commercial terms of the
loans. For the ﬁrst sale of £1 billion in 1998, the net present value (in discounted terms at 1997 prices) of
subsidy payments was estimated to be in the region of £50 million more than the estimated present value cost
which would have been incurred by the Government if the loans had not been sold (ie the continuing cost to
the Government itself of the non-commercial nature of the loans). The net present value of the subsidy
payments for the second sale of £1 billion in 1999was estimated to be in the region of £85million–£100million
above the cost of keeping the loans in the public sector. Part of the subsidy payments will ﬂow back to
Government through administration charges by the Student Loans Company (which administers both
portfolios) and tax receipts on private sector proﬁts.
Questions 132, 169 and 178: The relationship between grammar schools and participation in HE?
The graph below shows that since 1960, the Age Participation Index (API) including the API for poorer
social classes has risen very signiﬁcantly, while the percentage of pupils in grammar and direct grant schools
has fallen. Although there are no direct grant schools now, there are still 164 grammar schools, educating
about 4.4 per cent of secondary school pupils in England. The future of the remaining grammar schools is a
matter for local parents to decide, by petitioning for a ballot.
It has not been possible to provide information on the numbers of entrants from state schools into
individual institutions in relation to the decline of grammar schools.
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Questions 186, 249, 302 and 318: Clariﬁcation of the Initial Entry Rate (IER)?
The Department uses the Initial Entry Rate (IER) to measure progress towards the target of 50 per cent
participation in higher education by young people by the time they reach the age of 30. It is an extension of the
well-established and familiar Age Participation Index (API) whichmeasures the proportion of UK domiciled
young people who enter full-time HE courses for the ﬁrst time by the time they are 20. The IER extends this
to include part-timers, and those aged over 20 and up to and including age 30. The IER uses comprehensive
student data collected by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) from HEIs and by the Learning
and Skills Council (LSC) from FE colleges.
The Department ﬁrst used this calculation for 1998–99. Using the available data, it calculated then that the
IER was 43 per cent.
As part of their quality assurance procedures, the Department and HEFCE carried out a thorough
investigation of the student data used in calculating the IER and found that a small number of the entrant
ﬁgures had been over-estimated. This was due to some students being recorded by institutions as “initial
entrants” when they had in fact already been in higher education in previous years.
Using the revised, and more robust data, as a measure of entrants we are now able to calculate the IER to
be more accurately at 41.5 per cent for 2001–02.
References to the IER are made in the Service Delivery Agreement section of the Department’s website:
http://www.dfes.gov.uk/sda2000/psa—notes.shtml; and the notion of the IER was mentioned in a
Departmental Press Release of 28 September 1999: http://www.dfes.gov.uk/pns/DisplayPN.cgi?pn—
id%1999—0612.
Question 436: International comparisons of the performance of school children in state schools?
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA) is the most comprehensive international student assessment study to date. Thirty-two
countries participated, including all the major OECD countries. 15-year-old students were assessed in Spring
2000 in tests of reading, mathematical and scientiﬁc literacy. The “major domain” was reading literacy, and
around two-thirds of the questions were devoted to this. PISA is being repeated in 2003 and 2006, when
mathematical and then scientiﬁc literacy will be the major domains.
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In England, a representative sample of 4,120 students in 155 randomly selected schools took the tests. Of
these, 71 per cent were in local education authority (LEA) maintained schools, 20 per cent were in grant
maintained schools, which later in 2000 reverted to LEA control or became Foundation Schools, and 9 per
cent were in independent schools. This is in proportion to the national picture and is the usual practice in
international comparisons studies such as the earlier International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement (IEA) studies of mathematics and science performance, TIMSS.We are not aware
of any studies, which look only at performance in state schools.
PISAwas administered inEngland on behalf of theDepartment by theOYce forNational Statistics (ONS),
within a technical framework laid down by the OECD PISA consortium to which all participating countries
had to adhere. The consortium was also responsible for developing the test items and implementing strict
quality assurance procedures, including the translation veriﬁcation of items, standardised procedures for
school and student sampling, precise instructions for the implementation of the survey, the selection and use
of test administrators, the use of monitors from the PISA consortium to visit all national centres to review
data collection procedures and the production of software specially designed for PISA data collection.
The OECD PISA consortium also undertook the analyses of PISA data, culminating in the OECD report,
Knowledge and Skills for Life, which was published on 4 December 2001. The report found that UK
performance was signiﬁcantly above the OECD average. The UK scored seventh-highest out of 32 countries
on the reading literacy scale, eighth-highest on the mathematical literacy scale and fourth-highest on the
scientiﬁc literacy scale. On the “reﬂecting and evaluation” reading literacy scale, skills, which, as the OECD
put it, are “increasingly valued in knowledge-based societies”, the UK’s score was second-highest.
Question 458: Comparison of ﬁnancial position of a lone parent on beneﬁts, and in higher education?
Making direct comparisons with a previously unemployed student, or one in low paid work are
problematic due to the many variables involved.
An unemployed person would be expected to look after children and would not be entitled to Government
funds for childcare. Basic entitlement to income support would be supplemented by housing beneﬁt, which
would vary according to circumstances and geographical area. We believe most lone parents with formal
childcare would ﬁnd the new student package attractive by comparison with continued dependence on
beneﬁts.
The total income as, for example, a low paid employee would depend on the level of earnings. If they were
earning £5,000 per year with two children, and assuming that they worked at least 16 hours a week, theymight
receive Working Families Tax Credit (WFTC) of £146 including a childcare credit of 70 per cent of their
childcare costs. So their income as a student would not drop substantially. The loan element in student
support, however, would have to be repaid.
Example: A lone parent with one child aged 6
Income Support
£100.50 a week (which includes child beneﬁt at £15.50 a week)
Housing Beneﬁt—depending on level of rent.
Council Tax Beneﬁt
Will also receive free school meals and other “passported beneﬁts” such as free prescriptions.
Student Support1
£90.83 a week student loan (£3,815 a year) (of which £67.05 taken into account by Beneﬁts Agency)2
£51.79 a week Dependants Grant (£2,175 a year)
£5.95 extra dependants grant (£250 a year) (disregarded as income by Beneﬁts Agency)
£11.90 Books, Travel and Equipment grant (£500 a year) (disregarded as income by Beneﬁts Agency)
1 The weekly amount shown is reached by dividing the elements of student support over the 42 beneﬁt weeks (September to June)
over which student support is paid.
2 The Beneﬁts Agency disregards £260 for travel, and £319 for books and equipment from the student loan. In addition, £10 a
week is disregarded from the loan.
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£5.95 School Meals Grant (£250 a year) (disregarded as income by Beneﬁts Agency)
£11.90 Access Bursary (Discretionary from institution) (up to £500 a year)(disregarded as income by
Beneﬁts Agency)
Childcare Grant—up to £114.75 a week, depending on childcare costs (disregarded by Beneﬁts Agency)
In addition, Child Beneﬁt of £15.50 a week is payable on top of the student support (this is taken into
account by Beneﬁts Agency)
(Full-time students are exempt from Council Tax).
Total Weekly Income £193.82
(Including child beneﬁt but excluding childcare grant)
Total weekly income taken into account by Beneﬁts Agency £134.34
During term-time, while the student’s income that is taken into account is above the threshold for Income
Support, they may be eligible for some Housing Beneﬁt, depending on the level of their rent. During July and
August, the Beneﬁts Agency considers that the student has no income from student support, and the student
will be eligible for Income Support and Housing Beneﬁt, providing they have no income from employment.
Any income from employment during term-time or the vacations is not taken into account when
calculating the student’s entitlement to student support, although it will impact on their Income Support. If
a lone parent student works at least 16 hours a week during term-time, theymay be entitled to receiveWFTC.
The childcare credit of WFTC is payable at 70 per cent of actual costs (maximum of £94.50 a week for one
child), so it would be more advantageous for such a student to claim the childcare grant through the student
support systemwhich will pay at 85 per cent of actual costs—amaximum of £114.75 a week during term-time
and the short vacations, although it pays at the 70 per cent rate during the long vacation.
Question 470: Research into the Beneﬁts of Enhancing the Initial Period of Teaching for New Students to
Higher Education?
Retention rates are closely related to levels of prior attainment. Therefore any eVorts to raise students’
attainment and preparation for higher education should reduce the likelihood of students dropping out.
The Department is not aware of any published research on enhanced teaching for students in the ﬁrst year
of HE courses. However, using work commissioned by HEFCE from KPMG, areas where additional costs
might occur in the retention and progression of students have been identiﬁed: additional pastoral and
academic care; ongoing study skills; literacy; numeracy; and IT courses. HEFCE recommend that higher
education institutions should provide these services when students enter higher education and that they be
sustained throughout their study to help aid retention. No cost-beneﬁt analysis has been undertaken of these
diVerent activities partly because it is diYcult to isolate and quantify the eVect that each of these activities
has on retention. As a result, the evidence available is generally based on case studies.
For example, many institutions have recognised the need for more targeted support for learning during the
ﬁrst year of a course and have implemented strategies to include practices such as:
Shifting the balance of funding from the, usually more costly, ﬁnal year to the ﬁrst year of study.
Introducing a module in the ﬁrst year which deals with the fundamental issues of studying the particular
subject.
Introducing diagnostic testing to determine whether students need more or less direct support ie additional
lectures, one to one tuition etc.
Having more explicit outcomes in the programme speciﬁcations for the ﬁrst year of study.
Using Progress Files or similar approaches to monitor individual students’ learning and progress.
Last year HEFCE produced best practice guides on strategies to widen participation and learning and
teaching. These, and related seminars, highlighted that “the learning and teaching strategy is central to
comprehensive attempts to widen participation”. These guides highlight the importance of learning and
teaching from the ﬁrst term/semester and throughout the rest of the HE course. HEFCE’s guidance states:
“The greater the investment in this period [ﬁrst term/semester] the less likely a student is to leave, as they feel
more supported.”
This subject was also raised at a recent symposium held by the Institute of Learning and Teaching. One
academic had undertaken some private research into student retention: some institutions with a high
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proportion of non-traditional students had better retention rates than the norm.This was attributed, amongst
other things, to a greater balance of resources devoted to Year 1 at university, rather than, as is commonly
the case, having large ﬁrst year classes and individual support only for ﬁnal year projects.
David Normington CB,
Permanent Secretary
Department for Education and Skills
March 2002
APPENDIX 2
Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Higher Education Funding Council for England
Question 239-241: What proportion of visits are to schools which they [Oxford and Cambridge Universities]
have not previously recruited from?
Neither of theUniversities were able to provide a speciﬁc response to this question in the time available. All
the colleges undertake recruitment activities, and it would take some time to collate the statistical information
required to formulate an accurate response. We have therefore prepared a more general note on activities by
these two universities to widen participation. This note is drawn together from documentation and
information provided by the Universities to the Council.
University of Oxford
The University of Oxford has an extensive widening participation programme aimed at the post-16 sector,
but it is also has programmes for the pre-16 sector, which it intends to expand with HEFCE funding. All
colleges and schools receive regular mailings to inform heads, principals, and teachers about access activities.
Their widening participation strategy involves a wide set of focused activities with the maintained sector in
general andmaintained schools and colleges with no or little history of sending applicants toOxford.HEFCE
funding for widening participation is not used for visits involving students from the independent sector. These
visits are funded from college or Oxford College Admissions OYce funds and form part of a general
programme of schools liaison activities
Tutors, admissions oYce staV, and student groups visit schools or colleges, or groups of schools,
throughout the year. The University also has a Sutton Trust Recruitment OYcer who targets the FE sector
speciﬁcally. They also hold several major regional events, which enable them to reach out to hundreds of
schools and colleges across the country. Last year the University held conferences at St James’ Park
(Newcastle FC), and the Dylan Thomas Centre (Swansea). Jointly, with the University of Cambridge, they
participated in events at Old TraVord (Manchester United FC), Wembley, and Murrayﬁeld (Edinburgh).
These events involved over 6,000 students and teachers. A similar programme is planned this year.
Students from over 1,500 schools and colleges were reached outside Oxford last year. The vast majority of
these (around 90 per cent) will have been from the maintained sector. Many will have had little, or no
experience of submitting candidates to the University of Oxford. The Admissions OYce, for instance,
arranged visits to and from 53 schools and colleges in 2001 of which 91 per cent were from the maintained
sector.
They also have an extensive programme of visits to the University, with students from up to 2,000 schools
and colleges visiting them. The University believes that this is what schools and colleges ﬁnd especially
eVective in breaking down barriers and encouraging participation. Many of the visits to Oxford are for
students in younger age groups and some from schools without a sixth-form, for which they will not have an
historical record of applications. These visits focus on raising aspirations to higher education in general. For
example, one visit involved representatives giving a presentation to students from Key Stage three and a
return visit from these students to Oxford. In addition, they organise an established programme of summer
schools. The University’s Sutton Trust Summer School involves over 250 year 12 students from maintained
sector schools with priority given to those with little or no experience of sending candidates to Oxford and/
or little family history of higher education. The University also runs a HEFCE Summer school for around
100 year 11 students from maintained sector schools, once again with priority being given to those with little
or no experience of sending applicants to Oxford and/or little family history of higher education. To improve
their service and the opportunities for potential applicants to visit the university they will be opening an
Admissions Information OYce in March 2002 in the centre of Oxford.
For entry in October 2002 theUniversity of Oxford had an increase of 16.2 per cent in its applications from
9,548 to 11,097. The numbers applying from the maintained sector rose by 24 per cent, compared with a 6.7
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per cent rise from the independent sector. This increase in applications from themaintained sector came from
a total of 1,390 maintained schools compared with 1,265 maintained schools in the previous year.
University of Cambridge
The University is addressing the issue of widening access and participation to students from state schools
through a number of initiatives:
— The Cambridge University Students Union (CUSU) Target Campaign involves around 1,000
undergraduate volunteers currently studying at Cambridge going into maintained schools and
colleges in their home area during the Easter vacation. Every state sixth form in the country receives
a mailing in the autumn, inviting requests for a Target visit.
— The Target Campaign also oVers shadowing weekends, where sixth formers from all over the
country come to Cambridge for three days and shadow someone doing a subject that they are
interested in. The scheme is aimed at applicants from people whose schools have very little or no
previous contact with Oxbridge.
— The University has two Access/Schools Liaison OYcers and a Further Education Liaison OYcer.
These posts have been appointed to visit schools and colleges to talk to pupils and teachers about
applying to Cambridge.
— The University is involved in the Excellence Challenge initiative, and has developed links with the
LEAs to advance this work.
— The University is one of a number of universities to host a summer school ﬁnanced by the Sutton
Trust. All state schools are invited to put forward the names of one or two candidates for the
summer courses.
— Another access initiative by St John’s College called “Eagle” aims to help bright young people from
inner city Lambeth. Funding, from a donor wishing to remain anonymous, is worth £125,000 a year
for ﬁve years.
— The colleges cooperate in a programme of links with schools and colleges in particular LEA areas.
Each college deals with one or more LEA. For example, Jesus College assists students from the
Newcastle area.
— TheUniversity is an activemember of the Four Counties widening participation group (withAnglia
Polytechnic University, Essex University, Norwich School of Art & Design, University of East
Anglia, the OpenUniversity andWrittle College). One of the main areas of activity is the “Children
into universities” project which involves providing a range of events aimed at year 8 and 9 pupils
(and parents) from schools in areas of low HE partcipation.
— There is a major programme of undergraduate bursaries.
Latest ﬁgures for admissions and applications to the University (published in January 2002) show that the
proportion of state schools applicants has increased. Applicants from the maintained sector nowmake up 53
per cent of the home intake compared to last year’s 50 per cent.
Question 459: Do places like [Oxford and Cambridge Universities] still discriminate against applicants that do
not have a foreign language O Level or GCSE?
The University of Oxford does not have a general stipulation that entrants should have a qualiﬁcation in
a language other than English.
TheUniversity of Cambridge’s minimum entrance requirements are qualiﬁcations in ﬁve subjects: English,
a language other than English, an approved mathematical or scientiﬁc subject, and two other approved
subjects. For candidates with GCSE and GCE, at least two of these subjects must be at Advanced GCE, the
others in GCSE at grades A, B or C. If there are good reasons why applicants are not able to satisfy the
matriculation requirements, they can consult the Admissions Tutor of their preferred college, to ﬁnd out if
the college would be able to ask the University to waive the requirement.
The Higher Education Funding Council for England
February 2002
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APPENDIX 3
Supplementary memorandum submitted by The Council for Industry and Higher Education (CIHE)
The NAO report on Widening Participation does not fully address the conundrum that lies at the heart of
Government policy in this area. The Government’s target that 50 per cent of young people should have some
experience of higher education through a widening of current participation relies on the performance of
Further Education colleges and certain Higher Education institutions. It is those with current high intakes
fromnon-traditional backgrounds that oVer the environment, support, courses and processes of learning that
are most likely to appeal to such students. Yet it is also those institutions that are currently most ﬁnancially
vulnerable. Without changes in the ﬁnancial support regime they will have to curtail their current activities.
Further expansion would be most unlikely, especially if capabilities in certain disciplines or geographical
locations were lost.
It is understandable that those institutions running deﬁcits should not be cross-subsidised indeﬁnitely by
the rest of the sector. A central issue is how improved eYciency can be combined with the eVectiveness such
institutions have at delivering the widening participation agenda.
Funding methodologies are at the heart of this issue. First, there are high costs in reaching out and
attracting those from non-traditional backgrounds into higher education. Secondly, there are higher costs in
providing the education and personal support needed to enable such students to be retained and progress
through their learning. Current funding methodologies do not oVer long-term diVerentiated solutions at
levels high enough to meet those costs. Certain “city challenge” initiatives are neither universal nor
mainstream, while “5 per cent postcode premium” is inadequate and badly targeted.
Thirdly, the removal of maintenance grants and their replacement by income contingent loans with a low
repayment threshold, plus amyriad of confusing bursaries, leads to student debt, the spectre of debt and often
excessive term-time paid work. Since employers appear not to value as much people from non-traditional
backgrounds, the risk/reward equation is not so favourable for them. Their decision not to stay on at school
and progress to higher education may well be perfectly rational. The returns to higher education are not
evenly spread across social groups.
Finally, lower retention is the ﬂip-side of the widening participation coin. People from non-tradition
backgrounds suVer a variety of personal, ﬁnancial and other pressures. A London university with high non-
retention rates surveyed students and found that only 4 per cent left for academic reasons. A recent IES report
noted that many students change institutions and courses while others return (sometimes years later) to
complete their studies. The Funding Councils’ policy of seeking to claw-back funds where students have not
completed the course on which they embarked, takes no account of this. It can aVect the ﬁnancial fortunes
of precisely those institutions whose very survival and growth are central to the widening participation
agenda. In further education, institutions received funding for those students in place at three census points
in a year. This recognises, supports and rewards those institutions that have helped individuals take steps
along the road. In higher education individuals could interrupt their studies, having completed a semester
and gained academic credits, but be considered a drop out, leaving the institution having to repay all the
funds. One London institution may have £2.5 million clawed back resulting in serious implications for its
ability to deliver its widening participation mission. A closer alignment of the funding approaches would
beneﬁt institutions, students and help the Government achieve its widening participation and growth targets
for higher education.
We would make one other argument to expand a point made earlier: unless employers send signals that
they value equally people from all backgrounds and can show evidence that they put this into practice, then
many people from non-traditional backgrounds will continue (rightly) to be sceptical about the value of a
degree. The risk/reward equation is weighted against them and no amount of exhortation or raising awareness
about the higher education experience will change that. All links in the chain have to be considered and
worked on. A focus on the HE/FE or HE/school interface (while important) is insuYcient.
Mr Richard A Brown,
Chief Executive
The Council for Industry and Higher Education
January 2002
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